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This book offers students a comprehensive account of the theories, methods 
and frameworks used in the field, applied usefully to illuminating case studies. 
Researching Language, Gender and Sexuality is essential reading for those 
developing their own research projects, but also an effective general introduction 
to the language, gender and sexuality. 

Lucy }ones, Universit)' of Nottingham, UK 

This book will spark students' interest in language, gender and sexuality and 
provide them with invaluable guidance for their own research projects. Its pertinent 
discussion of theoretical and methodological issues in combination with fresh 
illustrations and an incorporation of recent research render it an excellent resource. 

Heiko Motschenbacher, Western Norway University of 
Applied Sciences, Bergen 
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Researching Language, Gender 
and Sexuality 

Researching Language, Gender and Sexuality leads students through the process of 
undertaking research in order to explore how gender and sexuality are represented 
and constructed through language. Drawing on international research, Sauntson 
incorporates a fluid understanding of genders and sexualities and includes research 
on a diverse range of identities. 

This accessible guidebook offers an outline of the practical steps and ethical 
guideline involved when gathering linguistic data for the purpo e of investigating 
gender and sexuality. Each chapter contains up-to-date information and empirical 
ea e studies that relate to a range of topics within the field of language, gender 
and sexuality, as well as suggestions for how students could practically research 
the areas covered. 

tudent-friendly, this is e sential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate 
students of English language, linguistics and gender studies. 

Helen Sauntson is Professor of English Language and Linguistics at York St John 
University, UK. Her research areas are language in education and language, 
gender and sexuality. She has published a range of books, chapter and journal 
article in these areas and is co-editor of the Palgrave Studies in Language, Gender 
and Sexuality book series. 
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1 What questions might 
a linguist ask about language, 
gender and sexuality? 

Much of the time, doing a good research project in any area of linguistics is about 
asking the right que tions, and this principle applies to researching language, 
gender and sexuality as much as it does to any other area. Within the field of lan
guage, gender and sexuality, there has been a historical shift away from notions 
of 'gender difference' to more fluid ideas about gender and sexualities as mu ltiple, 
temporal and performative. Scholars in the field no longer ask, 'What are the 
differences (between genders and between sexualities)?', but instead ask, 'Why 
is there so much emphasis on differences ?' Research now focuses more on the 
ideologies which underlie notions of gender and sexual difference, where they 
come from and why they still persist, rather than the differences th~mselves (if 
indeed there are any). 

Sunderland (2014) acknowledges that there are, undoubtedly, still many struc
tural inequalities around gender and sexuality in most societies. But, importantly, 
she links inequality and difference to linguistic representation rather than lin
guistic behaviour. For this reason, Sunderland argues that it is still valuable and 
important to research difference, but only in terms of represented difference. For 
example, it i less useful to a k about how men and women talk, but more useful 
to investigate how men and women (and other genders) get represented across 
texts and contexts. 

The main questions in contemporary language, gender and sexuality research, 
then, tend to focus on examining how ideologies (defined later in this chapter) 
about gender and sexuality get embedded in language and on asking, 'What role 
doe language play in perpetuating and challenging gender and sexuality ideolo
gies?' With the e questions in mind, the main purpose of this book is to provide 
you with the knowledge and research skills required to investigate variou a peers 
of language, gender and sexuali ty in your own original re earch project. The book 
will provide an overview of the field, present illustrative empirical tudie in a 
range of area and addre s i ue in research design and methodology that are 
mo t relevant to language, gender and exuality. 

It has been noted that the field has tended to focus more on 'minoritised' gen
der and exualities uch as le bian, gay, bi exual, transgender plus (LGBT +) 
identities. However, as we will ee, more 'hegemonic' identities, such as hetero
exuality and hegemonic ma culinity, can al o form a valuable part of research. 



2 Questions about language , geruler and sexuality 

In recent years, a range of scholars have noted the importance of intersectional
icy in the study of language, gender and sexuality (e.g. Lazar, 2017) in which 
other forms of identity inter ect with gender and sexuality ( ee later section). 
Although no book can be fully representative of a field, this book attempts to 

draw from research based on a range of different gender and sexuality identities, 
both 'minoritised' and 'hegemonic', and incorporates some inter ectional studies. 

A characteristic of the field of language, gender and sexuality is that the terms 
relating to identity are constantly evolving and often remain contested. For thi 
rea on, it is worth spending some time considering some of the key terms and 
concepts routinely used in the field. 

Defining key terms and concepts 

As with many areas of sociolinguistics, the 'identities' under scrutiny in the field 
of language, gender and sexuality are often unstable, contested and, therefore, 
difficult to define. Therefore, the following explanations should not be taken as 
definitive but as working definitions. You may come across alternative definitions 
(as well as a wider range of term ) in your reading. In fact, it is good practice to 
think 'critically' (i.e. not take at face value) about any definitions you come acro s 
in your reading. The terms that follow are not exhaustive and neither are they 
necessarily unproblematic. They are also likely to continue changing in response 
to social changes. The terms that follow are just intended to provide a tarring 
point for thinking about particular concepts and the kind of 'identities' that are 
typically the focal point of studies in the field of language, gender and sexuality. 

Sex - Traditionally used to refer to the biological state of being female or 
male. The terms 'male' and 'female' are only ever used to refer to biological 
sex. Biological ex (and the accompanying terms 'male' and 'female') applies 
to all animals, not just humans. 

Gender- Traditionally used to refer to a social categori ation ystem con
sisting of a polarised set of behaviours classed a 'masculine' and 'feminine'. 

ex and gender are ideologically linked o that ma culine behaviour i 
expected of biological males and feminine behaviour is expected of biologi
cal females. The term 'gender' only refers to human behaviour. 

Woman/man, girl/boy- These terms are usually used to refer to someone's 
g nder, whereas the terms 'female' and 'male' are reserved for referring to 
someone's biological sex. In contemporary work on gender, individuals can 
claim their own gender as 'woman', 'man' or 'variant' rather than simply 
being ascribed a biological ex. Thus, gender is now seen (at least in aca
demic work) a having more agency and a omething which i dynamic, 
active and sometime a ite of truggle. 

Cisgendered- Someone who e chosen gender identity corre pond to their 
biological ex and as Identifying and embodying the ex a signed at birth. 
For example, a ci gendered woman is someone who was born female and i 
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happy with their female body and with adopting a gender identity which is 
broadly under tood as feminine. 

Transgendered - Someone whose chosen gender identity does not corre
spond to their biological sex. For example, a transgendered man is some
one who was born female in terms of biological sex but who identifies as a 
man and adopts a gender identity which is broadly understood as masculine. 
Transgendered individuals may or may not have had different kinds of medi
cal interventions in order to help them to transition into their desired body. 

Non-binary , gender variant, gender queer (and related terms) - A range of 
terms u ed by individuals whose chosen gender identity Lies outside the 
binary categories of 'woman/man' and/or 'trans/cis'. It is worth noting that 
'woman/man' and 'trans/cis' are not viewed as mutually exclusive binary sys
tems in the field but are seen more as continua. 

It has been repeatedly noted that sex and gender not easy to define and can have 
multiple meanings. Baker (2008a) observes, for example, that sex can refer to 
sexual acts but can also be used to define the biological distinction between males 
and females. Sex is generally considered to refer to a male/female binary, whilst 
gender is thought to operate as a masculine/feminine binary. Baker notes, though, 
that this di tinction between sex and gender is notoriously over-simplified, and 
we will see examples of why this simplification is problematic throughout this 
book. Gender is seen as an organising principle for social life in that behavioural 
expectations around masculinity and femininity are set up through the repetition 
of social norm . Gender is perceived to be a very fluid concept, as Baker explains, 

Throughout their lives, individual people appear to change their gender, 
becoming more or less masculine or feminine over time. And societies can 
either gradually, or quite dramatically, alter the consensu about what con
stitutes masculine and feminine behaviour. 

(Baker, 2008a: 5) 

A key point to remember is that gender is socially and discursively constructed, 
rather than naturally occurring. The only link between biological sex and social 
gender is an ideological one, as Eckert and McConneli-Ginet explain, 

Gender builds on biological sex, but it exaggerates biological difference, 
and it carries biological difference into domain in which it is completely 
irrelevant 

(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 2) 

Colour is a good and well-known example. 'Pink' i ideologically associated with 
femininity but has nothing to do with the biological state of being female. It has 
been argued that 'pink' functions to construct social expectations of girls and 
women in particular ways which are often detrimental. 

l 



4 Questions about language, gender and sexuality 

Gender is closely related to sexuality, as sexuality involves behaviour in rela
tion to other gendered social actors. As Baker explains, 

Sexuality refers to the ways that people conduct themselves as sexual beings. 
This covers an extremely wide range of phenomena: sexual behaviour (what 
people do), sexual desire (what they like and don't like to do and who they 
like to do it with) and sexual identity (how people express and view them
selves as sexual beings). One important aspect of sexuality concerns a per
son's sexual orientation (sometimes referred to as sexual preference): the 
extent to which someone prefers opposite sex or same sex partners. 

(Baker, 2008a: 6) 

Sexual orientation is not considered to be binary, although is often constructed 
linguistically as such as we will see in some of the examples presented throughout 
this book. 

Baker argues that gender and sexuality are related to each other in a number 
of ways. One way that people are expected to express their gender is through 
their sexual behaviours and expressed desires. For example, men display domi
nant forms of masculinity by being the ones who pursue relationships, whereas 
women display femininity by being more passive. The bodies that are considered 
to be sexually desirable are also often linked to ideas about traditional, dominant 
cultural forms of masculinity and femininity. 

Cameron (2005) notes that the study of language and gender started to give 
greater prominence to sexuality throughout the 2000s which increasingly incorpo
rated considerations of 'queer' gender identities and explorations of the relationship 
between gender and heteronormativity. In linguistics, work by Cameron (1997), 
Coates (2007), Leap (1996), Morrish and Sauntson (2007, 2010), Motschenbacher 
(2011) and others has shown that the semiotic resources associated with gender 
categories are deployed as a means of constructing sexual identities in and through 
discourse. Gender and sexual identity cannot be separated as the construction of 
both identities tends to rely on the same discursive resources. Such work suggests 
that there is a dear relationship between gender and sexuality, that the two are not 
experienced separately and that they cannot be separated for the purpose of analysis. 

Contemporary approaches to gender and language question the assumption that 
language merely reflects gender and sexuality. Rather than language simply reflect
ing gender differences, current research views gender (and, now, sexuality as well) 
as being discursively constructed through language. We will consider this idea, along 
with other current theoretical and conceptual approaches in the field, in Chapter 2. 
For now, the remainder of this introductory chapter will elaborate on the central 
problem of all earlier approaches - why it is problematic to focus on 'gender dif
ference' in research- as well as introducing some other key concepts in the field. 

Problems with 'gender difference' 

As stated earlier, early approaches to language and gender (sexualiry did not 
appear until later) tended to focus on identifying 'gender differences' in language, 
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for example, how women and men talk differently. Despite these early approaches 
receiving so much critical attention, Sunderland (2014) states that looking for 
alternative work on similarities acros women/men and girl /boys is not ea y. 
This, she argue , is becau e there i still a dominant, probably universal, di course 
of 'gender difference' which pervades non-academic contexts. This discourse is 
easily and broadly appealing, and its popularity is evidenced through the high 
sales of best- elling books, uch as John Gray's Men Are From Mars, Women Are 
From Venus (2002);1 Pease and Pea e's Why Men Don't Listen and Women Can't 
Read Maps (2001 ); and Deborah Tannen' You]ust Don't Understand: Women and 
Men in Conversation (1992).2 The commercial success of such books points to the 
popularity of publications which are concerned with isolating and exaggerating 
'gender difference'. And book uch a these also play a role in perpetuating these 
kinds of gender stereotype and exaggerated differences. 

In a Google Scholar search for 'gender difference/s' and 'gender similarity/ies', 
underland (2014) found that there were five times more hits for 'difference' 

than for 'similarity'. When searching for 'gender differences language' and 'gen
der similaritie language', the difference was even greater with hits for difference 
being eight times higher than hits for similarity. 

Findings from Sunderland's (2014) search ofGoogle Scholar: 

Gender difference: 
Gender differences: 
Gender similarity: 
Gender similarities: 
Gende r differences language: 
Gender similarities language: 

2,250,000 hits 
2,240,000 hits 
428,000 hits 
501,000 hits (5 times fewer) 
2,160,000 hits 
282,000 hits (8 times fewer) 

The e re ults point to a pervasive interest, even amongst cholar , in gender 
difference. underland argues that a key reason for this i that the idea of gender 
difference itself has become commodified. Put simply, gender differences can be 
old , wherea gender imilaritie can't. A Cameron sum up in her extensive 

critique of the e kind of publication and idea , 

If the e points were acknowledged, the cience soundbite would be headed 
'Men and women pretty similar, re earch find 'and popular psycho! gy books 
would bear titles like There's No Great Mystery about the Oppo ite Sex or We 
Understand Each Other Well Enough Most of the Time. Of cour e, the e title 
do not have the making of be t- eller . 

(Cameron, 2007: 163- 164) 

The prioriti ing of gender differences in academic re earch has led to what are 
now deemed to be inappropriate que tion being asked in earlier re earch. chol
ar now consider i sues such a , 'Why are questions that trengthen the female
male/woman-man dichotomy o frequently asked, while those that explore other 
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types of variation evoke much less interest?', and 'How much of this apparent 
dichotomy is imposed by the questions themselves?' This is quite a complex and 
important theoretical question - do the questions we ask about gender actually 
play a role in constructing gender itself? As researchers, these are important crit i
cal questions to consider when designing a research project. 

The gender difference discourse is also routinely embodied in the ubiquitous 
'gender stereotyping' which, Sunderland (2014) argues, pervades our everyday 
lives. Sunderland argues that visua l and linguistic stereotypes of 'gender differ
ence' are everywhere and exemplifies this with images of such products as pink 
packaged Sellotape, which is described on the packaging as being 'for girls'. Other 
images examined by Sunderland include gender-targeted sweets in packages 
labelled with the phrases 'Boys Rule' and 'Girls Rule' and the packaging of babies' 
teething rattles which contain the words 'for a sweet baby girl' and 'for a busy 
baby boy'. The rattles themselves take the form of a diamond ring (targeted at 
girls) and a handsaw (targeted at boys), and these manifestations create different 
expectations about behaviour and future aspirations for girls and boys. For more 
discussion of these examples, see Sunderland (2014 ). Sunderland takes these 
examples from the Tumblr site Pointlessly Gendered Products (https://pointless
lygenderedproducts.tumblr.com/), and this site (and others like it) can provide 
a good source of data for research projects focusing on multimodal analyses (see 
Chapter 4) of product packaging in relation to gender difference stereotyping. 

'Behaviour' vs. 'representation' 

Because gender difference stereotyping is so culturally prevalent, as shown in the 
previous examples, Sunderland (2014) argues that, in the questions we ask about 
language, gender and sexuality, there is actually a case for seeking out 'gender dif
ferences' in (or at least being explicitly vigilant about) the way women and men, 
and boys and girls, are represented (particularly in different text types and in 
multimodal discourse). In other words, it is important to examine representations 
of gender difference in order to expose them with a view to then problematising 
and challenging them. 

Sunderland goes on to explain that 'representations' of any kind are often 
the privilege of the powerful (especially those with access to media), with their 
own interests to protect. So in a society which is still, in many ways, patriarchal, 
we would expect there to be many representations which serve to potentially 
disempower (some) women and girls. In fact, many media representations of 
gender have been shown to ferment the 'gender differences' discourse (see, for 
example, studies by Cameron, 2014a; Freed, 2014; Talbot, 201 4) . Sunderland 
argues, therefore, that there is a need to be vigilant about all sorts of possibilities/ 
manifestations of represented gender difference (including ironic and subtle ones) . 
Throughout this book, we will consider discourses of gender difference as they are 
represented in a range of texts and contexts. Building on underland's work, we 
will al o pay equal consideration to the way in which difference discourse about 
sexuality often eo-occur with those about gender. 
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In fact, the very idea of binary constructs in relation to both gender and sex 
has been criticised by a number of queer theory scholars in recent years (see, for 
example, the contributions in Zimman et al., 2014 ). In Chapter 2, we examine 
how work in queer theory and elements of feminist theory have influenced the 
fie ld of language, gender and sexuality to the point where dichotomies such as 
'male' and 'female' and 'man' and 'woman' are critiqued and challenged much 
more than they used to be. 

Nevertheless, Barrett (2014) notes that, despite the challenging of binaries in 
queer theory, they do often have material consequences (i.e. their 'reality' is felt 
and experienced in physical and observable ways ). Phenomena such as gender 
pay gaps and the numbers of hate crimes committed against gender and sexual 
minorities, for example, are well-documented examples of structural inequalities 
between women and men and people of differing sexualities. This means that 
language analysis can examine gender binaries and 'difference' as long as it is in a 
way which explores how the physical and material effects of gender ideologies are 
experienced and constructed through language. In some contexts examined in 
this book, for example, a binary distinction between 'men' and 'women' is poten
tially important when examining gender-based violence and sexual offences 
committed by men against women (Chapter 7) . Furthermore, Davis et al. (2014) 
suggest that gender and sexuality binaries should not necessarily be rejected or 
understood as oppressive. Rather, they urge researchers to be sensitive to how 
binaries work in particular sociocultural contexts and to pay attention to contex
tual detail. And they also encourage researchers to consider how binaries relating 
to gender and sexuality always intersect with other social categories and systems. 

Gender and 'intersectionality' 

So far, we have discussed 'gender' and its related tenus (such as 'women') as a 
coherent and unified concept. As stated earlier, however, gender is multi-face ted 
and often culturally and socially contingent, and, for this reason, it is more use
ful to refer to genders to capture a more pluralistic understanding. Even though 
'women' as a social category are structura lly disadvantaged in the patriarchal gen
der order, the intersection of gender with other systems of power based on race, 
social class, exuality and o on means that gender oppre ion is neither materi
ally experienced nor discursively enacted in the same way for women everywhere. 
Starting from the idea that gender discrimination may be compounded by other 
identity positions, Crenshaw ( 1989) devised a theory of intersectionality in which 
language, gender, sexuality, race, age, class, nationality and a range of other facets 
of 'identity' intersect to produce particular identifications and linguistic prac
tices. ln fact, much gender theory beyond the discipline of linguistics holds this 
view of gender inter ecting with other aspect of a person's identity. The concept 
of intersectionality, then, disrupts the notion of a singular and coherent identity 
in relation to gender and sexuality. It recognises that there i no one way to 
be a woman, man, gay, straight and o on. Furthermore, inter ectionality theory 
does not simply view other identity categories as 'add-ons' to gender. Rather, 
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intersectionality describes what Piller and Takahashi (2010: 540) term a 'fusion 
of subjectivities'. Or, as Levon (2015: 298) puts it, categories not only intersect 
but also mutually constitute each other. Levon goes on to further explain, 

It [intersectionality theory] asserts that intersections are not to be viewed 
as 'crossroads' of two or more discrete and already existing categories but 
rather that intersections are themselves formative of the categories in ques
tion. In other words, mutual constitution maintains that constructs such as 
class, race, and gender do not exist as entities unto themselves. Instead, they 
crucially depend for their meaning on their relationship to the other catego
ries with which they intersect. 

(Levon, 2015:298) 

Lazar (2017) highlights that this concept of intersectionality is particularly 
important in contemporary language, gender and sexuality research because it 
encourages researchers to view identities as plural, intersecting and mutually con
stitutive, rather than as isolated categories. Levon (2015) notes additionally that 
intersectionality reminds language, gender and sexuality researchers that no one 
category {e.g. 'woman' or 'lesbian') is sufficient to account for individual experi
ence. Wodak (2008) also adopts this position arguing that it is problematic to 
'isolate' gender as a variable or factor in investigating social phenomena. Wodak 
(2008: 193) continues, 

Clearly, every human being belongs to many groups and has multiple iden
tities, some of which are sometimes backgrounded due to context, others 
foregrounded. The constellations change due to, inter alia, situational and 
socio-political contexts, functions of the interaction, intentions of the 
participants. 

Levon (2015) points out that another crucial principle of intersectionality 
theory is that intersecting and mutually constituting identities are dynamic in 
nature - that is, they emerge in specific social and interactional configurations 
and therefore are not stable over time or context. Drawing on earlier intersec
tionality theorists, Levon encourages researchers to 'ask other questions' when 
adopting the approach. For example, we may ask how speakers use African 
American Vernacular English (which usually has a raced meaning) to enact 
gender and sexuality identities. Or we may ask how language usually related to 

'place' or 'nationality' may contribute towards constituting gender and sexual
ity identities. 

Some contemporary gender and exuality-focused research points to the impor
tance of inter ectionaliry. For example, the 2017 Stonewall Survey ofLGBT hate 
crime and discrimination in Britain (Bradlow et al., 2017) found that young peo 
ple are at greater risk, with 33 per cent of le bian, gay and bisexual (LGB) young 
people {aged 18 to 24) and 56 per cent of trans young people having experienced 
a hate crime or incident in the 12 months preceding the survey. Therefore, the 
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intersection between age and sexuality is important for this study. The study also 
found that black, Asian and ethnic minority LGBT people, LGBT people who 
belong to non-Christian faiths and disabled LGBT people were all more likely to 

have experienced gender and/or sexuality-based hate crimes or incidents. 
Examples of intersectional language studies of gender and sexuality include 

Eckert's (1989) study of identities in a Detroit high school. In this study, Eck
ert examines how gender intersects with social class locality to create socially 
stratified aspirations for the participants and how these aspirations are achieved 
and expressed through language. Other intersectional studies which take gen
der and/or sexuality as their primary focus include Barrett's ( 1997) research on 
language appropriation among African American drag queens, Pichler's study 
of the language used by Bangladeshi girls in London and Davis's et al (2014) 
language-based analysis of gender, sexuality and 'indigenous' ethnic identi
ties among two-spirit Native Americans. Levon (2015) does point out that 
intersectional approaches do not necessarily need to be applied to all research 
investigating language and identity because, at times, identities such as gender 
and exuality are clearly foregrounded. However, in certain research projects, 
an intersectional analysis may be more appropriate and effective to make sen e 
of how people use language to mutually constitute multiple identities which 
include gender and sexuality. 

Transnational approaches and globalisation 

Another key issue emerging in contemporary language, gender and sexuality 
research i globalisation and the importance of what have come to be termed 
'transnational approaches'. Whilst these approaches may be beyond the scope of 
your own research project, it is, nevertheless, useful and important to be aware of 
the e developments in the field. Lazar defines a transnational perspective as examin
ing 'contextuali ed concrete local instance of tereotypes in conjunction with a 
wider lens on other local and specific instance so that transnational connections 
and patterns across locales can be brought into relief without making sweeping 
generalisations' (2017: 576). Tran national approaches involve looking at gen
der- and sexuality-related language practices and issues across national contexts 
but without making generalisation about those practices. Lazar posits that tran -
national per pectives are u eful for the study of language, gender and sexuality 
because they can account for wide pread phenomena, such as gender and sexual 
stereotyping, which often tran cends national contexts. In her introduction to 

a special issue of the Gender and Language journal, Lazar (2017) exemplifies a 
transnational approach by considering gender and exual stereotyping in a vari
ety of East Asian context , including Japan, Korea and Hong Kong. In applying 
thi approach, Lazar note a commonality that gender and sexuality are do ely 
implicated in the con titution of the stereotypes in all of the contexts included 
in the i sue, even though there may be specific variations at a local level. Trans
national approaches, then, can enable researchers to identify hared enactments 
of gender and exuality acro contexts, a well a how tho e practice may be 
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distinctively articulated across different locales. Moreover, gender and sexuality 
also intersect with other manifest categories in stereotyping, including age, class, 
culture and nationalism. Thus, transnational approaches also tend to draw heav
ily on intersectionality. 

An example is Piller and Takahashi's (2010) study in which they adopt a trans
national and intersectional approach when examining the gendered nature of 
transnational migration and the role that language plays in the unequal distribu
tion of access to social and economic capital in such contexts. They specifically 
focus on migrant women and their language experiences in the contexts of sex 
work and 'reproductive work' (i.e. work in the care and service sectors- child
care, cooking, cleaning etc.). The authors explore how each of these contexts 
of work feature significant intersections of gender, race, class, nationality and 
language. They examine how the employment opportunities of these particular 
women are constrained by their intersectional identities, concluding that migra
tion, as a global phenomenon, is inextricably embedded in gender inequalities 
in their countries of origin and in their destination countries. And linguistic fac
tors (e.g. lack of access to particular languages) are integral to constraining these 
opportunities and leading to exploitation and discrimination. 

'Ideology' and 'discourse' 

Two final concepts to be introduced in this opening chapter are 'ideology' and 
'discourse'. These concepts are so central to language, gender and sexuality 
research, and have been so heavily theorised and applied from a range of perspec
tives, that we will also continue to explore them in more detail in subsequent 
chapters. 'Ideologies' are broadly understood as ways of seeing the world or ver
sions of reality that are produced within systems of power. First used by Karl 
Marx, the tenn refers to, 

the systems of ideas, beliefs, speech and cultural practices that operate to the 
advantage of a particular social group. 

(Mesthrie et al., 2009: 320) 

Fairclough (2003: 9) provides a similar definition of ideologies as 'representations 
of aspects of the world which can be shown to contribute to establishing, main
taining and changing ocial relations of power, domination and exploitation'. 
Fairclough claims that we both shape and are shaped by, ideologies, including 
ideologies of gender. In other words, an ideology is a particular 'world view' which 
is partially representative of society in that it only represents the views and values 
of those groups holding the most power. Althusser ( 1971) developed the work of 
Marx by arguing that ideologies are not upheld or perpetuated in society by force, 
rather they become naturalised so that people con ent or 'sign up to' ideologies 
without really que tioning them. Althusser proposed the tem1 'ideological state 
apparatuses' to refer to various organisations and institutions within a society 
that function to naturalise and promote particular ideologies- these include the 
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family, religiou institutions, the legal sy tern and education. Ideological power, 
according to Fairclough (2001), involve being able to project one' own prac
tice as universal and 'common sense' and is usually exercised in discourse. If we 
con icier the previous examples of gender difference stereotyping in toy product 
packaging examined by Sunderland (2014), we could say that the ideologies of 
tools being for boys and jewellery being for girls are presented a 'common-sense' 
practice which are universally accepted. They are certainly not 'marked' as unu
sual in any way. 

under land (2004) further explains that 'discourse' (realised through language 
practices) i een as carrying a particular ideology or set of ideologie . If we con
tinue to take the product packaging texts as examples, we could say that the texts 
use language (and other semiotic re ources such as colour and image ) to convey a 
particular ideology (world view) of what it means to be a boy (m a culine gender) 
and a girl (feminine gender). In other words, the texts work to create discourses 
which carry ideologies about girls and boys having particular interests, abilities, 
characteristics, expected behaviours and so on. And these ideological messages, 
becau e they are imbued with power, come to be seen as 'common sen e', and this 
contributes to ustaining existing power relations. Such ideologie , because they 
reinforce taken-for-granted assumption , are difficult to challenge and resist. As we 
will see in Chapter 4, critical discourse analysis (CDA) is an analytical framework 
commonly u ed in language, gender and sexuality research, which is pecifically 
concerned with ideologies and power and the ways in which they are achieved, 
reinforced and contested through language (and other semiotic re ources). 

'Di cour e' itself is actually a contested term, and there are a number of slightly 
different definitions. And Cameron (2001) points out, 'Discour e analysis' i 
often used as an umbrella term for many different approaches. But it is generally 
accepted that there are two broad meanings of the term which, although draw
ing on different interpretive frames, are, nevertheless, related to one another. 
The first 'linguistic' meaning of 'di course' is that it refer to language above the 
level of the sentence. In other word , it refers to longer stretche of spoken and 
written text. This definition al o tends to have a 'functional' meaning of refer
ring to language in use and language in context, rather than to notions of lan
guage a an abstract decontextuali ed sy tern. The second meaning of 'di course' 
is used in more of a social, rather than a purely lingui tic, en e. In thi sen e, 
'di cour e' has been defined a a form of ocial practice (Fairclough, 1992). The e 
ocial meanings of discourse often draw on the work of Foucault who define dis

courses a ocially produced forms of knowledge which organise experience and 
under tanding of the world. According to Foucault, becau e there can clearly 
be different ways of organising and under tanding reality, these' ocial' di cour es 
alway embody a power dimen ion and form ites of potential struggle. Moreo
ver, discour e do not imply reflect particular under tandings, but they actively 
hape and con truct them. Foucault ( 1972: 49) famously de cri be discour e as 

being able to' y tematically form the objects of which they peak'. When u ing 
the term 'discour e' in thi econd ense, re earcher often refer to the 'di cur ive 
con truction' of particular a pects of the social world, and thi can include gender 
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and sexuality. These constructions can be varied and multiple; therefore, 'dis
course' in its social sense can be plural - different discourses can be constructed 
within any context. And, as Sunderland (2004: 45) points out, discourses do 
not exist in isolation but in 'constellations' or, to use Foucault's term, 'orders' 
of related discourses. In other words, they exist in relation to other discourses, 
often in hierarchical ways. We will see this in a number of the empirical studies 
discussed throughout the book. 

Sunderland (2004) similarly makes a distinction between 'descriptive dis
courses', which operate at a linguistic level, and 'interpretive discourses', which 
operate at a broader societal, post-structural level. She explains that these two 
meanings of 'discourse' are interrelated as social (or interpretive) discourses are 
realised and enacted through linguistic (or descriptive) discourses, as well as 
through other semiotic modes of expression. Linguistic analysis can reveal 'traces' 
(Jaworski and Coupland, 1999) of particular gender and sexuality discourses as 
they are enacted through linguistic discourse. 

Therefore, it is the uncovering of ideological representations and enactments 
of gender and sexuality which lie at the heart of discourse analysis. Ideology, 
then, is a crucial component of much current language, gender and sexuality 
research, and we will see examples of how different researchers have exposed 
gender- and sexuality-based ideologies in language as we go through the book. 

How to use this book 

This book is structured so that the theory, research methods and analytical frame
works commonly used in the field of language, gender and sexuality are intro
duced in Chapters 2-4. Chapters 5-9 then focus more on presenting illustrative 
empirical studies which explore particular areas of research within language, gen
der and sexuality. After the content has been presented in each chapter, you 
will find a list of study questions and activities. These are designed to help you 
to engage with the content of the chapter in more detail and to consolidate and 
develop your learning with an emphasis on how you might use and apply ideas 
in your own research. There is variety in the questions and activities -some ask 
you to think about theoretical points and issues whilst others ask you to reflect 
on aspects of your own experience. Other activities aim to give you practice in 
analysing linguistic data. 

You do not have to read the book in the order in which it is presented, nor 
does it need to be read in its entirety. There is enough flexibility for you to use 
the book in way that are the most useful to your particular research project. The 
book can also be used simply to gain an understanding of the field, even if you are 
not engaged in actively researching language, gender and sexuality. 

A note on the presentation of data extracts 

Throughout this book, various data extracts will be presented. When conver a
tional data is transcribed by researchers, it often contains symbols and particular 
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types of formatting to show conversational features (such as pauses, hesitations 
and overlapping speech) if they are relevant to the analysis. The conversational 
data extracts included in this book are presented in Courier New font in order 
to retain the original formatting as much as possible. If a particular transcrip
tion method has been used to indicate conversational features as well as speech 
content, a transcription key is provided in the appendix. Some extracts have no 
transcription key because they have been transcribed for content only where the 
conversational features are not relevant to the analysis. 

Non-conversational data extracts (e.g. interview data, online texts, written 
media data) are presented in a normal font style with no specialised formatting 
or annotations. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Read, discuss and evaluate the ways that the authors in the list that follows 
have defined 'sex', 'gender' and 'sexuality' in their introductory books on 
language, gender and sexuality (page numbers are provided to help you to 
locate where the definitions appear): 

• Baker, P. (2008). Sexed Texts: Language, Gender and Sexuality. London: 
Equinox. 3-7 ('Sex', 'gender' and 'sexuality'). 

• Cameron, D. and Kulick, D. (eds.) (2006). The Language and Sexuality 
Reader. London: Routledge. 2-6 ('Sexuality'). 

• ]ule, A. (2017). A Beginner's Guide to Language and Gender (2nd edi
tion). Bristol: Multilingual Matters. 7-11 ('Sex' and 'gender') and 11-13 
('LGBTQ' terminology). 

• Litosseliti, L. (2006). Gender and Language: Theory and Practice. London: 
Hodder Arnold. 10-12 ('Sex' and 'gender'). 

• Sunderland,]. (2004). Gendered Discourses. Basingstoke: Palgrave. 14 
('Gender'). 

• Talbot, M. (2010). Language and Gender: An Introduction (2nd edition). 
Cambridge: Polity Press. 7-14. 

2 Compare the definitions in the previous readings with Davis et al.'s problem
arising of binary concepts in language, gender and sexuality in this chapter: 

• Davis, ]., Zimman, L. and Raclaw,]. (2014). Opposite attract: Retheo
rizing binaries in language, gender, and sexuality. In L. Zimman,]. Davis 
and]. Raclaw (eds.) Queer Excursions: Retheorizing Binaries in Language , 
Gender and Sexuality. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1- 17. 

3 Discuss and evaluate your own experiences of everyday 'gender difference '. 
ln a imilar way to Sunderland (2014 ), find and analy e texts which visually 
and/or linguistically perpetuate a 'gender difference' discourse. 

4 Consider the ways in which your own gender identity may be seen or expe
rienced as intersectionaL What other aspects of identity intersect with, and 
therefore help to constitute, your own gender identity? 
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Notes 

According to HarperCollins, the book has sold more than 50 million copies. https:// 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men_Are_from_Mars,_ Women_Are_from_ Venus 

2 This book was at number one on the New York Times best-seller list for nearly four years. 
www.deborahtannen.com/you-just-dont-understand/ 



2 Theorising gender 
and sexuality 
Feminism, queer theory 
and performativity 

This is the main theoretical chapter of the book. It provides a brief historical 
overview of the early development of the field, including academic, social and 
political influences. The bulk of the chapter then focuses on feminist and queer 
theoretical approaches and principles in the study of language, gender and sexual
ity. Particular attention is paid to Judith Butler's work on performativity and how 
this social theory of gender and sexuality was influenced by, and now continues 
to inform, linguistic studies. We will ee how Butler's Gender Trouble (1990) is a 
pivotal publication which has shaped contemporary research in language, gender 
and sexuality. Unsurprisingly, this chapter is quite 'theory heavy', but examples 
from linguistic data are included in the final section to illustrate and exemplify 
some of the key theoretical ideas discussed in the preceding sections. 

Historical development of gender and language research 

It is not the purpose of this book to provide a comprehensive account of the 
historical development of the field. There are plenty of existing textbooks which 
usefully provide such accounts (see, for example, Baker, 2008a; Bucholtz, 2014; 
Jule, 2017; Sunderland and Litosseliti, 2008; Talbot, 2010). But for the purpose 
of' erring the scene' and explaining why this book approache researching lan
guage, gender and sexuality in the way that it doe , it is perhaps helpful to provide 
a very brief overview of landmark historical developmentS in the field. 

An academic intere t in gender developed alongs ide the econd wave feminist 
movement of the 1960 and 1970s (for details of second wave feminism and it 
role in the development of the field, ee Bucholtz, 2014). The 1960 were a time 
of great socia l change acro s Europe and North America. There was a growing 
concern with several area of 'social inequality', and this was reflected in the ri e 
of the civil rightS movement in the U and the feminist movement which began 
to emerge and become politically and intellectually active. In the UK, the bigge t 
achievementS of these movementS were perhap the legal one , with the ex Di -
crimination Act being pas ed in 1975 and the Race Relation Act being pa sed in 
1976. The e law made it illegal ro discrimLnate against anyone on the ground of 
their ex and race, respectively. The coining of the term ' exi m' occurred around 
this time, as did the term 'racism'. Both sexi m and racism define individual 
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a inferior, limit their options and subj ect them to exploitation and demeaning 
treatment on the basis of their membership of some general class. 

These advances in ocial equality provided a useful context for a rising intellec
tual and academic interest in studying social inequalities, including those around 
gender. The 1960 and 1970 saw the emergence of much academic study of gen
der across a range of disciplines. The work of Lacan (1977), Kristeva (1986), 
Foucault (1990), lrigaray (1985 ) and de Beauvoir (1949) was all extremely influ
ential in the development of gender and sexuality studies (for further details, see 
Baker, 2008a; Cameron, 1992). 

In language-focused research on gender, it is well documented elsewhere that 
early work in the field was hi torically characteri ed by the theoretical approaches 
of 'deficit', 'dominance' and 'difference' more or less consecutively (see the ref
erences cited in the first paragraph) . But a commonly cited criticism is that all 
of these early theoretical positions tended to view language as merely reflect
ing 'gender differences' which already exist. More contemporary approaches to 

gender and language question this assumption. Rather than language simply 
reflecting gender differences, current research views gender (and, now, sexuality 
as well) as being discursively constructed through language. Within the discipline 
of linguistics, the first influential publication on gender and language was Robin 
Lakoff's book Language and Woman's Place (1975), based on an earlier article that 
Lakoff had published in 1973. Lakoff was active in the feminist movement, and 
her political beliefs were reflected in her writing. Lakoff argued that the social 
inequalities and power relationships that existed between women and men were 
reflected in many aspects of language use. Although Lakoff's work has since been 
heavily criticised (primarily for its use of anecdotal, rather than empirical, evi
dence), it is st ill seen as a 'landmark' publication because it ignited widespread 
interest in the academic study of gender and language. The field of gender and 
language became a recognised area of sociolinguistic after the publication of 
Lakoff's book, and the field saw the emergence of a plethora of publications from 
that point onwards. 

The emergence of 'discourse~based' approaches 

Regardless of ome differing interpretations of language data, early gender and 
language research (up to the 1970s and 1980s), as stated earlier, tended to view 
language as merely reflecting 'gender differences' which were pre umed to already 
exi t. A common critici m of this early work in language and gender is summed 
up by Cameron: 

Gender should never be u ed as a bottom line explanation because it is a 
social con truction needing explanation itself. We need to look, then, for 
the pecific practice that produce gender role rather than topping at the 
roles them elve . Re triction on and belief: about language may be part of 
the construction of gender rather than a irnple reflection of it. 

(Cameron, 1992: 61) 
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Because early work failed to ask what gender actually is, the work inadvertently 
tended to end up reinforcing gender tereotypes, rather than challenging them. 
More contemporary approaches to gender and language que tion assumptions 
of 'gender difference' as well as critically interrogate the ideological relation
ship between gender and sexuality. Rather than language simply reflecting gen
der identities, current research views gender and sexuality as being di cursively 
constructed through language and is informed largely by po t-structuralist phi
losophy. This means that gender and sexuality are not nece arily seen a exist
ing outside or prior to language. Rather, language itself i one mean through 
which gender and sexuality are actually brought into exi tence. These recent 
approaches to gender and language are often referred to as discourse or discourse
based approaches (see, for example, Baker, 2008a; Holme and Meyerhoff, 2003; 

underland, 2004 ). In the e approaches, language i een as a system of com
munication con isting of various resources which users can draw on, whilst the 
term 'discour e' refers to the practice of using language to con truer identities. As 
we saw in Chapter 1, Sunderland (2004) defines 'discourse' as language practices 
which carry particular ideologies. 

In these approaches, gender itself is viewed as a phenomenon which is con
structed in and through discour e rather than treated as an a priori category. As 
Holmes and Meyerhoff explain, 

Gender is treated as the accomplishment and product of social interaction. 
The focus is on the way individuals 'do' or 'perform' their gender identity 
in interaction with other , and there is an emphasis on dynamic aspects of 
interaction. Gender emerges over time in interaction with other . 

(Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003: 11) 

Within thi approach, it becomes usual to see gender and exualiry referred 
to a being performed, enacted, con tructed, accomplished, achieved, effected 
and produced through language. Thi kind of language reflects the fact that 
discour e-ba ed approaches are een as being more empowering than the older 
approache . Gender i not fixed and table - it is something that we, a language 
u er , can play an active role in constructing, maintaining and, sometime , chal
lenging. Of course, we canal o do thi through other' emiotic mode', uch as 
dre s and appearance. But language i another emiotic code who e re ources we 
can draw on to construct gender. Thi approach i important because it draw 
attention to the fact that gender is a construct or a 'fiction'. Gender i something 
which i often 'narurali ed' in ociety - in other words, there are lots of norma
tive, populi t assumptions made about gender which are often imply not true. 
Gender i also frequently con tructed a binary, with the differences between 
women and men, feminine and ma culine and o on being empha i ed and exag
gerated whil t the many imilarities and 'in-between' a peers of gender are often 
ignored and downplayed (again, ee the example of gendered toy product pack
ing analy ed by underland [2014] in Chapter 1 as an example of this proce ). 
Discour e-ba ed approache aim to expo e gender, and the gender binary, a a 
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discursively constructed fiction which simply exists to maintain the social status 
quo (i.e. to ensure that women never become completely equal to men) . They 
do so through the systematic analysis of language as a key resource for upholding 
the fiction of gender. 

For further information, you wi ll also find good introductions to the different 
theoretical and methodological approaches in any of the textbooks on gender, 
sexuality and language (some of which are listed in the references list at the end 
of this book; e.g. Ehrlich et al., 2014; Harrington et al., 2008). There are multiple 
influences on contemporary research in the field of language, gender and sexual
ity. Again, other sources will provide you with more detail on how each of these 
has developed historically and how they have influenced the development of the 
field. To help you engage with current theoretical approaches to language, gender 
and sexuality research, I will spend the rest of this chapter introducing key ele
ments of queer theory and how these elements have subsequently facilitated the 
development of what is now known as 'queer linguistics' (QL). This has probably 
been the most significant analytical and theoretical contribution to the field of 
language, gender and sexuality in recent years. In the fo llowing section, I discuss 
how elements of contemporary feminist and queer theory have played a vital role 
in the introduction of sexuality as an integral part of the study of gender. Impor
tantly, queer theory has helped to reconceptualise both gender and sexuality in 
ways which have significantly moved the field forward in recent years. It is to 
these theoretical developments that we now turn. 

Feminism and queer theory 

In order to understand QL, it is fir t necessary to introduce key elements of femi
nist and queer theory. Although queer theory is prioritised in this section, it is 
important to recognise that its development has been influenced by elements 
of femin ist theory and, indeed, there is a great deal of overlap between the two. 
It is for this reason that I combine discussion of these theoretical approaches in 
this section rather than presenting feminist theory as separate from queer theory. 
Queer theory i helpful for language, gender and sexuality research because it 
takes 'normality' itself as its main object of investigation. Rather than presenting 
gender as an a priori category - as omething which i already there waiting to be 
'discovered' -queer theory interrogates the underlying preconditions of gender 
identity and how the e may be enacted and formulated in discourse. One of its 
main aims is to challenge all forms of gender and sexuality-based 'essentialism' 
(the as umption that identitie are innate, static and ab le to be reduced to sim
ple binarie ) and to focu , instead, on how gender and sexuality identitie and 
normative ideologie are constructed- partly through language. In this way, it is 
con i tent with the 'discour e-ba ed' approaches to language, gender and sexual
ity that emerged out of critique of the 'older' approache and their preoccupation 
with gender difference. The term 'queer' became popularised in the 1990s, but 
it meaning remain qu ite diver e. It can be u ed simply a a horthand term for 
'lesbian and gay' and ha hi torically been u ed in certa in contexts as a term of 
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abu e directed towards rho e who identify as non-heterosexual. Intellectually, 
though, 'queer' is not a term of abuse but simply refers instead to that which inter
rogates identity and resists binary categori ation. In this way, the term has been 
'reclaimed' as a positive way of asserting non-hegemonic identities. 

Elements of queer-informed feminist theory have been influential in reveal
ing how oppressions surrounding sexuality are intricately tied to oppression ur
rounding gender. Rich (1993: 227), for example, describe heterosexuality as 'a 
political institution which disempowers women' and proposes challenging and 
denaturali ing heterosexuality by arguing that it is more 'natural' for women to 
align them elve with other women and for men with other men. Wittig (1993) 
a l o proposes that the categories of gender ('women' and 'men') are political cat
egories which are complicit in the maintenance of heterosexuality. But, unlike 
Rich, Wittig places lesbianism outside the categories of gender by arguing that 
'the refu al to become (or to remain) heterosexual always meant to refu e to 
become a man or a woman' (1993: 105). Thus, to refuse heterosexuality is the 
most direct way to refuse male economic, ideological and political power (oth
erwise known as 'patriarchy'). However, both authors share a commitment to 
challenging and destabilising what Rich term 'compulsory heterosexuality', and 
it i this a pect of feminism which has informed queer theory. Butler (1990), for 
example, develops this notion in her claims that heterosexuality is naturali ed by 
the performative repetition of normative gender identities. 

Within queer theory, Butler' (1990, 1993, 1997, 2004) theories of performa
tivity are of crucial importance for enabling us to question socially sanctioned 
concepts of normality in relation to gender and exuality. In Butler's queer the
ory, gender (and exuality) is something that we 'do', not what we 'are' (gen
der becomes conceptualised as a verb or proces rather than a noun or a state). 
In other word , we perform our gender through language (and other emiotic 
means). Butler describes gender a 'an enactment that performatively constitutes 
the appearance of its own interior fixity' (1990: 70). What this mean i that, 
through performing gender, one imultaneously constructs one' ubjectivity and 
gendered identity and conceals the means by which that identity has been con-
tructed o that it appears as though it ha not been con tructed at all. Accord

ing to Butler, identity is not fixed or inherent in the individual or ociety but is 
rather fluid, hifting in different context of interaction. In Butler's notion of 
performarivity, identitie do not pre-exi t, but rather they are brought into being 
by a erie of 'citational' act - including linguistic acts- which are under tood to 
produce those identities. Within thi performativi t approach, Butler argues that 
'gender i a kind of imitation for which there i no original' ( 1990: 6), and gender 
is thus a 'construction that regularly conceal its gene i ' (Butler, 2006: 63) in 
that the ame di cur ive practices which are deployed to con truer gender simul
taneously conceal the very fact that gender i nothing more than a fabrication. 

A common misreading of Butler' work is to a ume that gender and exuality 
can simply be performed at will. Thi i an over- implification and doe not accu
rately reflect what Butler argue in her work. Butler define exuality as 'an impro
visational po ibility within a field of con traints' (2004: 15) and argues that both 

< 
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gender and sexuality are mobilised and incited by social constraints as well as 
distinguished by them. Butler introduces the idea of 'hierarchies of constraint' 
which come from essentialised ideologies of gender and sexuality. Idealised or 
'hegemonic' masculinities and femininities stereotypically associated with het
erosexuality are ranked higher than more marginalised genders often associated 
with non-heterosexuality. For example, in Chapter 6, we will see how a number 
of studies of gay men's personal advertisements place a high value on versions 
of masculinity that emphasise physical toughness and strength in ways that are 
understood as 'straight-acting' - i.e. associated with heterosexuality. 

Queer theory argues that heterosexuality is an integral identifying compo
nent of the most powerful 'hegemonic' genders. Without heterosexuality, the 
most powerful forms of gender lose their powerful status. Thus, hegemonic gen
der and heterosexuality are mutually perpetuating- gender hierarchies serve to 
maintain the ideological power of heterosexuality and vice versa. Butler also 
notes that performative accomplishments of hierarchised genders are also often 
compelled by social sanction and taboo. The result of this hierarchisation is that 
idealised or hegemonic masculinities and femininities stereotypically associated 
with heterosexuality are ranked higher than the marginalised genders typi
cally associated with homosexuality. Drawing on the work of Connell (1995) 
and Kiesling (2002), as well as Butler, Coates (2003, 2007) notes that hetero
sexuality is an integral identifying component of the most powerful genders in 
society- 'hegemonic' masculinity and femininity- as we will see later in this 
chapter when we examine some of Coates's data. Moreover, powerful ideologi
cal mechanisms for linking gender to biological sex are crucial for maintaining 
hierarchies of gender. 

Butler argues that, over time, some gender performances have become domi
nant becau e they are constantly repeated. Butler argues that it is these repeated 
performances of gender which have evolved into culturally dominant concepts of 
masculinity and femininity whereby it seems natural that there is only one uni
versal kind of masculinity and femininity, that the two are polarised and mutually 
exclusive and that they are premi ed upon the binary sexes of male and female . 
Butler argues that, when people perform their gender in what is contextually 
understood to be mundane and ritualised ways, their gender become 'intelligible ' 
-this means that other people can make sense of a per on's gender when they 
interact with them. Those who do not perform gender in this way produce an 
'unintelligible' gender which lies outside societal norms. Following Butler, then, 
'queer' comes to refer to any 'non-normative' performances (including linguistic 
performances) of resi tance. The verb 'queering' can refer to a process of chal
lenging and resisting the norm and anything which is imbued with ideologica l 
power (especially in relation to gender and sexuality). 

Queer theory al o pre ents a unified view of gender and exuality in that it recog
nise that cultural ideologies of gender normativity are bound up with assumptions 
of heterosexuality. This is generally referred to a the concept of'heteronormativ
ity', defined by Cameron (2005: 489) as 'the system which prescribes, enjoins , 
reward , and naturalizes a particular kind of hetero exuality - monogamou , 
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reproductive, and based on conventionally complementary gender roles - a the 
norm on which social arrangements should be ba ed'. Thi focus on analysing 
proce es of heteronormativity i a key tenet of queer theory and, subsequently, 
QL, which distinguishes it from the other approaches used in the field of lan
guage, gender and sexuality. 

A related principle of Butler's notion of gender performativity is that, in mak
ing performative statements about sexuality, we inevitably make performative 
statements about gender and vice versa. So gender and exuality ofren follow 
imilar lines of enquiry. Butler ub equently argues that gender and sexuality have 

become 'causally entangled in knots that must be undone' (1998: 225-226) in 
order to gain a deeper under tanding of both. There is thus a unique relationship 
between gender and sexuality - one can only be expressed in terms of the other. 
In other words, without the concept of 'gender', there could be no concept of 
'homo/bi/heterosexuality' and vice ver a. In fact, McElhinny (2003) argues that 
the very idea of two gender is conflated with a presumption of heterosexuality. 
Thus, the semiotic resources associated with gender categories are often deployed 
as a means of constructing exuality identities in and through language as we will 
ee in the data examples later in this chapter. 

Of course, it is important to be wary of over-simplifying the relationship 
between gender and sexuality and of uncritically conflating the two terms. We 
hould take heed of Cameron and Kulick' (2003: 53) useful summation: 'Sexual

ity and gender may be interdependent, bur they are not reducible to one another'. 
However, it seems clear that the study of gender and language has benefitted from 
inve tigating Butler's 'knot that must be undone' in terms of the close relation-
hip between gender and exuality. Lingui tically based work which explicitly 

examines sexuality along ide gender has uggested that sexuality is produced in 
relation to particular material conditions and relations of power and has revealed 
some of the way in which people deploy the semiotic re ource culturally a oci
ated with gender to perform exual identity in discour e. Moreover, people fre
quently draw on ideologie of gender essentiali m to understand and con truct 
sexual identities for themselves and other . For example, Morrish and auntson's 
(2007) analy i of coming out narratives reveal that reference to gender are 
commonly deployed in such text as a mean of enabling the narrator to organise 
and understand sexual identities, a we will see in the example in the final part 
of this chapter. 

Having explored some of the key principles of queer theory, with a particular 
focu on the importance of Butler' performativity theory, we can now turn to 
examine how the e theoretical principle are applied pecifically to the tudy of 
language in the approach that has become known as 'QL'. 

Queer Linguistics (QL) 

QL draw on the principle of queer theory outlined earlier and applie them to 
the tudy of language. Mot chenbacher and tegu (2013: 522) helpfully define 
QL in conci e terms as 'critical heteronormativity re earch from a lingui tic point 
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of view'. Most definition and explanations of QL are based on the concept of 
heteronormativity and use it as a theoretical and analytical tarring point: 

The central target ofQL is the linguistic manife tation ofheteronormativity 
and, connected with it, binary gender and sexual identity discourses. 

(Motschenbacher, 2011: 161 ) 

Hall (2003: 366) similarly defines QL as 'a field that is primarily concerned with 
how heterosexual normativity is discursively re/produced and sometimes resisted 
through specific linguistic practices'. 

Motschenbacher and Stegu (2013) importantly note that QL i not the same 
as gay and lesbian linguistics in which the object of study is 'queer subjects'. As 
they explain, 

Using a Queer perspective [ .. . ] is not so much a matter of deciding what is 
Queer, but of choosing to view certain behaviours in a non-heteronormative 
light or from the perspective of the sexually marginalised. 

(Motschenbacher and Stegu, 2013: 520) 

Importantly, and in support of an earlier point made by Cameron and Kulick 
(2003 ), within this explanation, QL can be applied to the critical investigation 
of heterosexual identities and desires as well as those which are sexually marginal
i ed. They note that research on language and sexual minorities tends to focus on 
analysing lingui tic manifestations of homophobia and other kinds of sexuality 
discrimination, whilst QL more broadly encompasses an analysis of discursive 
formations of all sexual identities, including heterosexualities. Part of this analy
sis involves exploring the linguistic means by which heterosexuality comes to be 
een as the assumed default sexuality whilst other exualities become marked a 

'non-normative'. Furthermore, it is certain kinds of hetero exualities which are 
privileged (e.g. monogamous, dyadic, focused on marriage and reproduction) , and 
this is also a concern ofQL (also discussed by Leap and Mot chenbacher, 2012). 

QL can provide a very helpful theoretical framework for examining how nor
mative and non-normative (queer) constructions of exual identity are enacted 
through and inscribed in language practices and how the e language practice 
may effect particular discourses of exuality. And QL draws on queer theory by 
questioning how language functions to construct particular binaries relating to 

gender and exuality (e.g. man and woman, gay and straight). Drawing on previ
ous work by McElhinny (2003), Zimman et al. (2014) importantly note that, in 
the pa t, these binarie have actually been u efu l in language, gender and exu
ality research in that they have been used a a trategic and political tool for 
rendering women (and LGB people) more vi ible rather than treating men (and 
hetero exuals) as repre entative of all language user . Thi can still be u eful in 
contemporary language, gender and exuality re earch a long as the binary cat
egorie are not treated a a priori or pre-exi ting language, are not seen a static 
and are examined critically. 
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We will now examine ome data examples in order to illustrate the theoreti
cal point made throughout this chapter and to exemplify a QL-ba ed approach. 

Examples of gender and sexuality performativity 

The fir t example by Coates (2007) is taken from a study inve tigat ing how men 
construct masculine gender in their casual friendship talk using various strategies, 
one of which is sexuality-focused homophobic talk. In the example that follows, 
the two young male participan ts are discu ing a recent event that occurred dur
ing an evening out. 

[ Two male fr i ends , aged 19/20] 1 

1 and er night before I left to come here right 
2 I urn ( (xx)) Bill ( (xx)) , 

3 I told you this . 
4 I was drivi ng down the road 
5 and I ' ve just seen this long hair little fucking 

miniskirt . 
6 I ' ve beeped the horn , 
7 thi s fucking bloke ' s turned round , 
8 I ' ve gone ' aaaggghhh! ' <SCREAMS> 
9 <LAUGHTER> 

10 Bill ' s gone ' what what what? ', 
11 ' it was a bloke ', 
12 I ' ve gone , ' turn round , turn round ', 
1 3 and he ' s turned round 
14 and you could just see these shoes hiding under 

this car 
15 and he must ' ve thought we were just gonna literally 

beat the crap out of him . 
16 [ . . ] 
17 I ' ve driven past , 
18 opened the window , 
19 ' come out , come out , wherever you are , 
20 here queerie , queerie , queerie ' . 

(Coate , 2007: 46-47) 

What Coates ob erve about thi conversational narrative extract is that it does 
important work in terms of the narrator po itioning h imself a unquestionably 
hetero exual through talk about gender in various way . Fir tly, Coate note 
how he con tructs himself a hetero exual by expres ing an ini tial interest in the 
per on with long hair wearing a mini kirt - symbols of a certain type of femi
nine gender identity (line 5). Hi hetero exual identity is then fu rther affirmed 
through h i reported horrified reaction when he reali es the per on is actually a 
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man {lines 7-8). According to Coates's analysis, the narrator then constructs a 
fantasy whereby the man in question is afraid and the narrator is in a position 
of power, expressed through implied violence {line 15). The narrator expresses 
a hostile attitude towards what he perceives to be a subversion of gender norms 
and, in doing so, constructs his own identity as a 'normal heterosexual'. Thenar
rator is performing a certain kind of gender and sexuality through the way he tells 
the story. This story is just one of many that Coates found in her study, and she 
argues that such narratives function as powerful tools of self-representation and 
self-construction in terms of gender and sexuality identity. 

The second example set is taken from a different kind of data - a corpus2 of 
LGB 'coming out' stories written in an online public forum (from Morrish and 
Sauntson, 2007). The stories were collected and analysed as part of a larger pro
ject exploring how language is used to construct LGB identities in a range of 
contexts. The examples that follow are extracts taken from some of the stories in 
which the narrators say something about gender in order to self-construct their 
own sexuality identity as lesbian, gay or bisexual. Morrish and Sauntson found 
that such references to gender occurred in many of the stories. 

a Well my story is pretty avera~e. I was something of a tomboy when I was 
younger. 

b I'm the boring old cliche of feeling different from my friends ... was a typical 
tomboy with older brother when I was really young like 5 years old copied 
his hair cut and had short hair and rode bikes and climbed trees and played 
football. 

c You could say I'm just the typical tomboy. I grew up playing soccer, GI Joe's 
and lego. I never liked dolls and all girly toys. I still don 't like dresses, skirts 
and make-up. 

d I was harassed for being feminine, who did not fit the masculine mould, not 
liking to participate in sports, and hav ing the best grades in my class. 

e When I was young I'd play hopscotch with the girls instead of touch football 
with the boys. 

f I tried to be as manly as I could be because I was scared that people might 
start calling me a faggot or an equally as hurtful name. I was heavy into sports, 
playing football, hockey, and lacrosse, and then ba ketball on the side. 

g I was the average teenage girl. I didn't appear to be a lesbian and have always 
been very girl y. 

h I was not a tomboy at all. I had a million barbies and dolls, so I guess I am not 
your typical lesbian. 

(Morrish and auntson, 2007: 66-68 ) 

In the e example , some of the narrators express feeling of 'difference' in terms 
of thei.r gender which are then interpreted retrospective ly by the narrators them
selve as indicators of their emerging homo- or bisexuality (examples a-e). uch 
references centre on aspects of gendered behaviour uch a dre and appearance, 
toy , play activities and reluctance tO participate in the homo ocial behaviour 
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socially expected of young children. The term 'tomboy' is u ed frequently by the 
lesbian narrator to indicate early non-conformity to socially recognisable gen
der norms (examples a--c). Interestingly, there is no corre ponding noun used by 
the gay and bisexual men - instead, the adjective 'feminine' is more often used 
(example d). Morrish and Sauntson also note the frequent use of words such 
as average, typical and cliche which indicate the narrators' recognition of gender 
non-normativity as a common experience in the early lives of those identifying 
as LOB. 

Morrish and Sauntson conclude that these examples uggest that gender and 
sexuality are not experienced eparately by the narrator and seem to support 
and exemplify Butler's claims about the norms of gender being directly tied to 
the norms of sexuality. Many of the narrators express negative emotional and 
judgemental feelings about the possibility of performing a gender which is not 
socially expected of them because of their biological sex. Identities are 'realised' 
by the narrators by the very fact that they do not conform to culturally recognis
able dominant discourses of gender and sexuality, thus inciting them in ome way. 
Homosexuality is frequently experienced negatively by the narrators, to the point 
where they attempt to deny the existence of both their homosexuality and their 
non-normative gender identity. Instead, they try to conform to cultural models 
of gender and sexuality normativity, thus 'extinguishing' their non-normative 
identities (example f). 

However, Morrish and Sauntson a\ o find that some narrators express aware
ness that there i no one-to-one correspondence between gender non-normativity 
and homosexuality and report on their resistance to cultural tereotypes of gay 
men as feminine and lesbian as tomboys in early childhood (examples g-h). 
Interestingly, these narrators often describe themselves as 'typical' in terms of 
their gender but 'atypical' in terms of their sexual identity. All reference to 

gender, however, indicate that whether conforming or not to ocially dominant 
gender norm , these narrators draw on ideologies of gender to understand and 
construct sexual identities for themselves and others. 

ln sum, both of the previous example ets provide illu tration of how the 
emantic resource as ociated with gender are often used to di cursively construct 
exuality. ln doing so, they exemplify some key theoretical principle of queer 

theory and QL as approache which are currently driving forward the field of 
language, gender and sexuality. 

Summary: performative 'discourses' of gender and sexuality 

ln urn, the theoretical influence briefly di cu ed in thi chapter have brought 
forward re earch in the field of language, gender and sexuality to adopt the fol
lowing key principle : 

• Language does not imply reflect gender difference, rather gender is di cur ively 
constructed and performed through language (and other emiotic proce ); 

• Gender does not exi t outside or prior to language; 
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• Language is a system of communication consisting of various resources which 
users can draw on, whilst the term 'discourse' refers to the practice of using 
language to construct identities; 

• Gender is not fixed and stable; 
• Gender is something which is often 'naturalised' in society- there are lots of 

normative, populist assumptions made about gender which are often simply 
not true; and 

• Gender is frequently constructed as binary, with the differences between 
women and men, feminine and masculine and so on being emphasised and 
exaggerated whilst the many similarities and 'in-between' aspects of gender 
are often ignored and downplayed. 

Although QL and discourse-based approaches have different names, they are 
similar in many ways that they approach the study of language, gender and sexu
ality. QL probably just draws more explicitly and heavily upon elements of queer 
theory. 

Although there are differences in the various strands of language, gender and 
sexuality research, most researchers today argue that nobody 'has' power - rather, 
it is something that is 'achieved', 'produced' and 'effected' through discourse. 
Contemporary feminist theories, even if they do not explicitly draw on queer 
theory, are also characterised by their view that there are different kinds of 'mas
culinities' and 'femininities' and 'non-binary genders', and we will see examples 
of this in some of the empirical studies discussed in later chapters. 

This chapter has provided an overview of key contemporary theoretical devel
opments relevant to the field. You can read further to consolidate and develop 
your theoretical knowledge. Some of the theoretical points made in this chapter 
are also picked up and developed in Chapter 4 ("An Overview of Analytical 
Frameworks") in which a number of specific analytical approaches and frame
works are di cussed in greater detail. 

Study questions and activities 

1 How might elements of queer theory and feminist theory help you to identify 
an appropriate and timely re earch topic in the field of language, gender and 
sexuality? 

2 Find your own examples of spoken or written texts in which the semantic 
re ources as ociated with gender are used to discursively construct sexuality. 
In other words, can you find texts in which people refer to gendered beha -
iour and practices in order to say something about sexuali ty (or vice ver a)? 

3 Reflect on your own 'performances' of gender and/or sexuali ty. Do you per
form gender and/or exuality in different situations, with different people? 
Has your own gendered presentation/performance changed over time? If so, 
how? Can you identify particular 'constraints' (to use Butler' term) on how 
you perform/present your gender and/or exuality in particular situations? 
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Notes 

1 See the appendix for transcription key. 
2 A corpus is a computer-held databa e of language samples. See Chapter 4 for further 

details. 

< 



3 What does it mean to do 
research in language, gender 
and sexuality? 

Having outlined some theoretical issues in language, gender and exuality, we now 
turn to the more practical elements of conducting research in this area. This chap
ter is more skills-focused rather than content-oriented and provides a step-by-step 
gu ide to designing a language, gender and sexuality research project. The chapter 
addresses the skills required to undertake research in this area, whilst recognising 
that the fie ld lends itself to highly varied ways in which aspects of language, gen
der and sexuality can be investigated. The chapter starts by offering advice on how 
to devise and craft appropriate research questions and how to produce a strong 
research rationale. The chapter then offers guidance on how to familiarise yourself 
with relevant literature and how to use existing work to inform your own research. 
You are then guided through the processes of designing and executing data col
lection and analysis for a research project. This includes making decisions about 
what data to collect, how much, how to collect it and so on. The chapter briefly 
refers to how to select an appropriate analytical framework to use, although this is 
primarily the focus of Chapter 4. Finally, this chapter includes a consideration of 
the kinds of ethical issues which are often encountered in conducting language, 
gender and sexuality research and how to address them. 

A key principle of 'research' in quite general terms is that it is systematic. For 
example, there is a difference between simply noticing that toy product packag
ing differs depending on whether it is targeted at girls or boys and setting out to 

research that particular phenomenon. The latter may proceed in a variety of way , 
of course. For example, the project might be descriptive and set out to investigate 
the pervasiveness of such texts. This might involve collecting numerous examples 
of toy product packaging and then systematically analysing them for signifi.ers of 
gender. The researcher might alternatively choo e to randomly analyse all of the 
product packaging in a ingle toy store to ascertain how much of the packaging 
contains gendered di cursive features. The research project alternatively could 
be explanatory rather than descriptive - eeking to explain why some products 
are packaged in a gendered way. This might involve, for example, interviewing 
the designers of the packaging or interviewing consumer of the product about 
their reactions to the packaging and its gendered me age . The research could 
even be experimental whereby the re earcher ob erves the effect of gendered 
product packaging on a sample of pre- elected participants or where participants 
are a ked to interpret the packaging texts in controlled conditions. Regardle 
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of the approach taken, what all of these examples have in common is that they 
are empirical - they involve the researcher basing their claims on some kind of 
evidence. Furthermore, that evidence is subjected to sy tematic analysis and 
inquiry in order to help the re earcher upport their claims and arguments. 

Research projects in any area require careful planning, and the planning pro
cess can take time. The advice for planning a research project outlined in the 
remainder of this chapter may suggest that the research proce s i linear, but that, 
in reality, is not the case. Decisions may be re-evaluated, revisited, adapted or 
even changed completely as the research progresses. This is a normal part of the 
research process. The outlined guidance that follows does not necessarily indicate 
a linear process but should simply be used as a guide which you may keep coming 
back to at any point throughout the planning or conducting of a project. 

It is also not the aim of this chapter to explore in any detail the philosophical 
positions involved in variou research paradigms, nor do I explore in detail the 
different kinds of research methods routinely used in applied linguistics. There 
are a number of useful books available to read for more information on these top
ics, and the full references are included at the end of the book (see, for example, 
Dornyei, 2015; Holmes and Hazen, 2014; Litosseliti, 2018; Paltridge and Phakiti, 
2015; Pode va and Sharma, 2014). 

Throughout this book, we will look at re earch in the field of language, gender 
and exuality, which covers a wide range of topics and approaches. However, any 
re earch proces usually contains the key elements of identifying a research topic, 
identifying research aims and/or que tions, reviewing literature relating to the 
topic, selecting appropriate re earch methodology, collecting and analysing data, 
drawing conclu ions and presenting re earch findings. Throughout the rest of this 
chapter, we will briefly consider these key elements with the exception of drawing 
conclusions and writing up research findings- this will be covered in Chapter 10. 

What is research? 

At the very start of the proce , it i worth briefly con idering what 're earch' 
actually i . Research involve investigating a phenomenon in order to di cover 
or create new knowledge. In de igning a re earch project, you are outlining what 
new knowledge you intend to di cover and how you intend to go about doing it. 
In any re earch project, it hould be made clear how your research is original, 
valuable and fea ible/practical. ome idea about what each of the e characteris
tics involves are detailed next: 

Original - How doe your project differ from what ha previou ly been 
re earched within the area? Originality doe not nece arily mean 
having to research an entirely new topic (in fact, it i very rare that 
re earch projects actually do this) but can, for example, involve u ing 
existing framework to analy e new data, conducting an updated tudy 
ba ed on omething that is now con idered very dated, combining 

... 
< -
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analytical frameworks in ways that may not have been done before 
in relation to particular data sets or using a different theoretical or 
analytic perspective to analyse existing data. There are many ways 
to conduct research that is 'original'. What is key is that you clearly 
explain how your research is original in your introduction. 

Valuable - How does your research help readers to further understand the 
topic in question in ways which are of potential value to them? Why 
and how might readers be invested in your research and how might they 
be able to make use of your research? It is also useful to think about who 
are the potential users of your research. A project which investigates 
interaction patterns in courtrooms in gender- and sexuality-related 
trials (e.g. sexual offences cases) might, for example, be of interest to 
lawyers and other legal professionals working in that area. An analysis 
of how gender and sexuality identities are constructed through the lan
guage used in magazines might be of interest to those working in the 
media who desire to address issues around gender- and sexuality-based 
inequalities. Research on discriminatory language could potentially be 
of use to many people working in a range of contexts. 

Feasible - In terms of feasibility, make sure that your re earch can be 
completed within the time that you have available. Be aware that 
even experienced researchers often underestimate the time needed 
for a project, so the general advice from research methods literature 
is to build in an extra 20 per cent of estimated time needed to com
plete any project. It is always good practice to draw up a re earch plan 
(detailing when each task will be carried out and completed) before 
you start. Another feasibility issue is ensuring that you select a topic 
that is within your own capabilities - i.e. do you have the required 
knowledge and skills to carry out the research? If you are planning to 
do a corpus-based project, for example, do you have the resources and 
skills for building and analysing corpora required for such a study? If 
you want to analyse image-heavy texts, such as magazines or adverts, 
do you know how to do multi-modal di course analysi ? (See Chap
ter 4 for introductory information about corpus linguistics , multi
modal discourse analysis (MMDA) and other ana lytical frameworks.) 

In the early stages of your project, you should provide relevant background 
information on your cho en research topic. The introduction to your project 
hould be written in a way which is per uasive and e sentially functions as a 

means of ju tifying your research topic (providing a strong rationale). Next are 
some examples of published introduction to language, gender and exuality 
research projects in which the topic i introduced and explained clearly, and a 
trong rationale i provided. In the examples that follow, note how the authors 

in each case empha i e the importance of the re earch and clearly identify a 
re earch gap. ome annotations are added to help you. 



Introduction: Example I 

Reading is often presented as a necessary skill for individuals learning an additional 
language in both foreign and second language contexts; this is true from a variety of 
theoretical frameworks regarding language learning, including the currently popular 
communicative language teaching (CL T) approach (Du bin and Olshtain 1986). Given 
the importance of gaining literacy in the second language (L2), finding, deploying, 
and effectively utilizing texts and textbooks is of great impo1tance. However, as 
Shardakova and Pavlenko (2004) suggest, it is important to keep in mind that 
textbooks are not neutral resources; they are resources that have been constn1cted in a 
particular social, economic, political, and ideological environment. This adds a layer 
of complexity to selecting and to making use of texts and textbooks in the English as a 
second language (ESL) or the English as a foreign language (EFL) reading classroom. 
However, there is another layer of complexity that goes unnoticed - namely sexuality 
(Vandrick 1997; see also Curran 2006, Moita-Lopes 2006). That is, often times when 
making text/textbook decisions, teachers may not consider the nonnative stance that 
the text/textbooks either ex(1licitlv or implicitly take in regards to sexual identity. This 
can lead to the pemetuation of a heteronormative discourse in the classroom, which 
can be seen as detrimental to the learners and instructors in the class. 

/ (Paiz, 2015: 78) 
7 

Look at how the author highlights 
a real-world ' problem ' relating 
to gender and sexuality as the 
basis for their original research. 
This then provides a strong 
rationale for the research. Note 
also how the research 'problem' 
is supported through references 
to literature throughout the 
paragraph. 

Writer provides a context for the ~ Cl~mpl~•tiooof~oh 
research topic by referring to topic in first sentence, 
relevant literature. 

\ 
Introduction: Exam11le 2t~ ,JL, 
The aim of this oaner is to xnl some of the main limruistic features that 
characterize the discourse ~oeer sexual harassment at an institution of higher 
learning in Zimbabwe. Thi~e~course has fascinated researchers for a very long time. 
Some of the earlv studies wer conducted in the 1960s bv researchers such as Coser 
f1960'. In the 1990< sexual hJ,:assment research is associated with scholars such as 
Buzzanell (!992) and Kisslin<> ~nd Kramarae (]99]) while in more recent times 
studies into sexual harassment a1'e often associated with Ahrlich ( 1999, 2004, 20 12) as 
well as Boland (2002), Holland (2006), Swift (20 I 0), Chaudoir and Quinn (20 I 0) and 
Foa and Street (200 I). 

tn Zimbabwe, sexual harassment research is associated with the work of Zindi 
(1994). However, the present study differs from previous studies on sexual 
harassment in Zimbabwe. Whilst 11revious studies focus on the harassment of female 
students by lecturers, this study focuses on the harassment of female students by their 
male 11eers. And most ~portantly, unlike previous studies, this study explores the 
lingui tic expre sion o male students' discour e of sexual harassment. tn this study, I 
argue that this discourse is characterized by (a) the use ofmonologic utterances, (b) 
extensive use of code mixing and (c) the use of hostile jokes that are embedded in 
excessive politeneSs. 

(Miambo, 2014:245-246) 

Highlights how this study differs 
from previou ones and 
therefore, what makes it original. 

(Continued) 
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Introduction: Example 3 

The extract from this introduction 
highlights a real-world problem 
which the research is going to 
address. 

Administrative directives and computer fi lters in schools deny access to teens' 
preferred on line texts, and school librarians are constrained by budget cuts to limit 
library purchases to materials that align with the curriculum. Therefore, teens have 
been finding other outlets, such as the public library, to read and compose what they 
like [ . .. ] As teens engage with their preferred texts and each other, they actively 
explore gender and sexual identities in the YA area, or "the zone" as participants call 
it. 

(Berg, 2012: IS) 

Selecting a research topic and writing research questions 

One of the most challenging aspects of conducting independent research in any 
area is often the initial selection of a research topic. Some people have trouble 
coming up with a topic, whereas others have so many ideas for projects that they 
feel overwhelmed and find it difficult to select one topic from all of their ideas. 
If you fall into either of these categories, try mind-mapping some initial ideas 
to get you started - list as many ideas as you can think of within a particular 
area. At this stage, it doesn't matter how vague each idea seems. The purpose 
of mind-mapping is simply to gather ideas and to get you thinking about your 
research. Once you have mind-mapped a list of ideas, you can then go through 
and evaluate each one. When evaluating, consider whether each idea is origi
nal, interesting, valuable and fea ible using the criteria outlined in the previous 
section. This should help you to narrow down your list of possible topics. After 
mind-mapping and then evaluating a list of possible topics, it should be easier 
for you to select the one that you most want to do and that you think will be the 
best. Once you have selected your research topic, you can begin to think about 
it in more detail. This will probably involve refining it so that it becomes more 
focu ed and pecific. 

Once you have selected and refined your research topic, you can begin 
thinking about your specific research questions. In writing your questions, 
think about the following question: 'What is this research trying to show/do?' 
Research questions should be focu ed and specific rather than broad and vague. 
You should try to state your re earch aims and que tions a clearly and as uc
cinctly a possible. You may have one overarching research question and several 
sub-question . ome general principle of writing effective research question 
are that they should be: 

• clear; 
• researchable, practical and reali tic; 



• 
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linked together (if you have more than one); and 
connected to relevant theory and prior research . 

Listed below are some examples of effective research questions from published 
language, gender and sexuality research, along with one example of a que tion 
expressed as a 'research aim': 

Research Questions: Example 1 

ln order to begin investigating the issue ofheteronormativity in English as 
a second language (ESL) reading texts and textbooks, this paper explore 
the following questions: 

1 What is the average degree of heteronormativity reflected in the sam
pled ESL reading texts/textbooks? 

2 What is the average degree of heteronormativity reflected in the mate
rial for each publi her in the sample ofESL reading texts/textbooks? 

3 What are the average degrees of heteronormativiry reflected in materi
als acro s targeted proficiency levels? 

4 What is the average degree ofheteronormativity reflected in materials 
for each type of text examined (text vs. textbook)? 

5 Ha there been any change in the average degree ofheteronormativity 
reflected in the sample over time as mea ured from a five-year period 
to five-year period? 

(Pa iz, 2015: 84- 85) 

Research Questions: Example 2 

The analysis of the selected text will help an wer the following questions: 

Do the text and its context reinforce and/or subvert hegemonic di -
cour e of gender and exuality? 

How are the di cour e features of transitivity and metaphor u ed to 

reinforce and/or subvert uch di cour e , and what role do the distribu
tion and consumption of the text play in this re peer? 

(Koller, 2015: 257) 

Research Question : Example 3 

We explore the following que tion : how is masculinity con trued in 
our elected ample of texts from Nitro, explicitly concerned with 

< 
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masculinity? What types of masculinity are there? Is there a prevalent 
hegemonic masculinity type? Are there alternative, more progressive 
construals? 

(Kosetzi and Polyzou, 2009: 144) 

Research Aim: Example 1 

The purpose of this article is to examine adolescents' talk about/around 
the texts they choose to compose and explore outside of schools, focusing 
closely on the practices of three teens in particular who routinely used texts 
prohibited in their schools. 

(Berg, 2012: 15) 

You may find that research questions become more refined as the research 
progresses - this is a normal part of the research proces . Research question 
tend to become more focused as you conduct more secondary reading around 
your topic and as you develop your methodology. Moreover, your research 
methodology will be informed by your research questions - how you choose 
to select, collect and analyse linguistic data will be informed by the questions 
you are asking. 

The literature review 

The literature review is a vital component of any research project. The litera
ture review should show that you are familiar with your research area and should 
provide a justification for the research that you are proposing to do. You should 
also use the literature review to construct the main arguments presented in your 
project. The literature review should be shaped by, but also help to shape, your 
research question/s. Hart (2018) summarises the main purposes of a literature 
review as being: 

• to communicate your argument, 
• to help with the narrowing and focusing of the research topic, 
• to ensure the 'researchability' of your topic, 
• to enable you to become familiar with the appropriate academic style of 

writing, and 
• to illustrate a 'gap' in current re earch (this will justify your proposed research). 

The literature review should be selective; therefore, you do not need to read eve
rything in your research area. In fact, thi is an impossible ta k, even for special
i ed re earch projects in the field of language, gender and exuality. U e library 
electronic database to locate the literature you need for your review. Once you 
have located the relevant literature, kim read texts to find the mo t relevant 
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ections and then read the e more carefully. And remember to always keep a 
record of your literature searches and reading. 

In writing a literature review, you are essentially constructing and ju tifying 
your argument. It is vitally important that your line of argument is clear to the 
reader. In order to achieve this, your review should contain both knowledge
based elements (showing you know the field) and argumentational elements 
(showing how your own research fills an exi ting gap and why this is important). 
Hart define these elements as follows: 

Knowledge-ha ed elements: 

• A description of previous work on the topic, identifying leading concepts, 
definition and theorie 

• Consideration of the ways in which definitions were developed and opera
tionalized as solutions to problems seen in previous work 

• Identification and description of matters other researchers have considered 
important 

Argumentational elements: 

• A description of what you find wrong in previous work on the topic 
• A proposal for action that might solve the problem -your research 
• An explanation of the benefits that might result from adapting the proposal 
• A refutation of possible objections to the proposal 

(Hart, 2018: 174) 

These are important points. A common misunderstanding of the purpose of a 
literature review is that it is imply an annotated bibliography. Instead, the litera
ture review functions to enable you to begin to formulate the arguments that you 
make throughout the rest of the project. The review also help you to identify a 
re earch gap and show how your own research contribute towards filling this gap. 
It also enable you to how that you can evaluate existing work in the field and 
make it relevant to your own research project. 

Li ted next are some references to literature review from tudies in the field of 
language, gender and sexuality (specific page references for the literature review 
ections of each article are indicated in quare brackets at the end of each refer

ence). Look at how the author con truct the review so that they show both 
knowledge of existing work in the field and, at the ame time, ju tify the election 
of their own re earch topic. 

Baudinette, T. (2017). Con tructing identities on a Japanese gay dating ite: 
Hunkine s, cuteness and the de ire for heteronormative ma culinity. Journal 
of Language and Sexuality, 6 (2), 232-261. [pp. 234-23 ] 

Motschenbacher, M. (201 ). Corpu linguistics in language and exuality 
tudies: Taking tock and looking ahead. Journal of Language and Sexuality, 7 

(2), 145- 174. [pp. 147-149] 
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Van Compernolle, R. (2009). What do women want? Linguistic equality 
and the feminization of job titles in contemporary France. Gender and Lan
guage, 3 (1), 33- 52. [pp. 35-38] 

Zimman, L. (2013). Hegemonic masculinity and the variability of gay
sounding speech: The perceived sexuality of transgender men. Journal of Lan
guage and Sexuality, 2 (1), 1-39. [pp. 3- 11] 

Because it has to be selective, it is sometimes difficult to know when your litera
ture review is fi.ni hed, and it can be tempting to carry on reading and writing 
about literature at the expense of other parts of the project. Remember that a 
literature review is never really 'finished' -you just need to reach a stage where 
the literature review does enough to contextualise your re earch sufficiently and 
clarify what research gap is being addressed. 

Bell (2018: 133-135) provides a useful literature review checklist for a student 
research project, and thi provides a good framework for guiding you through 
the process of preparing for and writing the literature review. More information 
about literature reviews can also be found in Hart (2018) and Ridley (2012) and 
in sections of the research methods books listed in the references at the end of 
this book. 

Data collection methods 

Having selected a research topic, devised research questions and critically 
reviewed relevant literature, the next step in designing your language, gender 
and sexuality research project is to think about the data collection methods. 
This initially involves thinking about issues such as what the data is (what 
form does it take - e.g. survey responses, interviews), how much data is going 
to be used, the population to be sampled (if appropriate), the context in 
which data will be collected and analysed and the way that the data will be 
analysed once it has been collected. As noted earlier, the re earch method 
used at this rage will be informed by the research que tions being asked in 
the project. 

Here are ome types of data which have been used in language, gender and 
sexuality research, with some examples of published studies that have used such 
data indicated in brackets (the full references to each cited study can be found 
at the end of the book). Read some of these published studie to further your 
understanding of how particular types of linguistic data can be used in language, 
gender and exuality research. 

• Questionnaire and urvey re ponse data (]one et al., 2017) 
• Interview (Angouri, 2011; Baxter, 2012; Charteri -Black and eale, 20 9; 

Pawelczyk, 2017; aunt on, 2012, 2018) 
• Ob ervation data (Pichler, 200 ; auntson, 2012, 201 ) 
• Ethnographic field note ( chneider, 2013; erra, 2014; Vander touwe, 

2015) 
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Multimodal texts (Bouvier, 2016; Brookes et al., 2016; Caldas-Coulthard 
and Moon, 2016; Hiramoto and Teo, 2015; Jaworski, 2016; Machin and van 
Leeuwen, 2016; Milani, 2013) 
Linguistic 'landscapes' (Milani, 2013) 
Spoken conversational data (naturally occurring) (Cameron, 1997; Coates, 
1996, 2003, 2007; )ones, 2012; Kitzinger, 2005; Leap, 1996; Pichler, 2008; 
Sauntson and Morrish, 2012; Stokoe, 2008) 
Elicited spoken narrative (Zimman, 2013, 2015) 
In titutional interactional data (e.g. classrooms, courtrooms, workplaces) 
(Angouri, 2011; Baxter, 2010, 2012; Holmes, 2006; Holmes and Marra, 
2011; )ones, 2000; Marra et al. 2006; Mcdowell, 2015; Mullany, 2011; Saito, 
2013; Sauntson, 2012, 2018; Sunderland, 2004) 
Social media online interaction (Chen and Chang, 2015) 
Political texts (Atanga, 2012) 
Coming out stories (spoken or written) (Liang, 1997; Morrish and Sauntson, 
2007; Zimman, 2009) 
Email communication (Mills, 2008) 
Textbook and literature (Gill, 2014; ]ones and Mills, 2014; Paiz, 2015; 
Ruano, 2018; Sunderland, 2004) 
Music lyrics (Casey, 2018; Eberhardt, 2016; Wambura, 2018) 
Written policies and procedures relating to gender/ exuality (Sundaram and 
Sauntson, 2015) 
Legal documents/text relating to gender/sexuality (Baker, 2005; Ehrlich, 
1998; eals, 2012; Vander touwe, 2013) 
Corpus data (Baker, 2005, 2008b, 2013; Harrington, 2008; Jawor ka and 
Hunt, 2017; Paterson and Coffey-Glover, 2018; Zottola, 2018) 
TV programmes (transcribed dialogue) (Baker, 2005; Dlaske and Jantti, 
2016; Ko etzi, 2008, 2013) 
Radio (transcribed dialogue) (van der Born et al., 2015; Yoong, 2017) 
Adverti ements (print, TV, radio, online, etc.) (Gill, 2007; Hiramoto and 
Teo, 2015; Lazar, 2014; Milani and Levon, 2016) 
Magazines (Benwell, 2003; Coffey-Glover, 2015; Eggins and ledema, 1997; 
Gauntlett, 2008; Koller, 200 ; Ko etzi and Polyzou, 2009; McLoughlin, 
2000; underland, 2004; Talbot, 1995, 2010; Turner, 200 ) 

ew paper (Baker, 2005; Baker and Levon, 2016; Lito eliti, 2006; Morrish 
and auntson, 2007) 
Online chatrooms (Bogetic, 2013; King, 2011, 2012; Mackenzie, 2018; 
Milani, 2013) 
Po ter and ignage (Milani and Levon, 2016) 
Product packaging ( underland, 2014) 
Web ite (Caldas-Coulthard and Moon, 2016) 

You could use any, or a combination, of the e data type in a language, gender 
and exuality research project of your own. And these are only ugge tions - the 
previou list i not exhaustive. We will explore examples of projects u ing some 
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of these different data types in more detail throughout other chapters in this book 
(including some of the tud ies listed earlier) . 

The data collection method that you choose should enab le you to answer 
your research question/s. They should also be feasible (i.e. ensure that you have 
the required access, time, equipment and technical kills to be able to collect 
your data without too many ri ks of data collection fai lure). It is also impor
tant to consider the ethical issues involved in data collection, especially given 
the sensitive nature of some of the topics in the field of language, gender and 
exuality. We will consider ethical issues in more detail in the final section of 

this chapter. 

Describing the methodology 

When writing up your project, a general 'rule' is that the re earch methodology 
should be reported in such detail that the study can be replicated by anyone 
reading it. The methodology section of a research report usually contains the 
following sub-sections: 

Participants- You only need to include this sub- ection if you used human 
participants in your project. This may be, for example, through interviewing 
people, asking people to complete questionnaires or observing and record
ing them interacting. If you are including this section (i.e. if your project 
does involve human participants), then describe the relevant characteristics of 
your participants- e.g. age, gender, ethnicity, linguistic background. Provide 
information about the basis on which you selected the participants (e.g. was 
it a random population sample or were they selected for specified character
istics or roles?). Remember to protect the anonymity of participants by giving 
them the opportunity to be referred to by pseudonyms or other methods of 
concealing identity. 

Materials- If relevant, include a description or copy of any research instru
ments used -e.g. urvey, interview questions and o on. 

Procedures- In thi section, you should de cribe exactly what you did in 
undertaking the tudy. For example, if you used observation, what sort of role 
did you play as an observer? How did you set up the observation? If you u ed 
a survey, how wa it designed and administered and so on? 

Analysis -In thi ub-section of the methodol gy, you should describe how 
you went about analysing the data. Give details of the analytical framework/ 
you u ed ( ome key frameworks are introduced in Chapter 4). Thi might 
include the frameworks examined throughout thi book (e.g. CDA, MMDA, 
corpus lingui tics) . If your project involves the analy i of pre-existing texts 
(including multimodal texts), you will not need to include information 
about participants, material or procedure , but you do need to explain how 
you analy ed the data. You hould al o explain how and why you elected 
particular text for analy is - in other word , provide a justification for your 
election of text . 
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There should also be a section in which you outline and address any relevant 
ethical issues. This is an important aspect of the methodology for any language, 
gender and sexuality project, so this is discussed in greater detail in the next 
section. 

Ethical issues 

Researchers have responsibilities to themselves and to other people who they 
engage with during the research process. The design, execution and writing up 
of research must take into account these responsibilities. It is your responsibility 
as a researcher to ensure that any potential risk or harm is minimised throughout 
the research and to identify ways to respect the rights of all tho e involved. The 
British Educational Research Association (BERA) have produced a detailed and 
very helpful set of guidelines for conducting ethical research in education, but 
these guidelines are ea ily applicable to any research in linguistics and the ocial 
sciences more broadly. I have taken most of the information in thi section from 
these guidelines and adapted them to the content of language, gender and sexual
ity research. The guidelines are detailed, so my summary of key points in this sec
tion is fairly brief. But you can read the full version of the guidelines here: www. 
bera.ac. uk/researchers-resources/pu blica tions/ ethical-guideline -for -educational
research-2018. (The guidelines are usually updated every two years.) 

BERA outlines the key ethical responsibilities of researchers as follows: 

• Responsibilities to participants 
• Responsibilities to sponsors, clients and stakeholders in research 
• Responsibilities to community of researchers 
• Responsibilities for publication and dissemination 
• Responsibilities for researcher 'well-being and development 

(Adapted from BERA, 2018) 

Re ponsibilities to parttclpants involves re pecting the rights, ensitivities 
and privacy of any people who contribute towards providing you with data. 
It is important to con ider how to respect all aspect of your participants' 
identities and to avoid or minimise any tress or intrusion they may feel. The 
guidelines state, 

Individuals hould be treated fairly, sensitively, and with dignity and freedom 
from prejudice, in recognition of both their rights and of differences aris
ing from age, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, cla , nationality, cultural identity, 
partnership tatu , faith, di ability, political belief or any other ignificant 
characteristic. 

(BERA, 201 : 6) 

lt is alway nece ary to obtain informed consent from anyone participating in 
your research. This mean letting your participants know about your project and 
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what it involves so that they can then make an informed decision about whether 
they are willing to participate. Page et al. (2014: 71) define informed consent a 
follows: 

Informed consent is the process by which researchers can allow participants 
to negotiate, document and agree their contribution to a research project. 

Participants usually want to know what their participation will entail, how much 
time it will take, how you will maintain confidentiality and how any data relating 
to them will be stored. For participants under the age of 18, you wUl also need 
permission from a parent or an adult who has legal responsibility for them. It is 
good practice to provide participants with the right to remain anonymous if they 
wish and to anonymise other identities which may emerge during the research 
process (e.g. other people's names, names of organisations, pictures, voices that 
can be audibly identified and so on). 

Informed consent should always be voluntary and, as a researcher, you should 
remain open to the possibility that participants may wi h to withdraw their con
sent at any time without being obliged to provide you with a reason for this. This 
right to withdraw should be made clear to participant at the start of the data 
collection process. Informed consent requirements are, of course, more complex 
if your participants are children or are considered 'vulnerable' in some way. Vul
nerable groups or individuals include those who are more open to exploitation 
than others. 

These principles apply to data drawn from social media and online communi 
ties, as well as from face-to-face contexts. BERA reminds us that digital data i 
also generated by individuals, and so informed consent should still be obtained 
wherever poss ible. In cases such as these, it is important to remember that the 
producers of such data may n ot have considered the fact that it might be used 
for research purposes when they first produced it. BERA states clearly that 'seek
ing consent would not normally be expected for data that have been produced 
expressly for public u e' (2018: 10), but they, neverthele , urge researcher to 
consider consent i ues and to pay attention to whether the data identifie spe
cific individual or organisations and the overall sensitivity of the data. 

Re earchers also have a respon ibili ty to inform participants of the outcome 
of the research . Thi may, for example, involve an informal debrief session or the 
production of a short report in acce sible language which i written and sent to 
participants. Alternatively, a website could be set up through which the finding 
of the research could be hared. 

At all stage , researchers have a re pon ibility to ensure the safe and secure 
torage of data (e.g. through ecure computer networks, use of password protec

tion and data encryption) and the confidential treatment of participants' iden
tities. UK-ba ed re earchers must comply with the legal requirements relating 
to data torage a tipulated in the UK Data Protection Act (201 ) and in the 
General Data Protection Regulation Guide (201 ). The e regulations mean that 
re earcher are required to gain participants' consent for them to share their data 
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with any third parties, and it also gives participants the right to have access to 
any per onal data that is stored and which relates to them. Outside the UK, 
researchers must comply with the data protection Laws of the country in which 
the research is being conducted. 

Re ponsibilities to sponsors, clients and stakeholders is Less likely to be an issue 
in student research projects. But this i sue relates to research that has been spon
sored or commissioned - in these case , thi needs to be made clear to partici
pants and in any research reports. Sponsors also need to be acknowledged in the 
writing up of such research. 

Ethical responsibilities to the community of researchers involves aiming to 
'protect the integrity and reputation of [educational] research by ensuring that 
they conduct their research to the highe t tandards' (BERA, 2018: 29). This 
principle covers attribution and academic integrity. ALL text, images, diagrams, 
presentations and other forms of content taken from other ources need to be 
attributed accurately. Plagiarism refers to the 'unattributed use of text and/or 
data, presented as if they were by the plagiarist' (BERA, 2018: 30) and should 
always be avoided. 

As a researcher, you also have an ethical responsibility for dis eminating your 
research. As a student, this is likely to simply involve writing up the research 
in the form of a e sed work. If you are an academic researcher, this could also 
involve writing up research for publication. In all case , BERA recommends that 
re earch is written up in an acce sib le way which takes into account the need and 
intere ts of the communities that were involved in the re earch (if applicable). 

An often neglected dimension of ethical research is the responsibility for the 
re earcher's own well-being and development, and this is sometimes particularly 
pertinent to language, gender and sexuality research. This dimen i n involves 
safeguarding the physical and emotional well-being of you, as a researcher. The 
institution in which you are studying or working actually have a responsibility 
for safeguarding your welfare, so you have a right to ask them for advice about any 
aspect of research ethics, including tho e relating to your own well-being. Par
ticular attention hould be paid to safety if you are undertaking fieldwork in a pe
cific context or if the research involve addressing en itive i ue . This may arise 
in language, gender and exuality re earch if, for example, the re earch involve 
exploring potentially sensitive i ue , uch as hate crime , exual offences, 
exuality-related issues and di criminatory language. In the e ea e , it i best to 
eek advice from your institution or from organisations, uch a the International 

Gender and Language Association (https://igalaweb.wix ite.com/igala) r the 
British Association of Applied Linguistics pecial interest group for language, 
gender and exuality (www.baal.org.uk/what-we-do/ pedal-interest-group/). 

In addition to the detailed BERA guideline cited throughout thi ection, you 
can read more about research ethi in applied linguistics re earch by referring to 
the relevant ections in any of the re earch methods books provided in the refer
ence at the end of the book. If you are using online or ocial media data for your 
project, Page et al.' (2014) book contain a useful chapter dedicated to conduct
mg ethical research using thi kind of data. 
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Although very little has been written specifically about research ethics in lan
guage, gender and sexuality research, one source comes from Kohler Mortensen 
(2015) who provide a detailed and insightful discussion of the ethical issue 
involved in researching intimate spontaneous interactional data in a hetero
sexual online dating context. Kohler Marten en focuses particularly on gaining 
informed consent from participants in that context, given that it is notoriously 
difficult for researchers to access human subjects' romantic and sexual interactions 
in ways that feel safe and unobtrusive to both participants and researchers. Kohler 
Mortensen's project involves participant observation of offline dating interaction, 
which is then supplemented with online content taken from two Danish hetero
sexual dating sites. She emphases the importance of considering issues of power 
in such research and argues for respecting and prioritising participants' agency 
in producing their own informed consent. Kohler Mortensen's article contains a 
very useful section on 'informed consent' with specific reference to language and 
sexuality research. She outlines how informed consent includes three dimensions: 

1 That participants are provided with knowledge about the research project 
2 That participants can decide voluntarily 
3 That participants have the competence to make a qualified choice 

Furthermore, Kohler Mortensen points out that sensitivity to context is of para
mount importance in language and sexuality research. As we have already een, 
attitudes towards sexual and gender diversity vary widely across different contexts 
so research that may pose few ethical issues in one context may be extremely 
complex, or simply not possible, in another (in contexts where homosexuality is 
illegal, for example) . 

Ethical issues may appear to be numerous and often complex in language, gen
der and sexuality research, but they need not be overwhelming. BERA empha ise 
a key principle underpinning all considerations of research ethics- that research 
'should aim to maximise benefit and minimise harm' (2018: 4 ). This basic princi
ple is worth bearing in mind and returning to at all stages throughout the design 
and conduct of any research project in language, gender and exualiry. Doing 
so should ensure that you adhere appropriately to ethical guidelines. And, if in 
doubt, ask for advice or consult the references included within this chapter and 
at the end of the book. 

Other sources of information for research ethics 

American Association for Applied Linguistics (AAAL). Ethics Guidelines. www.aaal.org/ 
ethics-guidelines (Acce ed 1 April 2019) 

British Association for Applied Linguistics (BAAL). Recommendations on Good Practice 
in Applied Linguistics. https://baal.org.uk/wp-contenr/upload /20 16/10/goodpractice_ 
full_2016.pdf (Accessed 1 April 2019) 

British Educational Research Association (BERA). Ethical Guidelines for Educational Research 
(4th edition). www.bera.ac.uk/researchers-resource /publications/ethical-guidelines-for
educational-re earch-2018 (Accessed 1 April2019) 
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Cameron, D., Frazer, E., Harvey, P., Rampton, B. and Richardson, K. (1993). Ethics, advo
cacy and empowerment: Issues of method in researching language. Language and Com
munication, 13 (2), 81-94. 

Markham, A. and Buchanan, E. (2012). Ethical Decision-Making and Internet Research: Ver
sion 2. htrps://aoir.org/reports/ethics2.pdf (Accessed 1 April2019) 

McKee, H. and Porter, J. (2009). The Ethics of Internet Research: A Rhetorical, Case-Based 
Approach. New York: Peter Lang. 

Whiteman, N. (2012). Undoing Ethics: Rethinking Practice in Online Research. New York: 
Springer. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Once you have decided on a research topic, explain how your topic is origi
nal and valuable. 

2 What are the main ethical considerations you will need to address when 
planning and carrying out your research project? Use the sources cited ear
lier to help you to identify these issues. Once you have identified the ethical 
issues, explain how you will address each one. 

3 What are the main practical/feasibility issues you will need to consider when 
planning your own research project (e.g. time, resources, data access, skills 
required)? 

4 When you know what kind of data you want to collect and analyse for your 
project, read a relevant study from the list in the 'Data Collection Methods' sec
tion, and write a short evaluative summary about how the author/s collected and 
analy ed their data set. In this summary, think about the following questions: 

a Did the author/s collect enough data to adequately answer their re earch 
questions? 

b Was the analysis of data sufficient for enabling the author/s to illustrate 
and support their main arguments? 

c What things can you learn from reading about this study that you could 
apply to your own research project? 



4 An overview of analytical 
frameworks 

Once you have planned your project and decided what sort of data you want 
to work with, you will then need to think about how to analyse the data in 
ways that enable you to answer your research questions. This chapter introduces 
some of the most commonly used analytical frameworks in contemporary lan
guage, gender and sexuality research. Whilst this chapter contains explanations 
of each framework, applications of the frameworks within particular empirical 
studies are explored in subsequent chapters. Based broadly on Harrington et al.'s 
(2008) volume, which maps key methodologies in the field, the chapter define , 
explains and exemplifies the following frameworks: conversation analysis, cor
pus linguistics, (feminist) critical discourse analy is (F/CDA), femini t po t
structuralist discourse analysis, multimodal CDA, linguistic landscapes (LL) 
and sociolinguistics. All of these (and other) frameworks can sit within broader 
approaches, such as QL (introduced in Chapter 2). Whilst queer theory and 
queer linguistics can orient the researcher theoretically (which then helps to 

identify the priorities and purposes of the research), the analytical framework 
can then offer ways of looking at language in specific data sets in order to reali e 
tho e theoretical priorities. 

In other reading, you will probably find ome other frameworks u ed and 
referred to. Within the limited space of this book, it is not possible to provide 
overviews of every analytical method available within the field - what i pre~ 

sented in this chapter and throughout the book are the main framework that 
are most commonly covered on undergraduate module in British univer itie 
at the time of writing and which are used in the tudies referred to in sub e~ 
quem chapters. Other volumes, for example, include more extensive information 
about variationi t sociolinguistic , ociophonetic and linguistic anthropologi~ 
cal approache to the tudy of language, gender and sexuality (e.g. Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginet, 2013; Ehrlich et al., 2014). But these ource concurrently do 
not include ome of the approaches included in thi and other books. No volum 
i entirely comprehen ive in it coverage of the analytical frameworks used in the 
field. If you find that you want to use a framework not covered in thi chapter 
(or throughout the book), plea e refer to other publi h d textbooks included in 
the references at the end of thi book. The frameworks that follow are imply 
pre ented in alphabetical order for ea e of reference. 
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Conversation analysis (CA) 

Conversation analysts are interested in uncovering the tacit rules which regulate 
everyday, spontaneous conver ation. CA focuses upon analysing the details of 
conversation tructure and management. So in relation to gender and sexuality, 
CA provides a framework for analysing spoken data and analyses how conver
sational features contribute to the discursive construction of gender and sexual 
identities as they unfold during the course of conversation . 

Conversation analysts work with actual real-life instances of talk-in-interaction. 
The main aim of CA is to describe the basic characteristics of talk-in-interaction. 
The analytic procedure depends on the repeated inspection of recorded natural
istic data (either ordinary everyday conversation or institutional talk in settings, 
uch as courts, classrooms or doctors' surgeries). A key interest in CA is not in 

talk as language but in talk as action. Kitzinger (2008) outlines the interactional 
features examined when applying CA as including the overall structural organi
sation of the interaction, turn design and turn-taking organisation, storytelling 
in conversation, repair and error correction, lexical choice, person reference and 
forms of linguistic asymmetry. CA-influenced research on gender and sexuality 
includes Kitzinger (2005), Land and Kitzinger (2005), Mcllvenny (2002), Speer 
(2005), Speer and Stokoe (2011), Stokoe (2000, 2010), Stokoe and Weatherall 
(2002) and Tainio (2003). 

In a similar way to other frameworks introduced in this chapter, the questions 
asked by contemporary CA move beyond a preoccupation with gender difference 
to an exploration of how gender and sexuality are produced and reproduced in 
interaction (i.e. consistent with underlying theoretical principles of di course
based approaches, queer theory and QL). The focus is on how participant them-
elves use language to make gender and sexuality relevant to the context in which 

the interaction is taking place. Kitzinger (200 : 136) summari e that CA offers 'a 
powerful, y tematic and contextually sen itive analytic method grounded in co
interactants own practice and action 'which 'may enable u better to under tand 
where and how gender i oriented to and achieved in talk'. Although Kitzinger 
only looks at gender in her own work, these same principles can be applied to 
the use of CA for analysing exuality in conver ation. The specific CA-oriented 
tudie examined through this book include the following: 

Coate (1996) (2003)- Chapter 5 
]one (2012)- Chapter 5 
Leap (1996)- Chapter 5 

tokoe (200 ) -Chapter 5 

Corpu lingui tics 

inclair (1991: 171) define a corpus a 'a collection of naturally occurring lan
guage text, cho en to characterize a state or variety of a language'. Corpus lingui -
tics i a largely quantitative method which involves using a computer-held body 
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of naturalised text , and a range of computerised methods, to explore aspects of 
language use. McEnery and Hardie (2012: 1-2) define corpus linguistics as: 

a group of methods for studying language [ ... ] dealing with some set of 
machine-readable texts 

An advantage of using corpus linguistics is that it enables us to make observations 
about language use which go beyond intuition and, because it is computer-based, 
it allows the exploration of patterns of language use which are not observable to 

the human eye. The more quantitative methods of corpus linguistics are well
placed to identify repeated patterns across large stretches of text. Indeed, a con
cern which has been levelled at critical approaches to language analysis, such as 
F/CDA (see the next section) is that the analysis can be biased. If analysts set out 
to find evidence of particular kinds of discrimination or inequality in texts, this 
potentially leaves the analyst open to the criticism that they will simply find what 
they are looking for and will make the analysis fit their own political agenda. 
Analysts may also be selective in terms of only presenting texts which support 
and illustrate the kinds of inequality they have been focusing on- it may be the 
case that many similar texts are not discursively imbued with the inequality but 
can be conveniently ignored by the analyst. Baker et al. (2013) suggest that one 
way of reducing this potential bias is to combine F/CDA with more 'objective' 
methods of analysis. Baker (2008b) has argued that corpus linguistics and CDA 
can be used productively together and that using a combined approach can go a 
long way to addressing some of the criticisms which have been levelled at both 
approaches when they are used in isolation. 

ln language, gender and sexuality research, the specific corpus technique 
commonly used are word frequency lists, keywords and concordance analyses, 
available using software programmes such as Wordsmith Tools (Scott, 2014) and 
AntConc (Anthony, 2019). Word frequencies can be a useful starting point for 
word-based corpus analysis as they can begin to reveal information about themes 
within the text comprising the corpus. Over-wording and absences can also be 
revealed through the application of word frequency ana lysis. This can then pro
vide a basis for further analysi . 

Another corpus method commonly used in language, gender and sexuality 
research is the analysis of keywords. Scott (2014) define a 'keyword' a a word 
that occurs in a corpu more often than would normally be expected when com
pared to another corpu . A keyword list is another useful starting point for word
based corpus analysis as it can begin to reveal information about themes and 
discursive priorities within the texts comprising the corpu . As Baker explains, 

A keywords analy is operate by comparing expected/unexpected frequen
cie rather than mall/large frequencies. Therefore, word that appear a rela
tively mall number of times can still be key, as long a there is a ignificant 
difference in their expected frequencie . 

(Baker, 2005: 160) 
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Stubbs (2001: 48), cited in Mautner (2009: 100) , defines keywords as 'nodes 
around which ideological battles are fought'. Examining keywords can high
light unexpected, or marked , frequencies in the corpus, rather than just the 
high frequency words, and this can be quite revealing in terms of the more 
unusual meanings and trends presented in the corpus. A keyword analys is 
requires the corpus under scrutiny to be compared with a 'reference corpus' 
which is a larger and more general corpus. This might be, for example, the 
British National Corpus ( www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) or the Corpus of Contem
porary American English ( www.english-corpora.org/coca/). It is standard 
practice in corpus linguistics to remove the grammatical words from a key
word list so that the words presented are the lexical, or content, words. This 
is done in the empirical studies discussed in Chapter 5-9 which make use of 
corpus linguistics . 

A next stage commonly used in corpus analysis is to consider the semantic 
environment of some lexical items by looking at their collocations. Sinclair 
( 1991: 170) defines collocation as 'the occurrence of two or more words within 
a short space of each other in a text '. Examining a word's collocations can help 
to build up a semantic profile of that word, which can contribute to reveal
ing any underlying discourses and ideologies in the corpus. Collocation can be 
either lexical or grammatical, with lexical collocation involving an exploration 
of the lexical words eo-occurring with the node word in question and gram
matical collocation involving looking at the grammatical categories of words 
found in the semantic environment of the node word (the 'node word' refers 
to the specific lexical item under investigation) . Examining a word's concord
ances (a specified number of words to the left and right of the earch term) can 
help to build up a semantic profile of the collocations of that word, which can 
contribute to revealing any underlying discourses and ideologies in the corpus. 
Using keyword and concordance analysis together can provide a fairly good 
overview of the main themes, discourses and ideologies prevalent in the corpus. 
Stubbs (1996) argues that the semantic patternings revealed by these tech
niques can contribute to the production of certain discourses in the corpus, and 
he define a discourse as 'recurrent phrases and conventional ways of talking, 
which circulate in the social world, and which form a constellation of repeated 
meanings' ( tubbs, 1996: 158). These points are supported by Mautner (2009), 
who provide a comprehensive discussion of the mutual benefits of combining 
corpus linguistics with CDA. Corpus linguistics, therefore, is a helpful way of 
revealing particular discourses around gender and sexuality a they are embod
ied in texts. 

When used in combination with CDA (see the next section), corpus lin
guistics also facilitates a critical analysis of large amounts of text and, therefore, 
enables a critical analysi of language patterns to be conducted. Baker (2008b), 
Baker et al. (2013), and Motschenbacher (2018) have written exten ively on the 
combination of corpus linguistics and CDA and have examined in detail how 
corpus linguistics can be used to enhance and upport the claims made through 
the application ofCDA. ome language, gender and exuality tudies which have 
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used corpus lingui tics (either as the sole framework or in combination with oth
ers), and which will be outlined later in this book, include the following: 

Baker (2005) - Chapter 6 
Baker (2008a, 2008b) - Chapter 6 
Bogetic (2013) - Chapter 6 
King (2011) - Chapter 6 
Milani (2013)- Chapter 6 
Baker (2014) - Chapter 8 
Zottola (2018)- Chapter 8 
Sundaram and Saunt on (2015)- Chapter 9 

(Feminist) Critical Discourse Analysis (F/CDA) 1 

The explanation of this framework is a little longer than the others, primarily 
because it has been used so extensively within contemporary language, gender 
and sexuality research2 and, therefore, has come to feature heavily in the field. As 
we have already een, early language and gender work has come under criticism 
for having a tendency to espou e the view that language is imply reflective of 
gender. Criticisms of viewing language as merely reflective of aspects of society, 
such as gender and sexuality, centre on the idea that 'society' is not just some
thing that is 'out there' waiting to be reflected in various mode of communication 
and practice. An alternative viewpoint is that we, as language users, can actively 
shape and construct society through the language we use. As Fowler argues ( 1991 : 
62), 'Language is a reality-creating practice'. In fact, language is so powerful that 
it can actually misrepresent and distort the 'truth' of what actually happens in 
society and the social relationships and practices that we engage in. It is idea 
such as these that form the basis of what has come to be known as 'CDA'. Thi 
analytical framework is concerned with ocial inequalities and the ways in which 
these inequalities become not only encoded but al o constructed and perpetuated 
through particular u es of language. However, CDA can al o be helpful to inve -
tigating how social inequalitie may be resisted and challenged through language. 

Fairclough (2001) argues that exploring the relationship between texts , 
interactions and context i a key principle of CDA, with a specific focu on 
how power is enacted and reflected through language. As explained in Chap
ter 1, ideologies which prevail in the wider ocial context in which texts circu
late become inscribed in texts, often in subtle ways. Thu , CDA may be used to 

uncover ideologie about gender and sexuality which are embedded in texts. In 
this way, the principle underlying the framework, based on que tioning 'natu
rali ed' ideologie , are imilar to the theoretical principle of queer theory and 
QL. Therefore, CDA, a an analytical fram work, its comfortably within over
arching queer theoretical approache to language, gender and exuality re earch. 
Although individual CDA-ba ed tudie may differ in their focu and in term of 
the pecific language feature analy ed, what they have in common i a ocially 
transformative goal. 
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Proponents of CDA argue that it is a diverse approach containing different 
' trands' of analy is, which arguably may include other frameworks. Wodak and 
Meyer (2001) note that there is no monolithic CDA, rather it can incorporate 
different elements and analytic approaches, depending on the data, context and 
purpose of study. But what all types of CDA share in common is a concern with 
ideologies and power and the ways in which they are achieved, reinforced and 
contested through language (and other semiotic resources) . CDA is, therefore, 
explicitly concerned with social injustice, power struggle and in/equalitie and 
with examining the role that discour e plays in constructing, reifying and con
te ting the e i ues. 

CDA is rooted in critical linguistics and early work, informed largely by Marx
i t theory, tended to be concerned with the effects of capitalism, social cla and 
power relations. Such work was criticised by some language and gender cholars 
(Cameron, 2001; Lazar, 2005) for downplaying gender issues and failing to con
sider how feminist theory could usefully be incorporated into CDA as a means of 
interrogating gendered power relations. This led to the development of a body 
of work termed 'F/CD~ (Lazar, 2005), and it is this strand of CDA which most 
directly inform much work in the field of language, gender and sexualiry. 

CDA, including the subsidiary field of F/CDA, attempts to uncover processes 
of social control and source of ideology in texts, most notably texts which cir
culate in institutions such a schools, workplaces and the media. Many texts, 
produced by and for consumption by member of sociery, are ideologically laden. 
CDA examine texts with a view to uncovering the 'hidden' meaning and 
implicit ideologies, which they create, support and uphold. In relation to gender 
and sexualiry, the hidden meanings tend to be concerned with the way language 
i used to construct ideologies around gender and sexualiry. Those ideologies are 
'naturalised' in that it seems as though they are naturally occurring rather than 
discursively con tructed. Thi works not through single or occasional instance 
of particular kinds of language use, but through the repeated and sy tematic pat
terning of language. Thi argument i similar to Butler's ( 1990) idea of particular 
performance of gender accruing greater power through their continual repetition 
over time- they come to be een as 'natural' imply because the performances are 
repeated o routinely. In analysing thee patterns, Cameron (2001) urges u to 

pay attention not only to the surface features of language (what is aid or written) 
but also to more ubtle underlying feature , presuppo ition and patterns (how 
certain thing are said or written). For this reason, the kind of linguistic analysis 
used at a descriptive level within CDA need to be systematic and able to identify 
repeated patterns acro stretches of text. 

Lazar (2005) tate that one of the key aim of F/CDA a being to how that 
social practice which may appear to be neutral and natural are actually gendered 
in way which u tain a patriarchal ocial order in the wider ocio-political con
text. he argues that dominant relation of power sy tematically privilege men 
as a social group and di advantage and exclude women. The work of F/CDA is 
to uncover how this is achieved di cur ivcly with the idea that under tanding i 
a pre-cursor to ocial tranSformation. Although Lazar's initial outline of F/CDA 
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does not explicitly addre exuality, the ame principles can be applied. Recent 
work ha started to apply F/CDA to a more explicit analy is of sexual identities in 

discour e (Koller, 2008; Pakula et al., 2015; Pawelczyk and Pakula, 2015) . 
To illustrate the approach, let' take a look at an application of the framework 

to an advertisement. An excellent source for advertisemenl texts is The Adver
tising Archives web ite - www.advertisingarchives.co.uk/en/page/show_home_ 
page.html (Figure 4.1). 

In the Iceland advert noted earlier, one of the main ideologies being con
veyed in this text i concerned with gendered relations of power. It is only 
'mums' who go to Iceland , because 'mums' (i.e . women) have primary re pon
sibility for domestic dutie , such as grocery shopping. There is no mention of 
'dads' going to Iceland . o this ideology clearly places women in the domestic 
sphere and assign an identity to them which i primarily centred on raising 
and caring for children and looking after the home. This, of course, is not a 
true reflection of ociety. It constructs a very partial (and actually very old
fashioned) view of gender relations within heterosexual familial context . 
Despite the fact that many women have jobs and careers, the women in the e 
texts are not represented in those domains - they are restricted to the domestic 
domain (home, garden, supermarket, etc.). Although gender ideologies are per
haps the most obvious ones which are conveyed in thi text, there are also other 
ideologies in operation. I have yet to see an Iceland advert in which the actor 
are not white. They are always able-bodied, and the more recent adverts have 
featured wealthy female celebrities. So what we have is a partial representation 

Figure 4./ Iceland advertisement 

urce: Reproduced courte y of The Advertising Archive - www.advertisingarchives.co.u 
detaiVSJJ 5/l{TV-Advert-Grab/lceland/2000s 
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o f ociety along dimension of gender, race, class, sexuality and di /ability. This 
wo uld not be o much of an issue if it did not happen so frequently. The problem 
i , of cour e, that these partial representations are extremely common in media 
text (and other types of text) and circulate repeatedly and widely. It is also the 
repeated absence of non-white, non-heterosexual, disabled and working-class 
(of the non-celebrity variety!) representations that uphold these ideologies. 
The cumulative effect of this is, ultimately, to perpetuate the social and cul
tural ideology of white, able-bodied, wealthy, heterosexual nuclear family, and 
' traditional' gender relations' as the norm- a kind of 'ideal' con truction which 
everyone i encouraged to aspire to. 

Why, then, are such ideologie o difficult to challenge, or even to recogni e? 
M any people regularly consume these texts without ever que tioning the par
tia l and unequal representations that they convey. Foucault (1990) partially 
answer this question by arguing that we, a 'subjects', are con tituted through 
ever- hifting and unstable power relations. And power relations are upheld and 
perpetuated in particular contexts not through force or coercion, but through 
our own consent. We do not challenge them because, most of the time, we 
imply do not recognise them. Gramsci's notion of hegemony is useful here. 

Hegemony refer to the processes by which we internalise the norm and val
ue of the dominant social order in any given context. The norms and values 
are o imbued with power and are o pervasive that they appear as if they are 
'natural' and complete, rather than con tructed and partial (another common
ality with Butler's concept of 'naturalisation' in her performativity theory). 
The view of gender conveyed in the Iceland adverts are a good example of 
hegemony. What is conveyed in tho e texts is a hegemonic view of gender 
relation -the view i so powerful and pervasive that it almost seems 'natural' 
for women to be the domestic caregivers. In reality, this is a fiction that has 
imply been constructed over time through dominant social di cour es. It is 

the e (often very complex) proce e of ocial power, ideology and identity 
that F/CDA eeks to explore and uncover by focusing on the role that language 
play . Importantly, Lazar (2005) note that hegemonic tructures them elves 
are never tatic and are, therefore, alway susceptible to challenge and re i r
anee. In order for any ort of ocial hegemony to be maintained, it must be able 
to adapt over time to social change . Thi creates a ten ion between hegem
onic trucrure a powerful and resilient but, at the same time, fragile and open 
to conte ration. 

F/CDA, then, takes inequality based on gender and sexuality, rather than vari
ation, a i tatting point and aim to expose tho e inequalitie thr ugh linguistic 
analy i . And in expo ing inequalitie , it hope to challenge them. Some of the 
key qu tions asked by F/CDA are a follow : 

1 What are the power relation between participants in the discour e? 
2 Who e world is being repre ented in the discour e? What i the predominant 

ideology in the di cour e, and how i that ideology being repre ented and 
con tructed through language? 
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Various types of linguistic analysis are used to uncover the e power relations and 
ideologies. The main author who has contributed to developing detailed and sy. 
tematic frameworks for the critical analysis of language is Fairclough, so it is u e· 
ful to spend some time outlining key elements of his framework. 

Fairclough's CDA framework 

Fairclough (2001) famously devised a three-layered model of discourse in which 
'discourse' consists of three dimensions: 

Text 

Texts have formal feature (linguistic and visual): these are traces of how 
they were produced and cues for their interpretation (texts have only mean
ing potential- their meanings are not fixed). 

Discursive practices 

The text is a resource for the interaction between writer and reader -
i.e. the processes of text production and interpretation. How a particular 
text is interpreted will depend on the resource that people bring to it -
their knowledge of the conventions of a particular type of discourse and 
their knowledge of the socia l world, their values, their beliefs and their 
ideologies. 

Social/cultural practices 

Processes of text production and interpretation are part of wider sociocul
tural practices and/or processes of change. They take place within pecific 
social and in titutional conditions and are shaped by ocial structure . 

As well as providing a three-layered model of discourse, Fairclough provide an 
overlaying three-part y tem of analysis for inve tigating the three dimension 
of discourse. He refer to these three layers of analy is as: description, inter
pretation and explanation (Fairclough, 2001: 21-22), and they are defined a 
follows: 

Description i the stage which i concerned with analysing the formal prop
ertie of the text (e.g. vocabulary, grammar, text trucrure). Thi tage of 
analysis map onto the text dimension of di c ur e. There are various formal 
lingui tic featur which can be focu ed on in the de cription rage, uch 
a (but not limited to) lexical item , metaphor , evaluative language (e.g. 
emantic field and adj ctive ), imertextual reference and grammatical and 
yntactic tructur . 
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Interpretation is concerned with exploring the relation hip between 
text and interaction - with eeing the text as the product of a process of 
production and as a resource in the process of interpretation. Text do not 
just appear in a vacuum. They are both produced and received by language 
users who are performing specific roles, engaging in certain practices and 
holding particular views and belief which all affect how the text is pro
duced and received. This stage of analysis focuses on the discursive prac
tices dimension of discourse- what goes on around the text it elf. Specific 
questions asked at the interpretation stage of analysis might include the 
following: 

What assumptions about ocial identities are repre ented a 'common 
sense'? 

What assumptions about shared knowledge are being made? 
What social relations of power are being taken for granted? 
What use is made of intertextuality (explicit and implicit references to 

other texts) ? 
Who e voices are heard in the text and how? 

Explanation is concerned with examining the relationship between the 
text, its immediate context of interaction and its wider ocial context. Expla
nation involves examining how the discursive practice which surround 
the text's production and reception are linked to much broader ocial and 
cultural ideologies. The explanation stage of analysis map onto the social/ 
cultural practices dimension of discourse. Specific questions asked at the 
explanation stage of analysis might include the following: 

How is the discour e determined by ocial structures? 
(How) i the discourse aimed at su raining or changing these tructures? 

Even though Fairclough did not have gender and sexuality in mind when he 
devised this framework, it has sub equently been used and applied extensively in 
tudies that make u e of F/CDA. It i the uncovering of ideological representations 

and enactments of gender, then, which lie at the heart of F/CDA. 
me language, gender and exuality tudie which have u ed F/CDA, and 

which will be outlined later in this book, include the following: 

Lito eliti (2006) -Chapter 5 
auntson (2012) (2018)- Chapter 5 

Ben well (2003) -Chapter 6 
Mcloughlin (2000, 2017) -Chapter 6 
Pa e and auntson- Chapter 6 and Chapter 9 

underland (2004) -Chapter 6 
Turner (200 ) -Chapter 6 
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Feminist post,structuralist discourse analysis 

There is a great degree of overlap between F/CDA and feminist po t-structuralist 
discourse analysis (FPDA). However, there are some differences between the two 
frameworks, which is why I am introducing them separately. Baxter, who devel
oped the framework, (2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2008) describes FPDA as a 'supple
mentary' approach in that it va lues a mu lti-perspectival approach and should be 
used in conjunction with other methods. Baxter (2008: 245) defines FPDA as 
follows: 

An approach to analysing intertextualised di courses in spoken interaction 
and other type of text. It draws upon the po tstructuralist principles of com
plexity, plurality, ambiguity, connection, recognition, diversity, textual play
fulness, functionality and transformation. 

Like F/CDA, FPDA moves away from focusing predominantly on the structural 
details of texts and resists notions that meanings are only embedded within tex
tual structures. But FPDA has a less overtly political agenda than CDA. Whilst 
CDA's work on gender has an avowedly ideological agenda and a commitment 
to focusing on social problems and working on behalf of oppressed groups, FPDA 
downplays this element in its approach. Rather than focu ing on issues concern
ing power and explicitly advocating an emancipatory agenda, FPDA does not 
presume, in an a priori way, that women as a ocial group category are necessar
ily going to emerge as powerless. Instead, it views gendered subject positions a 
complex, shifting and multiply located. There are competing discourses of gender 
in any given context, and the interplay between discourses means that speaker 
can continually fluctuate between subject positions on a matrix of powerfulness 
and powerlessness. Having a degree of agency, individuals can recogni e how and 
through which discour es they are being 'positioned', and they can then take up 
or resist particular subject positions. 

Importantly, FPDA aims to 'release the word of marginalised or minority 
speakers' (Baxter, 2002a: 9) and entails giving pace to marginalised or ilenced 
voices in localised interaction . CDA does thi too, but FPDA often place more 
emphasis on this aspect of its analy is. Baxter's analy e have focused, for exam
ple upon certain girls who ay little in cla room ettings. This ultimately allow 
for a greater rich ne sand variety of debate, discu ion and freedom to speak from 
all social groups, not just those that are heard more often and are, in that en e 
con idered to be more dominant. 

pecific analytica l method in FPDA include an analysi of what Bakhtin 
(19 1) term 'polyph ny' (competing voice ) in di cour e. In focusing on com
peting voice , FPDA i not imply concerned with identifying discour but 
focu e more on how discour e interact, how they variou ly po ition peaker 
in relation to other di cour e and how peaker hift between ubject po ition . 
Baxter (2002a), for example, examine how competing gender discour es ar 

metime pr due d in the context of public peaking in the classroom. Thi 
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kind of analysis focuses more critically on the contextualised emergence of (mul
tiple) gendered discourses, competing discourses and interplay between subject 
positions. For example, Baxter identifies the use of humour to construct some 
speakers as confident and popular and as a means of gaining peer approval, which 
leads to the emergence of a 'peer approval discourse'. And she notes that the 
speakers' own unelicited references to gender contribute simultaneously to the 
construction of a 'gender differentiation discourse'. 

In sum, FPDA enables a more explicit examination of how participants 
may move between dominant and marginalised discourses. Importantly, FPDA 
stresses that individuals have agency- they are able to recognise, take up or resist 
positionings. Within a F/CDA framework, a greater emphasis is often placed on 
social structures which position individuals within matrices of power. A starting 
point for F/CDA is usually a set of social problems or issues, whereas this is not 
necessarily the case for FPDA. Data is presented from Baxter's (2010, 2012) and 
Angouri's (2011) studies of workplace interaction in Chapter 5, where we will 
look at how both authors make use of elements of FPDA in their analysis. 

Linguistic landscapes 

Linguistic landscapes (LL) are an approach based on the premise that any lan
guage use is always situated in physical or virtual 'space' and that the character
istics of that place need to be considered when attributing meaning to language. 
Jaworski and Thurlow (2010) define LL as focusing on visual language as it is 
inscribed in, or publicly displayed on, the landscape. In other words, LL brings 
together the verbal and the visual and examines their interrelationships. Landry 
and Bourhis (1997: 25) state that linguistic landscape research aims to analyse 
the 'language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, commer
cial shop signs, and public signs'. King (2012) adds that this should also include 
oral discourse as part of the landscapes. Within the approach, language and other 
modalities of meaning do not simply sit within a landscape; rather, social actors 
are continually engaged in performatively constituting place itself. 

Jaworski and Thurlow (2010: 3) define 'landscape' as a broad concept 'pertain
ing to how we view and interpret space in ways that are contingent on geographi
cal, social, economic, legal, cultural and emotional circumstances'. Thus, the 
idea of land cape is not only physical or geographical but also positioned within 
sphere of social and cultural practice. In LL work, landscape can be viewed as 
a ' text' and analysed as such. Although there i much overlap between LL and 
MMDA (see the following section), LL differs in that multimodal texts can be 
ituated within broader LL. Furthermore, the same multimodal text may take on 

different meaning when it is positioned within different landscapes. 
King (2011) further argues that landscapes can be online or virtual, as well as 

physical. Indeed, much of King' research focuses on analy ing language, sexuality 
and cyber pace (King' tudy i discu ed in Chapter 5). Space is not ju t physical 
and is also not neatly bounded. More recently, Milani and Levon (2016) note that 
LL work has broadened the boundarie of the 'lingui tic' even more so that it now 
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encompasses visual images, smells, tastes, materiality and corporeality and looks at 
how all of these elements of the landscape in que tion combine to create meaning. 

Like early CDA work, Milani notes that early LL work (e.g. ]awor ki and 
Thurlow, 2010; Landry and Bourhi, 1997) also overlooked gender and sexuality. 
The approach is valuable to the field because LL can produce gender and sexual
ity ideologies. Milani (2014), for example, u es LL in his study of 'sexed signs' 
in a university landscape. Milani defines 'banal sexed signs' as 'those mundane 
emiotic aggregates, which, precisely becau e of their fleeting character, can eas· 

ily be ignored, but, nonetheless, (re)produce and/or conte t particular ideas and 
beliefs about gender and sexuality' (Milani, 2014: 204). The kinds of example 
Milani provides are stickers on office doors, T- h irts and po ters in corridors, all of 
which contain both linguistic and visual elements and are situated and, therefore, 
interpreted, within the physical space of the university. Milani points out, quite 
rightly, that LL overlaps with MMDA in many ways. The former focuses more on 
how language and other modes function to constitute the space itself. 

Another gender and sexuality-focused LL study comes from Piller (2010), who 
focuses on the highly visible sex industry in the Swis city of Basel. Pill er observes 
that the sexualisation of public space is largely restricted to travel spaces in the 
city, such as the airport, central station, checkpoints and public transport. The e 
spaces are significant, as Base[ is an international centre for conference travel. 
Filler's data comes from hop fronts, advertising in local new papers, prostitute ', 
nightclubs' and escort agencies' websites and clients' blogs. Piller conclude that 
sexualisation of women is one way to visibly mark a space as travel related. Fur
thermore, the sexualisation of space does not simply follow the international 
conference and exhibition facilities of the city but i actually seen as enhancing 
its appeal as a conference destination. 

Another gender and exuality-focused study which makes use of a LL frame
work is that of Milani and Levon (2016); this is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Multimodal discourse analysis (MMDA) 

Whil t traditional and F/CDA, as well as FPDA, focu predominantly upon lan 
guage, Roger (2011) notes that discourse can be understood as a multimodal 
practice which reflects and con tructs the ocial world through different com
municative mode . Machin and Mayr (2012) al o ob erve that meaning i com
municated through other semiotic modes as well as language. Language i ju t 
one amongst many re ources for meaning making. Other resources include mu ic, 
ge ture, still or moving images and three-dimensional objects. Different semiotic 
modes, with language, can all be drawn into a coherent meaning-making whole. 
Kres and Van Leeuwen (2001: 20) define 'multimodality', therefore, a 'the u e 
of everal emiotic mode in the de ign of a emiotic product or event, togethe r 
with the particular way in which these modes are combined'. MMDA examine 
the pecific way in which the e modes of communicative re ource are combined 
in the production of particular texts and thi · an analytical approach that h a 
been used in me language, gender and exuality rudie . 
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Taking a critical approach to the analysi of multimodal texts, then, involves 
analy ing the multimodal features in order to uncover the values and ideologies 
underly ing the multimodal choices made by the text producer, and these val
ue and ideologies include those relating to gender and sexuality. Kre and Van 
Leeuwen (2006) and Kress (2011) have done extensive work on applying CDA 
to semiotic modes of communication other than language. Kress and Van Leeu
wen (2006) develop a detailed and sy tematic descriptive framework, informed 
by a social semiotic theory of representation, that can be used as a tool for visual 
analysis. This work has also been developed by O'Haltoran (2004 ), who spe
cifically explores how systemic functional linguistics can inform the multimodal 
analy i of a range of texts. Machin and Mayr (2012) go on to explain, 

Both text and image can be thought of as being composed of communica
tive choices by authors that eek to do certain kinds of work for them. The 
job of Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis is to identify and reveal these 
choices [ .. . ] Texts wilt u e linguistic and visual strategies that appear normal 
or neutral on the surface, but which may in fact be ideological and seek to 
shape the representation of events and persons for particular ends. 

(Machin and Mayr, 2012: 9-10) 

MMDA in relation to language, gender and exuality then seeks to 'denaturalise' 
gender and exuality representations as they are manifested through a range of 
mode of communication. It i interested in examining the ideological motiva
tions behind particular semiotic choices and how those choices communicate 
power relations. Wodak and Meyer (2009) suggest that any form of CDA, includ
ing MMDA, can take into account features uch as how texts are designed, their 
use of statistics, photographs and picture , as well as layout and the use of sym
bol alongside the linguistic elements of texts. Like in F/CDA, they also encour
age attention to be paid to any topics which are conspicuous by their absence. 
Example of tudies on language, gender and sexuality which u e MMDA include 
Eggin and ledema's (1997) study of women's lifestyle magazine and Calda -
Coulthard and Moon' (2016) study of media representations of grandmother . 
The latter i di cu ed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

Sociolinguistics 

Whilst ' ociolinguistics' does not refer tO an 'analytical framework' as such, it is 
a broad ub-field of lingui tics which ha a et of e tabli hed methodologies that 
have been applied to tudies of language and gender, and language and exuality. 
In fact, ociolingui tics often make u e of a range of framework , including ome 
of tho e discu ed earlier, uch as CA, F/CDA and FPDA. Within the field, there 
· a widely accepted distinction between 'variationist' ociolinguistics and 'inter
acnonal/i t' sociolinguistics. The e two trand of sociolinguistics tend to differ 
in terms of their purpo e , method logie and the way they approach 'categories' 
or um of lingui tic analy i . 
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In variationist sociolinguistic , categories (e.g. gender and sexual orientation 
categories) are pre-determined at the tart of the re earch. Variationist tudies 
tend to make use of quantitative methods, uch a urveys and quantifiable pho
netic and grammatical methods of analysis which examine linguistic feature in 
terms of frequency. These approaches place an emphasis on the collection and 
analysis of data sets that it is then claimed can be representative of the speech of 
members of the community that is being researched. And the analysis tend to 
focus on establishing correlations between lingui tic variables and the gender or 
sexual orientation categories of the speakers. A critici m of variationist tudie 
is that they use very broad categories when grouping speakers, often in quite an 
uncritical way which as umes gender and sexuality identitie are clear-cut and 
static. Whilst variationist studies can be very useful for providing evidence of 
sociolinguistic patterns of gender and language u e, they do not provide explana
tions for those patterns. As Eckert (2009: 137) explain, 

If we want to get at explanations for the patterns we see, we need to get 
closer to the social practices in which the patterns are created. 

(Eckert, 2009: 137) 

Interactionist approaches, on the other hand, focu more on naturally occurring 
speech with greater importance being placed on the context in which speech 
is produced. There is greater interest in the various meanings and functions of 
the language being analysed, not just the di tributions of different language 
forms. Interactionist sociolinguistics also emphasi e and explores the role of lan· 
guage in managing social relationships between speakers and makes greater u e 
of qualitative and ethnographic methods. Interactionist approaches do not use 
traditional survey methods which had dominated previous variationi t studie . 
Instead, they use ethnographic methods which involve the researcher interacting 
with the community of peakers they are studying. In interactionist approache , 
gender and sexuality (and other) categoric are not treated as pre-existing but are 
constructed through the linguistic interaction itself. In this way, these approache 
are compatible with queer theory and the discour e-ba ed theoretical approach 
outlined in Chapter 2. Language itself i een as a resource through which peak
ers can create shared meanings within communitie . ( ee Holme , 2013 for a 
more detailed explanation of the differences between variationist and interac
tionist sociolinguistics.) 

Whil t early work in language and gender drew almo t exclu ively on vari
ationist sociolingui tic (e.g. Labov, 1972; Milroy, 1980; Trudgill, 1974 ), later 
work moved toward u ing interactionist approache (e.g. Bucholtz, 1999; 
Bucholtz and Hall, 2005; ]ones, 2012) or a combination of the two (e.g. Ecken, 
19 9). One of the key rea on why interactioni t sociolingui tic ha become 
u eful to the tudy of language, gender and exualiry i that it enables r earche 
to explore how people con truer local (and often temporary) gender and exuality 
idenritie and meaning within pecific 'communi tie of practice'. Eckert (2 : 
16) defin a 'community of practice' a : 
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an aggregate of people who come together on a regular basis to engage in 
some enterprise [ ... ]. In the course of their engagement, the community 
of practice develops ways of doing things - practices. And these practices 
involve the construction of a shared orientation to the world around them 
a tacit definition of themselves in relation to each other, and in relation to 
other communities of practice. 

These 'practices', of course, include linguistic practices as well as other 'meaning
making' practices. An example of a community of practice based on the shared 
engagement of a group of lesbian-identified speakers comes from }ones (2012). 
}ones spent a number of years conducting ethnographic research with a walk
ing group who all identified as 'lesbian'. }ones collected spoken data from the 
group during the course of the research and used interactionist sociolinguistics to 

explore how the speakers used language to eo-construct their shared lesbian iden
tity within the community of practice they were routinely engaging in. In doing 
so, they were simultaneously constructing the community itself as one based 
around their shared lesbian identity and not just the shared practice of walking. 
Some of the data from }ones's study is examined in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Other language, gender and sexuality studies which make use of interaction
ist sociolinguistics to explore gender and sexuality identity construction in the 
language of particular communities include: Barrett's (1995) study of language 
use in a community of African American drag queens; Eckert's (1989) study of 
language, gender and class in a high school community; and a number of con
tributions to edited volumes by Hall and Bucholtz (1995) and Livia and Hall 
( 1997). Levon and Mendes's (2016) edited collection also contains a number of 
more recent studies which use sociolinguistics to explore intersectionality in a 
range of contexts in relation to language and sexuality. 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the frameworks and approaches 
described earlier are not exhaustive, and the descriptions are necessarily limited 
in terms of the amount of detail they provide. But it is hoped that this chapter has 
provided a 'flavour' of each framework sufficiently for you to be able to make an 
informed choice about how to approach the collection and analys is of linguistic 
data in your own research project. It is also useful to remember that frameworks 
can be combined and do not have to be used in isolation. Again, in ubsequent 
chapter , we will explore illustrative studies which have drawn on fruitful com
binations of frameworks in their explorations of language, gender and sexuality. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Why do you think feminist-informed CDA has been so influential and 
widely used in the field of language, gender and sexuality? What are the key 
benefits ofF/CDA to the field? 

2 Think of a language, gender and exuality research project in which you 
might fruitfully combine different analytical frameworks. What might be the 
advantage of using different analytical frameworks within the ame study? 
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3 When you have decided which ana lytical framework/ you want to u e in 

your own research project, read one of the studies cited in this chapter which 
has made u e of your chosen framework/ and write a summary of the study, 
expla ining how the framework was applied and what findings it revealed. 
What were the main benefits of using the selected analytical framework 
within the study you have read and summarised, and were there any limita
tions associated with the framework? 

Notes 

I present the term as 'F/CDA:. throughout the book to reflect the fact that, in some stud
ies, authors describe their approach as 'CDA' whilst others describe their approach as 'F/ 
CDA'. When applied to any analysis of language, gender and sexuality, the approache 
are so similar that they do not warrant being described in separate sections or referred ro 
as completely different approaches. I only separate 'CDA' from 'F/CDA' when initially 
outlining the approach in this section. Therefore, referring to 'F/CDA' is a catch-all for 
any approach which fa lls within CDA that takes gender and/or sexuality as its primary 
focus of investigation. 

2 A review of articles published in journals such as Gender and Language and the Journal 
of Language and Sexuality shows that this particu lar framework has been used (as a single 
framework or in combination with others) more extensively than others in recent year . 



5 Researching language, gender 
and sexuality in private and 
public contexts 

In this chapter, we begin to examine ome of the real-life application of work in 
language, gender and sexuality. ince work in the field began, some researchers 
have investigated interactions in private settings, such as the home. This kind 
of data, however, is notoriously difficult to obtain, and key issues in early work 
examining gender and interaction in private contexts enta il its inability to be 
generali able and its tendency to reaffirm existing gender tereotypes. Early stud
ies were also critici ed for failing to que tion how gender i achieved in interac
tion. More recent work on gender and interaction has responded to criticisms of 
earlier work by incorporating a consideration of sexuality along ide gender (in 
line with the principles of queer theory) and has focused on how participants 
themselves produce and often problematise gender and exuality categorie . Leap 
( 1996) and ]ones (2012), for example, look at how gay men and le bian , respec
tively, use conversation to eo-construct identity - the e studie are discu ed in 
the following ection. 

Some studies on private contexts draw on interactioni t ociolinguistic 
approache to analysing interactional data, whilst other work has utilised the 
tool of CA more explicitly to analyse how gender i produced in conver ational 
interaction ( ee Chapter 4 for an explanation of these and other analytical frame
works). Coate , for example, has conducted in-depth tudie on ame-gender 
women' and men' friend hip talk in informal contexts. Stokoe (2008) examines 
how gender and power are produced moment by moment in the cour e of inter
action, and how speaker orient to gender and exuality by u ing particular con
versational feature . We will look at examples of tudies u ing the e approaches 
to analy i in the next section of this chapter. After that, we move to examining 
how gender and sexual ity identities are linguistically constructed in more insti
tutionalised etting , taking education and workplace a example of the e kinds 
of contexts. 

Gender, exuality and conversation 

As discussed in Chapter 4, conver ation analy ts are intere red in uncovering the 
tacit rules which regulate everyday, pontaneou conversation. CA focu e on 
analy ing the details of conver ation rructure and management. o in relation 
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to gender, CA analyses how conversational feature contribute to the di cur ive 
construction of gender identities as they unfold during the course of conversa
tions. In two major studie focusing on single-gender friendship talk of group of 
women and men, Coates ( 1996, 2003) draws on the tool of CA to focus on how 
gender is constructed in interaction by focusing on the conversational features of 
interruptions and co-operative overlaps, hedges, minimal responses, use of con· 
versational narrative, eo-constructed utterances, topic control and management. 
Although Coates did not find mutually exclu ive differences across the men and 
women participants in the respective studies, she did find notable difference 
in the frequencies with which particular conversational features were used and 
distributed acros the gender groups. In the 'women talk' study, Coates found 
that the women participants used notably high amounts of co-operative overlap , 
collaboratively constructed utterances, minimal response , positive feedback, 
use of 'we' (which Coates termed the 'collective mode' to indicate a primary 
focus on collegiality and shared identity), hedging and facilitative tag question . 
Coates interpreted the high use of these conversational features as evidence of 
the women in the study orienting towards a 'collaborative di course' in which 
they prioritised connection and solidarity in their friendship groups. This con
trasted with findings from the later 'men talk' tudy in which the groups of men 
participants more frequently deployed the conver ationa l features of individually 
constructed utterance , direct challenges to each other's utterances and use of 'I' 
(termed the 'individual mode' by Coates). Coates noted that the men made much 
lower use of minimal responses than the women friend in the earlier tudy. he 
also noted that the men often produced what she referred to as a 'lone male pro
tagonist' narrative in which the narrator presented himself as a 'winner' or 'hero' 
in whichever situation or event was being narrated . Coates found that these type 
of conversational narratives occurred very rarely in the earlier women talk data. 
Coates argued that the cumu lative effect of the repeated use of these conver
sational features by the men in the study functioned to reinforce the value of 
'hegemonic masculinity'. Hegemonic masculinity, as defined by Connell (1995), 
refers to the most highly valued and ideali ed ver ion of masculinity in a ocial 
context. In the ea e of the men in the study, thi involved u ing their conver
sational narrative to reaffirm value , such a phy ical trength and ability, com
petitivenes , (hetero) exual prowess, power over w men and power over gay and 
bisexual men and other heterosexual men who are perceived by the participan 
to be less strong, successful and o on. Coate noticed that hegemonic masculin
ity was often lingui tically constructed in the men' conversations through the 
production of lone male protagonist narrative which function to devalue women 
and celebrate the value and norms of hetero exual ma culinity. he a! o found, 
rather ironically, that the hetero exual men in the tudy often con tructed their 
hetero exuality by talking about other men, rather than by talking about women 
( imilar finding are revealed in a tudy by Cameron, 1997). Coates consequentlv 
concluded that hegemonic ma culinity i often ignalled in men' talk throu h 
the marked a ence of reference to women as well a through the repeated u e f 
the conver ationa l feature outlined earlier. 
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Whilst extensive empirical studies such as those conducted by Coates are 
extremely valuable, a potential problem is that they focus too much on gender 
differences, leaving them open to the criticism that the analyst imposes gender 
o n the participants when it may, in fact, not be relevant to them within the 
interaction being analysed. In an important development in gender and CA, 
S tokoe (2008) argues for a shift away from looking at 'gender differences' to 

focusing on 'gender relevance', in other words, focusing only on interaction 
from a gender perspective when participants themselves explicitly make it rel
evant. Stokoe calls for a need to 'warrant' an analytical claim that a particular 
ca tegory (e.g. gender, sexuality) is relevant to any stretch of conversational 
interaction. Stokoe's work uses CA to explore how gender and power are pro
duced moment by moment in the course of interaction. In a move away from 
the approach adopted in earlier studies of gender and conversation, Stokoe 
looks at how speakers 'orient to' gender by deploying particular conversational 
features. Thus, analysis of gender and conversation is based on what partici
pants themselves do and say, rather than on what the analyst takes to be relevant. 
Stokoe argues that we can look at participants' explicit uses of categories in 
existing data. Explicit invocations would include gendered terms such as girls, 
boys, women, men, ladies, guys, blokes, males, females and so on. Therefore, in 
Stokoe's approach to gender and CA, gender only becomes subjected to analy
sis when the participants themselves make it relevant. Below is an example 
from Stokoe's study. In this extract, four first-year psychology students are in 
the process of carrying out a collaborative writing activity. 1 

00 1 
00 2 
00 3 
00 4 
00 5 
006 

N: 

N: 
B: 
N: 

00 7 M: 
008 N: 
009 M : 

010 K: 
011 N : 
012 
013 K: 
014 
015 M: 
016 K: 

017 B: 

018 
[ . . ] 

D' you r e ckon she 's an instructor then . 
(0 . 2) 

of s ome s ort , 
Is s ome body s c ribing . who ' s writin ' i t. 

= Oh yhe : ah. 
( 0 . 8) 

Well you can ' t [read my] = 
[She wants to do it . ] 

writin ' once I ' ve [wr i : tten it . ] 
[ . hehhhh ] 

We : ll sec r etary an ' female . 
(0 . 3 ) 

. Hh heh heh heh 
(0 . 4 ) 

It ' s uh : :, 
Yeah : I ' m wearing glasses I must be the 
secretary . = 
=I t h ink- ( . ) we ' re all agree d she ' s 
physical . 

( 0 . 2 ) 
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027 
028 

029 

M: 
K: 

[ . .] 

104 K: 
105 N: 
[ . . ] 

123 
124 
125 
126 

127 
128 

M: 

N: 

~ake a good start. 
Heh heh heh . hhh (.) . hhh Okay what's her 
name . 

( 0 . 5) 

Am I ~ri :ting (then . ) 
Yes: go on . 

(0 . 3) 

<Are you getting all this down. =Come on . 
(1. 6) 

You ' ve gotta learn this short hand before 
you get into 
the- (0.4) the job market . 

(0 . 7) 

(Stokoe, 2008: 145-146) 

In her analysis of this extract, Stokoe observes that in order to meet the task 
demands, one member of the group must write down hi or her ideas (as stated by 
Bin line 4 ). Neil nominate Kay in line 8 ('she wants to do it') and a second time 
on line 11. This time Neil explicitly suggests that Kay should be the scribe (or 
'secretary') because he i female. This second nomination ofKay by Neil orients 
the group to gender and displays his reasoning that coupling 'occupational' and 
'gender' categories is both common sense and recogni able to everyone involved 
in the interaction. Stokoe suggests that a gloss for the gendered discourse pro
duced in this part of the interaction might be 'secretaries in general are female , 
you're female, so you in particular are our secretary'. Kay responds to Neil's econd 
nomination by picking up her paper and pen, thu aligning herself with the sec
retary role that has been offered to her. However, she doe not join in with Neil' 
formulation of 'secretary' as 'female'. Stokoe notes that, in tead, Kay draw on 
a different stereotypical characteristic for 'secretary': 'Yeah: I'm wearing glas e 
I must be the ecretary' (line 16). It may be that this utterance demon trate a 
degree of resistance by Kay to Neil's gender categorical reference . Thus, tokoe 
points out that not only do gender categories get evoked in interaction, a in 
the previous extract, but people actually do thing with them too- i.e. they can 
affirm them, take them up, or resist them, and o on. 

Drawing on earlier work by Pomerantz and Mandelbaum (2005), Stokoe notes, 
however, a methodological problem with analysing gender categories as and when 
they are explicitly evoked in conversation - it cannot be known in advance when 
participants will explicitly invoke a category which means data collection cannot 
easily be planned. ]ones (2012, 2014) goes some way to addr ing this · ue by ana
ly ing conversational data from participants who explicitly come together in a group 
based on their hared exuality identity. In her extensive rudy of a lesbian walkin 
group, ]ones elemen of CA within an interactional sociolinguistic approach 
to analy e performative enactments of gender and exuality through the women' 
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conversational interaction. This context made it more likely that sexuality might 
become an explicit topic of conversation. What ]ones finds is that the participants 
themselves make gender and sexuality categories relevant in their conversations and 
almost always link them together in terms of understanding their own and others' 
identities. An example of this can be seen in the extract that follows.2 

Key : C- Claire ; E- Eve; S- Sam ; L- Lucy (Author) ; 
H - Hannah ; J - Jill 

l C So yes he could be gay ( . ) the one who likes ( . ) 
the dolls . 

2 C ( . ) @ ( • ) yeah I 
E (2) Does that explain everything? I hated dolls . 

3 C have this theory that all lesbians liked teddies 
and not dolls 

4 C you see [mm yeah and 
S Yeah [I - ] [I 'd go with] that one [Yeah I never 
L [I] liked [teddies.] 

5 C I used to] push [a pram round with] a teddy in it 
and everybody 
S liked dolls] 
H [I hated dolls . ] 

6 C used to look at me really funny [and like- ] 
S [Well there ' s ] four there ' s 

7 C [And they ' d they ' d look at you like that <pulls 
face>] 
S [you? <To Lucy> Dolls or teddies?] 
L Teddies . 

8 S <To Jill> Dolls or teddies? [There we] go . [QED 
@ ( 1) l 
J Teddies . 
L [We we all] 
H [Teddies - ] 

9 s @ (1) 

L have to say that now though don ' t we? 
H Teddies and coal 
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10 L [I did have two dolls :: ] 
H apparently [I chucked the babies out] the [pram] 
apparently 
J [Coal?] 

11 s @(2) 

H and I ' d fill it with coal <@ from the coal bunker @> 

J @(2) 

]ones argues that the construction of an authentic/inauthentic binary wa a part 
of the women's typical practice in all of the data collected for the study- acro 
the larger data set, the women routinely positioned them elves as either a 'dyke' 
or a 'girl', the former being constructed by the women a a more genuine or legiti
mate lesbian and the latter as a more heteronormative woman or inauthentic le · 
bian. ]ones observes that the women repeatedly associate certain concepts with 
authentic or 'real' lesbian identity (in this case, liking teddy bears) and other 
concepts (liking dolls) are associated with inauthentic sexual (lesbian) identity. 
]ones notes how the women actively position themselve as different from het
erosexual women by po itioning dolls as a symbol of straight womanhood. The 
women index a 'dykey' (i.e . authentically lesbian) persona through the construc
tion of a temporary gendered binary, and they po ition themselves within that 
binary via stance-taking against dolls. What ]ones stresses as important, though, 
is that the women's construction of a binary, with doll on the one side and ted
dies on the other, is a response to the discourse unfolding at this moment in the 
interaction and does not necessarily need to carry weight outside of this conver
sation for it to be a useful and legitimate way of orienting to an authentic le bian 
identity at the time. The women are using the authentic/inauthentic binary in a 
deliberately ironic way at this point in the conver ation in order to eo-con truer 
a shared identity. 

Similar conver ational practices are found by auntson and Morrish (2 12 ) 
in their study of interaction and sexual identity in a women' univer ity foot
ball team. Saunt on and Morrish are interested in analysing the conversation to 
explore how these particular young women interrogate the nature and meaning 
of boundarie relating explicitly to sexuality. What they find is that the women, 
regard le of their various exual orientations, subdue distinctiveness, whilst cel
ebrating the emancipatory potential for experimentation with both identity and 
sexual desire avai lable to them whilst at university. The participants are eight 
young women between the age of 19 and 21. imilar to )ones's tudy, the autho r 
note that much of the conver ation focu e on the que tion, 'What counts a 
an 'authentic' gay identity?' The peaker engage heavily in conte ration of the 
identity categorie of'gay woman' and' traight woman' and in acknowledgement 
of the fluidity and temporality of exual identity and its dependence on context. 

For example, many parts of the women' conver ati n centre on whethe r 
phy ical and ehavioural characteri ti can be attributed to homo exuality ( i . . 
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looking and acting gay) -this is a similar finding to that of ]ones's study. The 
speakers discuss whether it is possible to 'tell' whether someone is gay or straight 
from their appearance and behaviour. In this sense, the speakers are engaging in 
discussions about the possibility of constructing an 'authentic' gay (or straight) 
identity. One way in which authentication or 'realness' is deployed is through 
speakers' references to symbols or markers which are culturally associated with 
gay identities. Linguistic markers which make reference to authenticating strate
gies occur several times during the conversation, although what is interesting 
about these occurrences is that the speakers use them to engage in questioning 
about the possibility of authenticating both gay and straight sexual identities. In 
the first example that follows, the opening assertion that 'Foghorn looks gay' sug
gests that there is an authentic, and culturally recognisable, way of 'looking gay'. 
And similarly, usage of the phrase 'she doesn't act gay' implies that 'acting gay' 
exists as an authentication strategy and that it is possible to recognise gay people 
through their behaviour as well as their appearance. 

Jos ie =Foghorn looks gay and most people don ' t think 
she is bu : t 
Doris : yeah she ' s straight 
Barbara : [but]but but she's not gay is she she doesn ' t 
act gay 

The speakers go on to discuss whether the wearing of gilets can be interpreted as 
an authentic marker of gay identity. 

Doris : no no it ' s ((gilet - wearing)) not meant to be 
a gay 
Betty : cos like cos like ahh a labelled that a gay 
thing 
Doris : YEAH OH YEAH OH people have just labelled it as 
being gay 
Betty : it is gay though in ' t it 
All : laughter 

The reference to labelling the gilet3 as 'a gay thing' is a reference to authentic
ity, but this is immediately questioned in the following line ('people have just 
labelled it as being gay'). This is fur ther countered by Betty's assertion that 'it is 
gay though in't it'. This almost forensic scrutiny of in/authentic gay identities can 
be read in very essentiali t ways -she's a lesbian; therefore, she wear a gilet- or 
he wear a gilet; therefore, she' a lesbian. However, it i difficult to read it as 

anything other than deliberately ironic, especially as this whole exchange is fol
lowed by laughter. In previous work (Morrish and Sauntson, 2007), we discussed 
how group of le bian speaker in casual conversation ironically reference e en
tialising gender tereotypes, and stereotypes of le bians in particular, in order 
to expo e and ridicule them. Becau e the stereotypes are referenced in such a 
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self-conscious, exaggerated and humorou way, the effect i not to reinforce them 
but to challenge and deconstruct them. A imilar proce s eems to be at work in 
the previou extract. In evoking essentialising di courses around le bian exual 
identities (i.e. particular symbols are clear identifiers of lesbian identity) in an 
exaggerated and ironic way, the peakers do not reinforce them but end up bring· 
ing those very assumptions into que tion. 

Whilst the tudies by ]ones and Sauntson and Morrish focus on how gender and 
sexuality identities can be constructed and displayed lingui tically using a range of 
features, researchers such as Leap (1996) suggest that gay men can, likewise, dis
play their male homo exuality in conversations. In his analysis of conver ational 
interaction in the private context of the home, Leap argues that gay men's conver· 
sations can be both co-operative and competitive and that gay men can con truer 
a gay sexual identity by drawing on the conversational resources stereotypically 
associated with heterosexual women's and heterosexual men's conversations. In 
other words, there is not simply a straightforward 'rever a!' of expected conversa· 
tional behaviour based on gender binaries. Gay men do not 'talk like women' but 
instead seem to deploy a greater range of conversational features than either het· 
erosexual women or men. Leap also argues that gay men often index their shared 
sexual identity through coded references (e.g. references to gender) which have 
specific meaning to the speakers involved in that particular interactional context. 
Leap's The Water Pitcher extract that follows illustrates these points. 

A: can I get a glass of water? 
[Moves toward sink where B is washing dishes] 
B: There is ice water in the fridge . 
A: OK . Thanks . 
[Opens refrigerator door , looks inside] 
B: [Notices pause in action] In the brown pitcher . 
A: [Continues to look ; looks toward 8] I don ' t see a 

brown pitcher in here 
B: Sure . It 's brown , and round , and on the top shelf. 
A: [Looks inside again] Nope . 
8 : [Stops washing dishes , dries hands , moves ~o 

fridge , removes pitcher , pours water] 
A: That pitcher is not brown, it is tan . [Pause ; 8 

remains silent] It is light tan . 
8 : It is brown to me . [Slight smile] 
A: No , you said brown so I looked for something dark 

chocolate . 
(Leap, 1996: 7) 

In hi analy i , Leap point out that 'tan' and 'dark chocolate' are colour word 
tereotypically a ociated with women' u e of language (e.g. Lakoff, 1975) . By 

u ing word uch a the e, the men are drawing on lingui tic tereotype of 
~ mininity t indicate their gayne in thi ituation. L ap argue that the e 
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kinds of 'gay' meanings are Largely context-related and are dependent upon aLL 
of the speakers 'co-operating' in the discourse. However, Leap also points out 
that there is disagreement and the potential for conflict in this conversation
i.e. the peakers seem to be almost arguing about both the Location and colour 
of the pitcher. But this seems more Like a parody of the kinds of competitivene s 
a sociated with hegemonic masculinities as seen in the heterosexual men's con
versations analysed by Coates (2003 ). Thus, these gay men draw on both the 
Linguistic resources of cooperation and competition to produce what Leap caLLs 
'gay di course'. In extracts such as The Water Pitcher, we see that the speakers' 
sexual desire towards other men does not explicitly feature in the conversation. 
Expre ions of sexual desire are also absent from the gay women's conversa
tions analysed by Morrish and Sauntson (2007), )ones (2012) and Sauntson 
and Morrish (2012). Leap argues that, despite this absence, we can still deduce 
that the speakers aLL identify as gay men through a close analysis of the con
versational features discussed. Leap argues that it is largely a reading of the 
conversation in relation to contextual factors that gives the conversation its 
'gay' meaning. 

We can see that work which analyses gender and spoken interaction now tends 
to incorporate an analysis of sexuality. There is also closer attention paid to the 
required 'warrants' for focusing on gender and sexuality in analy is of conversation 
with most studies focusing on how speakers' themselves draw attention to aspects of 
the gender and sexuality identities of themselves and others using Linguistic means. 

In addition to studies which analy e face-to-face conversational interaction 
(such as those discussed earlier), some work has started to explore gender and 
sexuality in online interaction, which often blurs the boundary between 'pri
vate' and 'public'. King (2011), for example, analyses performance of gender 
and sexuality in online chatrooms using a corpus of online talk-in-interaction. 
King focuses his analysi on how these performances sexualise the 'space' of the 
(virtual) room in ways which allow for queer performances which are often mar
ginali ed elsewhere in heteronormative society. In this study, King created a word 
list from the chat room data and then grouped together words from the list which 
served as useful lexical marker for 'performative construction of queer ocial con-
tructs' (King, 2011: 9). These groups of words were: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

feminised vocatives (e.g. use by men of terms like 'sweetie' and 'darling' to 
refer to other men), 
camp use of French (e.g. 'He has a certain je ne sai quoi! '), 
gender inver ions (e.g. referring to a man as 'she' or 'girl'), 
reappropriation (e.g. queer, fag), and 
whore- tigma gender inversion (e.g. referring to a man as a 'slut' or 'hussy') . 

From the e finding , King concluded that the men interacting in thi chatroom 
had particular lingui tic resource that they u ed to con truct queer identitie in 
the virtual pace of the chatroom, much in the same way a the men in Leap' 
tudy did in a face-to-face private setting. 
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Having examined some empirical studies on private etting , in the remainder 
of this chapter, we examine work which has looked at gender and sexuality in the 
language used in the public domains of education and workplaces. 

Language, gender and sexuality in education 

Within the broad domain of 'education', it has been noted that chools, in par
ticu lar, are highly significant sites for the production and negotiation of gen
der and sexuality identities and relationships. Thi i why school contexts have 
received so much attention within the field. Since the 1980s, work on language, 
gender and education has examined area such as gender and classroom interac
tion (teacher-pupil interaction, pupil-pupil interaction); gender and playground 
interaction; gender, language and achievement (e.g. reading, language develop· 
ment); gender and language in the foreign language classroom; gender and teach
ing materials; and treatment of gender in the development and implementation 
of educational policies. Again, this early work has since been criticised for focus
ing too much on 'gender differences' rather than critically interrogating gender 
categories themselves and treating them as performative and dynamic. Addition· 
ally, there was no focus on language, sexuality and education until the 1990s. 

In an analysis of a corpus of LGB coming out stories, Morrish and Sauntson 
(2007) found that the narrator made frequent reference to school a an impor
tant site for their di covery of their own sexual identities. Narrator drew atten
tion to the ways that their school environments function to produce particular 
sexual and gendered subjectivies. In subsequent work, I have repeatedly found 
that LGBT +- identify ing young people view school as a place where gender and 
sexuality are heavily policed (Sauntson, 2012, 2018). Finding such as these have 
prompted renewed examinations of the school context and how the discourse 
operating within it may function to produce restricted po ibilities for producing 
gender and sexuality. In contemporary studies of language, gender and sexualiry 
in schools, work has genera lly fallen into two broad area . The first area focuse 
on the pre ence and u e of discriminatory discourses around gender and sexual
iry in schools. The second focu es on the analy i of cla room discour e and the 
construction of gender and sexuali ty identities. In this second area, work focu e 
on how gender and sexuality are 'performed' through language in the context of 
the clas room. I will exemplify both of these area by looking at data from some 
of my own re earch. 

In relation to the first area of discriminatory language use in schools, interview 
I conducted with teacher and LGBT + youth (analysed using F/CDA) how how 
discriminatory language is experienced in chool ( aunrson, 201 ). Some of the 
young people and teachers in the interview fir tly noted that explicitly homophobic 
or transphobic language was routinely u ed in their school environments, as in the 
following exampl (all examples in this ection are taken from aw1ts0n, 201 ): 

Neil (teacher): the mo t obvious one a I aid the other week i children 
using th word 'gay' a an in ult or pej rative term and it' very difficult 
I find to combat it not fr m my point of view but it' become uch a ocially 
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accepted word that it ceases to mean 'homosexual' any more and the chil
dren don't even see it as meaning that it's just become that accepted 

Car! (young gay man): every time we had an assembly if there was an 
award ceremony and he had to go up and get a certificate or anything they'd 
all shout out hide your arse or watch your arse something like that 

But, more often, interviewees reported that gender and sexuality-based discrimi
natory language was more frequently experienced not as explicit verbal homo
phobia but as the routine erasure of non-heterosexual sexualities and non-binary 
genders and a concurrent reinforcement of a strict gender binary and heterosexu
ality. They report there being simply no references at all to anything other than 
heterosexuality and cisgender identities in their school environments. Ashford 
(a young trans-identified woman), for example, notes this routine erasure of non
binary gender identities: 

Ashford: another thing that schools need to change is segregating or like 
putting people in different things because of their gender [ ... ] with when 
the fue bell goes why do I need to line up with a bunch of girls I mean I'm 
not out fully to everyone in school but they don't know that I am it's like 
I have friends at school that are non-binary they don't fit in either line so 
why should they be forced into it and boy-girl seating it doesn't matter what 
gender you're sat next to 

In the same work, other examples of linguistic discriminatory practices of homo
phobia/biphobia/transphobia operating through silence and erasure occurred 
when the young people talked about a perceived lack of visibility around LGBT + 
identities specifically in relation to the curriculum, as in the examples that follow 
(which all focus on the English curriculum): 

Hannah: I can't recall ever in English it ever being ever being discussed 
I don't know whether that was purposely or whether it just didn't come up 
but no it wasn't really spoke about at all 

Amy: it wasn't really discussed if it was di cussed at all it was discussed in 
passing and then it's gone I remember reading what's the book called brilliant 
book The Color Purple fabulous book I stayed up all night reading it was one 
of tho e books for me bur even with that it wasn't really mentioned which to 
me was like urely that's a huge part of this book. 

Abby: [di cussing studying Oscar Wilde in English) the teacher would be 
like bru h it off oh you're reading a bit far into this [ ... ] he'd be like Abby 
you're just looking a bit too far 

As well a rating that LGBT + identities and is ues were absent from the Eng
lish curriculum, Amy points out how thi can have a negative and confusing 
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effect. In discu sing the teaching of The Calor Purple, he reflects on her con
fusion about the absence of discussion of the lesbian relationship which he 
considers to be at the very heart of the novel. This contributes to Amy's overall 
view of her school as unaccepting and hostile in relation to LGBT + identitie . 
Similarly, Abby reflects on her experience of tudying the work of Oscar Wilde 
in English and offers an interpretation of the work in relation to Wilde's known 
homosexuality. Abby reports that the teacher claimed she was 'reading a bit far 
into this', thus closing down an opportunity for discussing sexuality issues in 
the context of the lesson. 

The young people in this study also specifically note a marked absence of ref
erences to non-hetero exuality and non-binary genders in their Relation hip 
and Sex Education (RSE) le ons. In fact, RSE featured highly among t the 
negatively valued phenomena by the young people becau e it is a subject where 
the topic of the lesson is expected to addre s issues around exualiry, to varying 
degrees. Such negative valuations were often realised as students commenting on 
their experience of RSE as irrelevant and meaningless due to its exclusive focu 
on binary gender and heterosexuality. Even within the discourses of heterosexu
ality, the students perceived these to be restrictive in only focusing on physiology, 
pregnancy and contraception. Given the high levels of dissati faction with R E 
expressed by the young people, the study ub equently involved recording and 
analysing real-life classroom interaction from a eries ofRSE le ons. 

An example from the same tudy which illu trates re earch in the second area 
comes from an analysis of classroom interactional data collected from RSE lesson . 
Analysis of this data confirmed what the participants reported in the interviews -
there appear to be several ideological assumptions made about normative gender 
and (hetero)sexuality, and these ideological assumptions construct particular 'dis
courses' of gender and sexuality within the lessons. In the first two examples that 
follow, explicit reference is made by the teacher to 'mum and dad' (underlined), 
thus inferring that a heterosexual two-parent family tructure is the expected norm: 

Teacher : diseases it can be something a s s imp l e a s 
your mum or dad have found condoms in your b e d r oom or 
the pill 
Teacher : and you ' ve got your mum and d a d there and 
you ' re like [singin g noise] or your gran i s e ven worse 
isn ' t it 

In other example , the teacher makes reference to 'the guy' and 'the girl' (under
lined) when di cu ing 'relation hip ' in a general en e, thu reinforcing hetero
sexuality as the expected norm: 

Teacher : when we watched that ' A to Z of Love and Sex ' 
there was ~ on there that talked about his first 
intimate relationship was with a girl it was her first 
time 
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Teacher : just glide it out don't just pull your penis 
out because what happens is the condom will stay inside 
t he girl 

The main focus of all of the RSE classes observed in this study is on hetero
sexual reproduction, and there is a continual reinforcement of heteronormativ
ity. There is often an implicit, taken-for-granted assumption of heterosexuality, 
including in families as well as in the future sexual orientation of the students 
themselves. Heterosexuality is very much constructed as the expected norm. This 
is despite the fact that there is recognition and explicit acknowledgement in the 
wider school environment of a wider range of sexual and gender identities. Fur
thermore, heterosexuality itself is represented in a very restricted way. It is con
structed as always monogamous and, in terms of sexual activity, enacted through 
vaginal intercourse only. Other possibilities for heterosexual desire, activity and 
identity are entirely absent. 

A range of other problematic discourses emerged from the analysis of the RSE 
interactional data, and these discourses echo the findings of a number of other 
interview-based studies in which young people reflect on their experiences ofRSE 
(e.g. Brook and Family Planning Association, 2013; Hilton, 2007; Sundaram and 
Sauntson, 2015). For example, girls are routinely constructed as having greater 
responsibility for 'safe sex' than boys. And, more broadly, discourses of gender 
emerge that present differential values for girls and boys. Girls are responsible for 
their own behaviour and are more heavily judged (negatively) for their sexual 
behaviour. It is discursively implied that girls have a greater responsibility for 
safer sex than boys. All of these discourses which emerge show how the analysis 
of language can reveal how ideologies of heterosexuality as the norm are rou
tinely upheld in schools. 

What this and other research in language, gender, sexuality and education 
show is that schools appear to be public domains in which restricted discourses 
of gender and (hetero)sexuality are routinely reinforced. These discourses are 
difficult to challenge becau e they are often achieved through routine absences 
and silences around non-heterosexuality and non-binary genders. Whilst this 
book was being written, regulation was passed in the UK for teaching RSE 
in England's primary and secondary. These new regulations mean that, from 

eptember 2020, all secondary schools will be required to teach pupils about 
sexual orientation and gender identity, and all primary schools will be required 
to teach about different families, which can include LGBT families. Therefore, 
it remains to be een whether the heteronormative discourses routinely found 
in chool-based language practice will continue once the new regulations are 
implemented. 

In the following section, we move on to examine some key work which has 
been conducted in another public domain- that of workplace . As in schools, 
there appear to be similar tensions between equality policie and legislation and 
on the ground practice in workplaces, and language-ba ed research functions to 

expo e and challenge these tensions. 
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Language, gender and sexuality in the workplace 

Research in thi domain has been prompted by continued inequalities ba ed 
on gender in many workp laces both in the UK and around the world. There 
are plenty of sources available showing statistic on gender and employ
ment, and these are continually being updated. Statistics on the continually 
updated UN Women website, for examp le, show that only 24 per cent of 
a ll national parliamentarians were women as of November 2018. The ame 
source found that, as of January 2019, only 11 women are serving as head of 
state and 10 are serving as heads of government. UN Women also report that 
globally, women are paid less than men . Women in most countries earn on 
average only 60 to 75 per cent of men 's wages. Furthermore, women bear di
proportionate respons ibility for unpaid care work. UN Women estimate that 
women devote one to three hours more a day to housework than men, two 
to ten times the amount of time a day to care (for chi ldren, elderly and the 
sick) and one to four hours less a day to market activities. This directly and 
n egatively impacts women's participation in the global labour force. As well 
as exam ining the general picture of gender and employment, particular atten
tion has a lso been paid to women and men in senior leadership position . In 
the UK, the Davies Report (2011) suggested that companies should set quota 
for the proportion of women on senior management boards to address i ue 
of gender inequa lity in senior positions in companies. However, as of 2 1 , 
women were sti ll only occupying 35.4 per cent of leadership position in the 
top-100 UK public limited company boards (according to the Female IT E 
Board Report - Vinnicombe et al., 2018). 

One of the reasons for the continued difficulty of achieving gender equal
ity in employment is the oft-cited 'glass cei ling' for women. The 'glass ceiling' 
(Morrison et al., 1987) refers to an implicit or covert barrier which hamper 
women from reaching higher positions of p wer within workplace . Further
more, because ' leadership' is more often associated with masculinity, women 
often face what is commonly referred to a a 'double-bind' in terms of profe -
ionalism and feminin ity. What this mean is that if a woman leader 'talks like 

a manager she i tran gre sing the boundaries of femininity: if he talk like a 
woman she no longer represents herself as a manager' (Jones, 2000: 196). Thi 
leave women in a 'double-b ind ' relating to gender and leadership, arguably, 
another reason for the continued gender inequa lity in workplace leader hip 
po itions. Baxter (2010, 20 12) observes that, in 'ma le-dominated' corporation , 
women leader may face prejudice regarding their competence because they are 
highly vi ible within perceived ma culine area of bu ine and therefore ub
ject to greater crutiny. Thi econd rea on, in particula r, has led re earcher to 
examine the linguistic dim en ions of workplace leader hip in relation to gender. 
A Mullany explain , 

As long as ignificant gender inequalities in workplace throughout the world 
are till pre nt, it remain fundamentally important for gender and language 
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scholars to investigate workplace practices and produce empirical evidence 
which can make a contribution towards redressing persistent gender-based 
inequalities. 

(Mullany, 2011: 304) 

A number of studies address these issues. In her research, Holmes (2006), for 
example, deploys the term 'relational practice' (RP) and claims that it functions 
as gendered workplace talk in that it is something that women are observed to 
routinely engage in. Holmes investigates three manifestations or 'themes' of RP 
which she identifies as preserving (damage control), mutual empowerment and 
creating teams. These first two themes are defined by Holmes as follows: 

Preserving focuses on relational practices that are primarily aimed at advanc
ing the project's objectives[ ... ] it includes RP which is oriented to construct
ing and maintaining the dignity of people at work, to saving face and reducing 
the likelihood of offence being taken, to mitigating potentially threatening 
behaviour, and to minimizing conflict and negotiating consensus. 

(Holmes, 2006: 77) 

Mutual empowering[ . .. ] includes such activities as making connections or put
ting people in touch with others who can assist them to achieve their goals. 

(Holmes, 2006: 80) 

Using CA and elements of interactional sociolinguistics, Holmes reports on a 
number of examples of the RP themes of preserving and mutual empowering in 
her data and argues that these activities are gendered in that they are typically 
associated with women in the workplace, especially when they are performed 
'backstage' or discreetly. In the extract from Holmes's study that follows, Jan (a 
woman manager) asks questions to encourage Kiwa (a man) to think about his 
own solutions and to assist him in identifying the most relevant strategies for 
managing problematic situations. It is this encouraging use of questions which, 
Holme argues, is typical of mutual empowennent as a manifestation of RP in 
this comext.4 

1 Kiw : yeah it jus t i - i t 's just urn it ' s just knowing 
2 when the thing is actua l ly completed 
3 and how we know it 's completed 
4 for example w- when we p - pulled together 
5 those maths resources you know . 
6 [detailed description of how the maths 

resources had been dealt with] 
7 J an : god that must have been a long time ago 

wasn ' t it . 
8 Kiw : 
9 J an : 

[further description of what happened] 
yeah 
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10 /and in actual fact\ 
11 Jan : /so it could have fallen\ into a 
12 /black hole and\ no one would have known 
13 Kiw : /right right\ exactly and there were a 

couple of 
14 things I think . 
15 like like that urn (which I ' m a bit) concerned 

about 
16 Jan : okay ++ 
17 Kiw : so we need to have a kind of a way of 

signing off 
18 or finishing off and all that 
19 Jan : yep (well) we ' ll need to think about 
20 have you got any ideas about how we could do 

that 
21 Kiw: well normal l y urn. 

(Holmes, 2006: 82--83) 

Holmes argues that ]an's gentle and relatively indirect approach constitute 
a supportive, mitigated and normatively feminine interactional style which 
qualifies as the mutual empowerment theme of RP. The third linguistic mani
festation of RP explored by Holmes is termed 'creating team', which he define 
as follows: 

Creating team [ ... ] includes all the typically unobserved behind-the-scene 
behaviours which foster group life [ ... ] activities such as taking the time to 
listen and re pond empathetically to non-work-related information, creating 
opportunities for collaboration and cooperation, and facilitating productive 
interaction . 

(Holmes, 2006: 7) 

Holmes propose that this sort of RP is oriented toward constructing and nurtur
ing good workplace relationships and to e tablishing and maintaining olidarity 
between team member . The discourse strategies typically u ed to achieve thi 
include small talk and social talk, use of humou r, telling entertaining tories, pay
ing compliments or giving approval. A typical example from Holmes's tudy of 
the small talk strategy for creating a team is included below 

1 Cla : 
2 Peg : 
3 Cla : 
4 Peg : 
5 Cla : 
6 
7 Peg : 

how is the baby? 
[drawls] : good: still just a baby though 
right not a boy baby or a girl baby 
no can ' t tell /it ' s legs crossed\ 
/haha you\ gonn have to wait . 
are you feeling tired? 
yes but I just think it ' s summer too 
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9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 Cla : 

15 
1 6 Peg : 
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because I d idn 't you know because been in 
summer 
cos I wasn ' t pregnant last time or AS 
pregnant in the 
summertime 
so it was much easier cos I didn ' t know+ 
um I had help (until) December last time (so 
it was 
easier) 
hey you you ' re hoping you 're gonna work 
[drawls] : 
through : //(what)\ 
/well + my\ plan is to work full time up 
until the 

17 end of May 
18 C1a : right 
1 9 Peg : and then come back as we need as I'm needed 

after 
20 that 
2 1 just dependent on what happens with Daisy and 
22 Matt 's group . 

(Holmes, 2006: 88) 

Holmes observes how this conversation moves slowly from social talk to work 
talk. Clara (Peg's manager) is engaging in RP by expressing interest in Peg's per
sonal life - a typical face attention strategy which functions to construct and 
nurture good workplace relationships. But the discussion also addresses the impli
cations of this information for the project team's objectives. 

According to Holmes, small talk, as with other kinds of RP, is normatively asso
ciated with femininity because of its other-centred and rapport building functions. 
Importantly, though, Holmes finds both men and women engaging in this kind of 
talk in her tudy and, as a result, concludes that the gendering of RP is probably 
best considered as variously positioned along a continuum of masculine-feminine 
interactional styles, rather than exclusively being associated only with femininity. 

Although Holmes's study and other work in the area of language and gender 
in workplaces has examined routine workplace interaction between colleagues, 
other work has focused more on the language used by women in leader hip roles, 
especially when they occupy positions of power previously held only by men. 

Baxter (2012), for example, reconceptualises a model of gender and leadership 
previously devised by Kanter ( 1993 [1977)) in linguistic term . Kanter had previously 
anrued that enior women in male-dominated organisations tend to be 'tokenised' 
when they are in a minority. Because senior women stand out as 'different', they are 
forced into gendered subject positions or 'role traps'. Kanter originally claimed that 
there are four of these culturally anctioned 'role trap ' for women leader in male
dominated organisations: the Pet, the Seductress, the Mother and the Iron Maiden. 
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In Kanter's terms, the Pet role trap is viewed a a 'cute little thing', omeone 
who is not expected to be fully competent and may get teased by male colleagues. 
Unlike the Pet, the eductress i a resource who explicitly foregrounds the enact
ment of sexual and gender identities. It might provide senior women with a 
voice if used in mock-flirtatious fashion with male or indeed female colleague 
to achieve good working relationship . However, according to Baxter (2012 ), 
it could be elf-defeating if the gendered nature of the resource undermine the 
sense of a woman's profe sional competence. The Mother role is predominantly 
socio-emotional rather than reliant upon profe ional expertise according to both 
Kanter and Baxter. Baxter sugge ts that the Mother ubject position combines 
authority with caregiving. The final discurs ive resource explored by Baxter in her 
study (based on Kanter's role traps) is that of the Iron Maiden. Kanter originally 
characterised this role trap as 'forthright', 'tough' and 'dangerous' and sugge ted 
that it may be the most powerful of the four role trap . 

All of these role traps are based on historical archetypes of women in power 
and, although they do offer women a range of acceptable culturally approved 
leadership positions, they also serve to subordinate women's professional identi
ties to their 'gender category' in male-dominated organisations. In other word , 
women leaders are more likely to be judged on the basis of their gender rather 
than their achievements and professional abilities a leaders. Moreover, Kanter 
argued that the role traps constrain the way enior women's abilities and expertise 
are perceived and valued, which may have a detrimental effect on their career 
progression. What Kanter does not do is explore the linguistic practice as oci
ated with each of the role traps - this is the main way in which Baxter incorpo
rates a linguistic dimen ion into Kanter's work. 

Using a FPDA analytical framework, Baxter conducts a tudy of 14 senior 
leaders (7 female, 7 male), each conducting at least one senior management 
meeting in the UK. Baxter finds that the women speakers (and sometime the 
men in the meetings too) can turn the archetypical role trap ubject po ition 
into more powerful linguistic and di cursive resources that are used to accom
plish the goal of leadership, even though the interaction i till marked by 
gender. The overall question asked by Baxter in the tudy is 'does the language 
women use at the senior leader hip level indicate why there are o few women 
in the workplace?' Baxter argues that 'leadership' itself is conceptuali ed a 
intrinsically ma culine: 

The prevailing stereotype is one which assumes that an 'effective' leader i 
authoritative, assertive, competitive, task-focu ed, goal-oriented, and ingle
minded [ . .. ] As women leaders rarely fit thi stereotype, they are marked 
a 'the other', a deviation from the male norm and therefore viewed a l 
profes ional and competent. 

(Baxter, 2012: 6) 

This i imilar to the argument made by Holmes (2006) and other language and 
gender in the workplace cholar -women leader are ubject to a 'double-bind' in 
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which they are perceived to be either too assertive (and viewed as 'not women') 
or too tentative (and viewed as 'not managers/leaders'). 

Baxter uses FPDA to produce a detailed analys is of what the speakers say in the 
meeting data. The analysis shows how the speakers have agency to move between 
different role traps or 'subject positions' as Baxter re-terms them. This re-terming 
and reconceptualing reflects the idea that women leaders are not necessarily 
'trapped' but have some agency to take up or resist the subject positions available 
to them. Interviews with the same senior women leaders were then used to rein
force Baxter's own analysis of the interactional data. A key finding from both data 
sets was that the senior women used the subject positions (role traps) of Mother 
and Iron Maiden as gendered resources but the resources associated with Pet and 
Seductress were less prevalent. Therefore, we will just focus in the remainder of 
this section on Baxter's analysis of the Mother and Iron Maiden subject positions 
(but see Baxter, 2012, for more data examples of all four of the subject positions) . 

Baxter finds a number of senior women in her data utilising the Mother discur
sive resource in order to enact leadership effectively. One such example is Anne 
(director of human resources [HR]) in the extract that follows in which Anne is 
reporting back to John, the CEO, and other team members about an HR leader
ship change initiative she has been developing.5 

[Anne = HR Director; J ohn = CEO] 

1 Anne : John ( . ) one o f the things that I ' d l i ke to 
share wi th 

2 the guys a n d I haven ' t done yet is err I thought 
personally 

3 ( . ) I know you d i d because you wr ote to the [Managing 
4 Directors] and tol d them b ecause the last lot of 

the Quart e rly 
5 Reviews were very good ( . ) you went down the 

personal route 
6 with all of them and actually I ' d like to congratu

late the 
7 three of you on very good presentations and err 

I know I 
8 enjoyed them and John did and I think you dropped 

the MDs a 
9 note to say that you were pleased with it 

10 John : yeah I did yeah (John explains) 
11 Anne : so good ( . ) just thought I ' d share that with 

you when 
12 we ' re all together (1) John ( . ) Nick has got a 

question which 
:3 he wants to ask 

(Baxter, 2012: 96) 
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In Baxter's analysis of this extract, he ob erves that Anne shows a caregivin 
authority a ociated with the Mother discur ive resource by directly informin 
the team of the uccessful outcomes of the quarterly reviews of the board in the 
presence of her bo (John). Anne also congratulates her boss about the e out· 
comes - another authorita tive move which also does affective caregiving work. 
Throughout the extract, Baxter notes that Anne balances expressions of authority 
with a strong, caregiving aspect in her interaction. For example, she uses a long, 
qualifying anticipatory clau e ('one of the thing that I'd like to share with the 
guys . . . Quarterly Reviews were very good') to prepare the team for what she ay 
next- Baxter argue that this kind of preparatory move in the interaction shows 
a degree of concern about how Anne's contribution will be received. Anne also 
uses several verb phra es which report her thoughts and feelings (e.g. 'I thou2ht 
personally', 'I know I enjoyed them', 'Just thou~ht I'd share that'). According 
to Baxter, this demonstrates Anne showing a reflective and considerate manner 
towards her team. A.nne a lso uses lexis which indexes a close and nurturing rela
tionship with her colleagues (e.g. 'share with you', 'I thought personally', 'went 
down the personal route', 'share that with you'). Anne also compliments people 
several times to make them feel supported and valued (e.g. 'were very good', 'I'd 
like to congratulate the three of you', 'so good') . In sum, Baxter argues from her 
analysis of thi extract that A.nne is utilising the combined discursive resources of 
authority and caregiving associated with the Mother in order to enact the role of 
leader effectively and in a way that i seen as legitimate (in both leader hip and 
gender term ) by her team. 

The next example from Baxter's study illustrate the Iron Maiden subject po i
tion. In this extract, Pat (managing director of an insurance company) i chal
lenging a view from George (marketing director) that the company should not 
try to promote a new kind of product. In the interaction leading up to the extract, 
the rest of the team (who are all men) clearly agree with George; therefore Pat 
has to go on the offensive in expressing her disagreement. 

[Pat = Managing Director ; George = Marketing Director; 
Richard = Operations Director ; TDs = a company 
product ; NTLs = a company product] 

1 Pat : 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 George : 

yes yes but ( . ) in those branches where 
regionally 
they have advised us that the cost advan
tage is better 
than actually to proactively sell it ( . ) 
in fact why 
wouldn ' t you proactively sell it at the 
end of the month 
when you ' ve got the TO renewals coming in 
we know that these are ( . ) the branches 
where 



7 

8 
9 Pat: 

10 
11 
12 George: 
13 Pat: 
14 
15 Pat: 
16 
17 Pat: 
18 Richard: 
19 Pat : 
20 Pat: 

21 

22 

23 

24 
25 Ri chard : 
26 Pa t : 
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it works better as well as the branches 
where TDs [go 
together 
[yeah but car insurance conversion what 
do you 
have 
it off the back of? 
usually NTLs 
anything else? (inquisitorial tone) 
Various voices : no 
even if even if you have it? ( . ) 
[Other voices murmuring] 
sorry? 
excesses cross sell 
cross sell 
so so why why ( . ) I just can ' t get my 
head round why 
it ' s such a big deal ( . ) why don ' t we say 
(1) this isn ' t 
the focus promotion for the quarter ( . ) 
if we have a 
focus promotion for the quarter it's for 
quarter four not 
quarter three 
can I answer that 
if you must 

(Baxter, 2012: 99) 

Baxter notes in her analysis that Pat uses a number of contesting strategies to 

challenge George' view. Her use of the adver ative conjunction 'but' indicates 
her rejection of George' a ertion and ignals an attempt to take the floor in 
order to make her case. As a legitimation trategy, she refer to the higher author
ity of the main board ('they have advi ed us') before u ing a negatively charged 
rhetorical question ('why wouldn't you'), which, according to Baxter, uggests 
that there is no alternative case to answer. On line 9, Pat interrupts George, 
and this i then followed by a serie of questions. In respon e to the e questions, 
team member provide mono yllabic responses (line 14) and murmuring back
chat (line 16), which ub equently prompts Pat to elicit a respon e from the team 
with the ironically used politene marker' orry?' (line 17). Pat u es a serie of 
'why' questions to signify both her failure to understand George' ea e and her 
frustra tion at the team' apparent obduracy. Baxter ob erve how Pat' u e of'why' 
eems to transmute into a different sp ech act in line 21, where he recommends 

a course of action. That this i received a an order rather than a a ugge tion 
15 reinforced by Richard' answer and Pat' ub equent reply. Richard a k , 'Can 
l answer that' to eek permi ion to di agree and Pat recogni e his di agreement 
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in her abrupt riposte, 'if you must'. According to Baxter, all of the e features are 
illustrative of Pat displaying the Iron Maiden ubject po it ion to enact her leader· 
ship in this context. 

From her study, Baxter summari e that Kanter's 'role trap 'can be reconcep· 
tualiscd as ubject po itions realised through linguistic interactions. People ha\'e 
a degree of agency to move around the e subject position (despite them being 
limited) so that their 'woman leader' identity is not static but dynamic. 

In another tudy of gender and work place interaction, Angouri (2011) inves
tigates the linguistic construction of gender identitie in a complex white-collar 
workplace (two multinational heavy con truction companies). This is an indus
try in which women are highly under-represented in the UK. Angouri draw on 
recordings of naturally occurring routine meetings and complementary interview 
data and draws on imilar FPDA analytica l framework to that used by Baxter. 
The team comprising the participants in the study are dealing with the construc
tion of an energy project. Angouri's analysis focuse particularly on a participant 
called Chloe, who is the only senior woman member of the team. 

Angouri's analysis shows that a discourse of 'gender difference' prevails in thi 
context. She refers to the well-documented 'double-bind' for women managers 
who are perceived in a polarised way- as either too oft (feminine) and too rough 
(masculine)- and observes that this same characteri tic emerge in her data. Like 
Baxter, Angouri's analysis focuses only on data where gender was brought up a a 
salient issue by the participants rather than by the re earcher. Analysis focu e on 
interactions and interviews in which employees account for the gender order a 
it becomes visible and relevant to them. For example, in the extract that follow , 
Chloe seems to be paying careful attention to Mary, a new woman employee who 
has just joined this particular workplace community of practice.6 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Peter : 

Fil : 
Gabriel : 
Peter : 
Chloe : 

Fil : 
Peter : 

Chloe : 

Peter : 

we need to give him a cop y of this but 
hrnm we 
need to translate it 
so uhh we [uhh] 

[who] is going to [translate]? 
[either] Mary or uh P[aul ] 

[But] 
they need ((details)) and it ' s not their 
job= 
=yes you are very right here I ' m afraid 
OK tomorrow I will discuss it with Mary 
to ( . ) 
and see if she can translate uhh [ . . ] 
hang on why Mary? Mary or Paul or both ( . ) 
that ' s a lot of extra work for [Mary] 

[it ' s ok] it ' s easy to 
translate but it needs time ( . ) some days 
to translate 



15 
16 Gabriel : 

17 
18 Chloe : 
19 Peter : 

20 

21 

22 Gabrie1 : 
23 Chloe : 

24 
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all these 
hmm yes and what about ((he refers to a 
project 
part of which has been assigned to Mary)) 
how long is this going to ta [ke because ] 

[I don ' t know 
xx]xx days ( . ) 
let ' s give Mary xxx days and Paul can 
take on ((Mary ' s 
normal duties)) and we will take it from 
there . 

Sounds ok [to me] 
[No] that ' s not good 

((refers to 
project)) this is Mary ' s ( . ) I want her 
to learn keep 

25 Paul out of this 
26 Gabriel : OK Chloe your wish is my command 
27 ((general laughter)) 
28 Chloe : thanks Gab ((soft voice)) 

(Angouri, 2011: 388) 

In this extract, Angouri note that there is no nominated meeting chair, but 
Gabriel appear to have constructed him elf a chair in that he assume respon
ibility for assigning roles and responsibilities. A key decision being made in this 

extract concerns who is going to do a piece of translation work for an external 
company- this task is seen as 'peripheral' to the core work of the team. Peter 
eems to want to allocate the task to Mary, whereas Chloe proposes that the task 
hould be done by two people rather than one. Angouri ob erves that Chloe 
eems to hift between an authoritarian and aggressive interactional style to one 

that could more obviously be seen to index femininity in that it i 'other-oriented' 
(i.e. towards Mary). Chloe eems to be very conscious when the team proposes 

igning tasks to Mary. Chloe eem to po ition herself a a kind of gatekeeper, 
along with enior member of the team, to upport Mary's transition from the 
periphery to the centre of the team. Angouri further argues that the ugge tion 
for Mary to take on the peripheral task echoes work on how hegemonic mas
culinitie may be enacted in everyday work practices - i.e. by men employees 
encouraging women to do ta k which are not considered 'core' bu ine s. 

Although we have focused in detail on three illu trative empirical tudie of 
language and gender in workplace contexts, there are many other . For other 

udies of gender and workplace interaction, ee, for example, Mullany (2011) 
and Marra et al. (2006). 

Whilst many of the studie directly examine gender and workplace interaction, 
especially in relation to women leader , another trand of thi area of re earch 
focuses more on representation. Lito seliti (2006), for example, look at how 
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women in particular profe ional position are repre ented by the media. In an 
article entitled 'Men "Winning" Caring Profe ion ex War' (published in the 
Guardian, 26 July 2005), for example, Litos eliti ob erves how the text reports on 
findings of academic research on men in 'caring' professions, such as nurses and 
primary chool teacher . Drawing on a CDA of language use in the text, Lito elltt 
comments on the fact that the report states that men in such professions get more 
respect than their women counterparts. They are also given more responsibility 
and challenging task in their roles. o whilst caring work conducted by women 
is often devalued because it is simply seen as being a 'natural' characteristic of 
femininity, when the same work is performed by men, it i een a an asset and is 

therefore more highly valued. Litosseliti finds similar gender discourses emerging 
in her analysis of another news article entitled 'Women Doctors at Top "Harm 
Status'" (publi hed in the Guardian, 2 August 2004). If you find it difficult to 
gain access to workplaces for gathering interactional data for your project, media 
representations of language, gender and the workplace can provide an alternative 
rich source of data. Media representations of gender and sexuality are explored 
in greater detail in Chapter 6. In sum, research focusing on workplace domains 
shows some persistent gender-based inequalities in representation a well as in 
interactional practices that take place in specific workplaces. These inequalities 
perhaps reflect (and further contribute to) the wider ocial inequalities outlined 
at the beginning of this section. 

Summary 

This chapter has introduced some of the ways in which gender and sexuality can 
be produced through conversational interaction in informal ituations as well as 
in institutional contexts, such as the workplace. When examining institutional 
contexts, other types of data can be used to explore discourses of gender and exu
ality in addition to spoken conversations - this includes interview data, online 
data in which people write about gender and/or sexuality in in titutional settin 
(such as schools) and media texts, such as newspaper reports focu ing on gender 
i sues in in titutional and professional domains. Any text which emeroes from, or 
refers to, these kinds of contexts has the potential to be analy ed for a language, 
gender and sexuality research project. As with all of the chapters in this book, the 
specific studies referred to are neces arily selective. For more example of empiri
cal research projects, please refer to the readings listed at the end of the book. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Evaluate ome of the way that different re earcher have transcribed con
ver ational/interactional data. What do different tran cription methods 
show about the interaction? 

2 When analy ing conver ational data from either pri ate or public contexts. 
what are the main advantages of only focu ing on extracts where peakers 
explicitly' rient t 'particular gender and/or exuality categorie ? And what 
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are the methodological limitations of using this approach (as documented by 
writers such as Stokoe, 2008)? 

3 Write a list of the different types of linguistic data that could be collected 
and analysed from educational and workplace settings in a language, gender 
and sexuality research project. 

Notes 

1 See the appendix for the transcription key. 
2 ee the appendix for the transcription key. 
3 A 'gilet' is an item of clothing. British English- gilet, American English- padded vest. 
4 ee the appendix for the transcription key. 
5 ee the appendix for the transcription key. 
6 ee the appendix for the transcription key. 



6 Researching linguistic 
representations of gender and 
sexuality in the media 

Cameron (2014b) makes an important observation that 'the media' isn't just one 
thing- it is many things which can include a range of mass media outlets (e.g. 
TV, radio, newspapers, magazines) as well as social media and other forms of 
online media. What all media have in common is that they are considered to 

be central sites where discurs ive constructions of, and negotiation over, gender 
and sexuality take place. Media texts play an important social role in offering 
representations of social practices and in constructing, producing and circulat
ing cultural values and meanings. Media texts are considered important to study 
from a linguistic per pective because they are powerful- they reproduce and rep
resent realities. No representations in written, oral, visual or multimodal media 
are ever neutral in terms of gender and sexuality. All pre ent selective ver ion 
which can confirm or challenge the status quo through the way they construct , 
or fail to construct, images of femininity, masculinity and sexuality. Scholar of 
language and media argue that there is a dialectical relationship between media 
and society in that media both shapes and is shaped by society (Chouliaraki, 
1999; Fairclough, 1995). This is important for the field of language, gender and 
sexuality a it indicates that media texts can play a role in shaping ideologie 
about gender and sexuality. 

In the past, researchers have employed non-linguistic methods to inve tigate 
gender in media texts, uch as content analy is and thematic analy i . However, 
thee approaches have been criticised for lacking criticality and only focu ing, 
for example, on how many characters and new source in prime-time new are 
women (e.g. Gauntlett, 2008; Ross, 2012). What they do not do is focus on how 
language i used to construct certain kinds of men and/or women. For this rea on 
within linguistics, studie of the media have more commonly made u e ofF/CDA 
( ee Chapter 4), an approach which inve tigate how power, dominance, ine
quality and abu e around gender and sexuality are enacted through language. As 
explained in Chapter 4, F/CD.I'-{s starting point i prevailing ocial problem uch 
as gender inequalitie , di crimination and other ocial inju tice . This make it 
an appropriate analytical framework for examining how injustices around gender 
and exuality are repr ented and linguistically conveyed in media text . 

To illu trate thi approach and how it has been u ed to w1cover and problema
ti e gender and xuality ideologies in media texts, we will look at ome exampl 
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of empirical tudies wh ich have focused on different types of media texts. We will 
also, though, incorporate some studies which have made use of other analytical 
frameworks (either alongside or instead of F/CDA), such as corpus linguistics and 
LL research. The types of media texts that are examined in the following sections 
include newspaper articles (from the British tabloid press), print and online personal 
adverti ements, magazines, image banks, websites and posters and merchandise. 
This, of course, is by no means an exhaustive list of the types of 'media texts' that 
can be examined in language, gender and sexuality research - and the studies dis
cu ed in the ections that follow are selected simply to give a flavour of the range of 
work in the field and to inspire you think about what kinds of work you could do in 
your own research projects. For more comprehensive reviews of work on language, 
gender and sexuality in media texts, see ]ule (2017) and Litosseliti (2006). 

British tabloid press 

Zottola (2018) offers a clear rationale for critically analy ing the language of news 
discourse: 

Among the various contexts where language plays a key role in shaping how 
non-conforming identities are discur ively constructed in society, news dis
course contributes significantly to thi representational sy tern [ . .. ] For this 
reason, news discour e i a ignificant source for the analysis of how ideolo
gies, power relations and cultural values of a society are expressed and repre-
ented through language. 

(Zottola, 2018: 240) 

New discourse, then, can contribute to representational ystems of gender and 
exuality identities. ln an early study of language and gender in the tabloid press, 

Clark ( 1992) analysed repre entations of women in the reporting of crimes where 
sexual violence was involved. Her tudy howed that the Sun (a British tabloid 
new paper) discursively a igned blame to women instead of men, including when 
the woman was the victim of the crime. Language-focused investigations of rep
re entations of exuality in the media have been relatively few in number, espe
cially tho e which focu pecifically on the pre . ln the studie which do exist, 
Blain (2005) ha used critical text analysi to explore the di cour es of exuality 
produced in the U by the 1994 anti-gay 'no pecial right ' initiative in Idaho. 

Baker (2005, 2008a) and Koller (2008) examine linguistic representations 
of gay men and lesbian , re pectively, in media texts, including Briti h newspa
per . Both u e F/CDA to examine the ways in which hetero exual normativity 
is discursively reproduced through linguistic practice . Baker (200 a) found that 
conflicting po itions are often adopted by new paper in relation to torie con
cerning homo exuality. He argue , 

While Briti h tabloid newspapers regularly u ed a ' hame and ecrecy' di -
course in relation to homo exuality, on the other hand, they al employed 
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a rever e di cour e of' hamele sne ' which wa used in relation to a set of 
people who did not appear to be ashamed of their sexuality. 

(Baker, 2008a: 115) 

Baker argue that both positions can effect a negative representation of gay social 
actors - to present them a ashamed and secretive implies that homo exuality 
is something to be ashamed of, yet pre enting gay social actors as 'unashamed' 
often involves pre enting them as attention-seeking, elfish and hedonistic and, 
ultimately, damaging to the rest of ociety. Both representations work to prob
lematise homo exuality. Morri hand Sauntson (2007) use elements of pragrnat· 
ics to examine how the sexual identities of particu lar high-profile politicians are 
suggested or represented in the British press. They found that, when the sexuality 
of the politician in question is implied as non-heterosexual, this is usually done in 
a negative and derogatory way. These are just some examples of work which ha 
investigated discursive constructions of gender and sexuality in the British press. 

In the remainder of this section, we'll take a look at an extended example of 
how F/CDA can be used to uncover sexist and homophobic ideologie in the 
British tabloid pre . This may be used as a kind of template for conducting your 
own critical analyses of news representations of gender and sexuality. The exam· 
ple comes from an unpublished study conducted by Page and Sauntson in 2014. 
In this analysis, we were interested in looking at how the pre s reports particular 
crimes - those committed by women against children. We suspected that similar 
crimes when committed by men may be represented in quite different ways than 
when the perpetrator was a woman, especially in high-profile cases. The case we 
focused on was that of'Baby P'. The news text from the Sun (by Wheeler, 200 ) i 
related to the case of 'Baby P', in which a 17 -month old infant boy died as a resul t 
of domestic abuse infl icted by his mother, her male partner and another man 
residing with them in London (see www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-11626806 for more 
details on the case and a timeline of events). One of the main controver ie ur
rounding the case was that social care workers failed to pick up on the seriou ne 
of the situation, despite repeated injuries to the child before his death. The arti
cle belongs to a type of news text which i commonly u ed in the tabloid pre -
one in which the article does not convey core events relating to Baby P' death, 
instead it acts as a 'side piece', which describes a related tory and ituation. 

Article 

Baby P 's mum at Monsters' Ball in jail 

The vile mum of Baby P partied at the infamous Monsters' 
Ball in jail - while her tragic tot was given a pauper's funeral. 

The cold-hearted 27-year-old joined me of Britain' mo t evil murder
e e at the fancy dre ba h. 
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Fury erupted two months ago when The Sun published a photo from the 
2007 Halloween knees-up at London's Holloway prison - showing lifer in 
ghoulish co tume and dripping in fake blood. 

Taxpayers footed the £500 bill for the jolly - blasted as an "insult" to 
victims. Baby P's mum - convicted with the tot's stepdad, 32, and a lodger 
of appalling cruelty after her 17 -month-old son was tortured to death - was 
on remand at the time. She was also pregnant with a child she gave birth 
to in jail. 

Last night a prison source said: "This woman is the most hated prisoner at 
Hotloway . No one can believe how evil she is. 

"Seeing her feasting on cake while Michael Jackson's Thriller played in 
the background turned everyone's stomachs. 

"The fact she was pregnant wa even more sickening." Days after The 
Sun lifted the lid on the chilling party, Justice Secretary Jack Straw out
lawed any more amid outrage. 

The mum cannot be named for legal reasons. She admitted causing the 
death of her tiny son- found in his blood- pattered cot. The stepdad, who 
also cannot be named, and lodger Ja on Owen, 36, were convicted of the 
same charge. All await sentence. Despite being on an "at risk" register at 
Haringey council in North London, Baby P had been horrifically tortured 
for eight months. 

Among killers at the party on the lifers' wing wa Jayn e Richards, 35 , 
who butchered her lover in a row over Chri tmas decorations, and Rochelle 
Etherington, 21, who gouged out her dying victim's eye with a screwdriver. 

Baby P's mum, ent to the women's jail weeks earlier, was not among 
those who dressed as devils and witches - and was not in the shocking 
picture. 

The jail source said: " he wore her own clothes. She was on the lifers' 
wing because she was at that time charged with murder. " 

The article ('Baby P' Mum at Monster Ball in Jail' by Wheeler, 20081
) 

describes a Halloween party which took place in Holloway Pri on. The article 
uggests that Baby P' mother, who was sent to the prison after being convicted of 

torturing her son to death, took part in the event. The article contains descrip
tion of the party and is accompanied by a photograph of a group of pri oner 
wearing Halloween co tume and make-up. The fourth paragraph specifi.e that 
the party co t £500 of taxpayer ' money. Towards the end, the name of ome 
other prisoner are included, along with brief de cription of the crime they 
committed. The violence and grue omenes of these crime i emphasised. The 
final paragraph reports that Baby P' mother 'wore her own clothe ' and 'wa not 
m the hocking picture'. The 'Monster Ball' article appear along ide a larger 
amcle which invites reader to ign a petition initiated by the Sun to remove 
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named council workers (and a doctor) involved in the Baby P case from their 
jobs. The headline of the accompanying article reads '700,000 Join Justice Fight', 
and it contain a large photograph of a 'shrine' to Baby P covered with flowers 
and toy , a well a a mall er photograph of Baby P him elf. 

To analyse the text, we focu ed on a number of language elements identified 
in Fairclough's CDA framework (see Chapter 4) as being important to analyse. 
We firstly looked at the way' ocial actors' (i.e. 'characters' involved in the tory) 
and their actions are represented in the text. We identified all of the social actors 
referred to in the text (presented in the left-hand column in Table 6.1). We then 
went on to document other term used to refer to each actor, and we identified 
the processe in which they were represented as active and passive throughout 
the text. The results of thi social actor representation analysi are presented in 

Table 6.1. 
Some key points that can be drawn from the findings presented in Table 6.1 

are that the active verb and materia l processe in which the 'mum' and other 

Table 6.1 Social actor representation and actions in the Baby P text 

Social actor Other terms used Processes in which social Processes in which 
actor is active social actor is passi11e 

Mother of Mum, Baby P's mum, Parried, joined, turned Was convicted, was 

Baby P this woman, vi le everyone's stomachs, on remand, was 

mum, cold-hearted feasting (on cake), pregnant, cannot 

27-year-old, she admitted causing be named, await 

the death of, gave sentence 
birth, wore (her own 
clothes) 

Baby P The tot, 17 -month-old Was given, tortured 

son, tiny son to death, has been 
horrifically tortured 

Prisoners Revellers, murderesse , 
lifers, killers 

Taxpayers Footed the £500 bill 
Stepdad of Convicted, cannot 

Baby P be named , awai t 
sentence 

The un We Published, lifted the 
lid, expo ed 

]u tice Outlawed (parties) 
ecretary 

Jack traw 
Lodger Jason Convicted , await 

Owen sentence 
Jayne Richards Butchered (her lover) 

(prisoner) 
Rochelle Gouged out (her dying 

Etheringmn vi tim' eyes) 
(prisoner) 
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pri oners are the agent focus on excess, having fun and a lack of guilt. The mur
der they have committed are al o not presented as being mitigated by any spe
cifi.c circumstances. The mes age conveyed is that these women committed the 
murders becau e they are just 'evil' and do not feel any remorse about them (as 
can be seen by the way they are represented as having fun and enjoying parties in 
prison). The verbs also tend to focus on violent and irrational behaviour on the 
part of the women prisoners (e.g. butchered her lover over a row about Christmas 
decoration ). Thu , the women are represented as engaging in behaviours which 
are not just criminal - they are outside any moral framework and completely 
inexplicable and inexcusable. This discourse of women criminals as irrational 
is consolidated through the use of the language of evaluation, which is the next 
feature we con idered in the analysi . 

Throughout the text, there are two particularly prevalent evaluative semantic 
fi.elds - the fir t i a semantic field of 'parrying'. We see this realised through the 
use of word and phrases such as Monsters Ball, knees-up, fancy dress ball, Hal
loween bash, jolly, chilling party, feasting and costumes . The other salient semantic 
field is that of 'horror'. The headline 'Baby P's mother at Monsters' Ball in jail' 
and central photograph of women dressed in Halloween co tumes (including fake 
blood around the mouths and on the clothe of two of the women) also con-
tructs a core connection between horror imagery (incorporating supernatural 

horror) equated with violent crime in real life. The author then employs a range 
of lexical device to strengthen it during descriptions of both the party and crimes 
previously committed by individuals at the party. Specifically, the following list 
of adjective /adjectival groups ( et 1 ), nominal groups (set 2) and verb phra es 
( et 3) are u ed: 

1 vile, sick, cold-hearted, dripping in fake blood, evil, sickening, chilling, shocking 
2 evil murderesses, ghoulish costumes, appalling cruelty, blood-spattered cot 
3 tortured to death, feasting on cake, turned everyone's stomachs, horrifically tor

tured, butchered her Lover, gouged out her dying victim's eye with a screwdriver 

These two emantic field of 'parrying' and 'horror' combine so that, even though 
the pri oners are 'in co tu me' and 'performing' horror, the intertwining of the two 
field ugge ts that the 'horror' attribute belong to the women them elve rather 
than their party co tume . The vocabulary of the 'horror film' genre al o merge 
with the descriptions of the ocial actor a amoral to construct them a dehu
manised 'monster '. The empha i on 'parrying' also pre ents Baby P' mother 
(and the other pri oners) a 'flaunting' their crimes and their 'evilness' (especially 
because of the 'horror' theme of the Halloween parry) and as not experiencing 
any guilt. A further element of the evaluative language used throughout the text 
· the use of adjectives to de cribe Baby P' mum uch a vile, cold-hearted, most 
hated, evil and sickening. The e lexical choice constrain the reader to interpret 
the elements of real-life violent crime, centrally the death of Baby P, in light 
of the constructed horror theme. There i no attempt to mitigate the reported 
crimes of women again t men - for example, no attempt to contextuali e the 
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crimes or to describe the circumstances in which they were committed. The e 
choices are ignificant from the perspective of gender, as they support Clark' 
(1992) a sertions that violence committed by women is constructed as particu
larly abhorrent by the Sun. 

Other relevant features that we noted in our analysi were the tructure of the 
text as a whole. In particu lar, we are not to ld until near the end that Baby P' 
mother was not in co tu me and was not in the picture which accompanies the story. 
So, until this point, we assume that she is. The information that Baby P's mother 
had not yet been sentenced at the time is also quite obscured in the text. She was 
only on the lifers' wing because she had been charged with murder and not actu
ally found guilty of murder. In doing CDA, Fairclough urges u to pay attention 
to which information is included and what is omitted, especially in journalistic 
writing. This omission or obscuring of infonnation is deliberate and contributes 
to the discursive construction of gendered meanings in the text. Other features 
to note are the use of the feminine term 'murderesses', which emphasises that the 
prisoners at the party are women (and the fact that they are women is emphasi ed 
throughout the text). Thus, our attention is explicitly drawn to gender- thee are 
not just criminals, they are women criminals. The text also makes use of a number 
of nominalisations which have no agent (e.g. outrage, fury). Despite the lack of 
agency, these are feelings that reader are expected to experience towards Baby 
P's mother and the story that the Sun is telling. The word 'shocking' also appear 
at the end of the text without an agent. The implication here is that we, as the 
readers, are supposed to be the agent - we are supposed to experience shock, fury 
and outrage at the actions of Baby P's mother. Thus, the article uses language in 
such a way that it frames the expected emotional responses of the reader. 

The use of the language features described earlier means that a negative dis
course around non-normative gender (i.e. a woman who disrupts the hegemonic 
discourse of femininity which involves women not committing violent crime ) 
is constructed. For the full effect of this connection, the author u es a structur
ing device which implies that Baby P's mother is a fully active participant at the 
event for the majority of the article - we only find out that she was not present at 
the party in the final two sentences. 

A key issue in thi illu trative study i that men who are accu ed of imilar 
crimes against children are not subjected to the ame form of repre entation 
when the crimes are reported in the pres . This is just as significant as the way 
these types of women criminals are repre ented. Whilst women who commit 
crimes against children are constructed as abnormal 'mon ter ',the fact that men 
aren't represented in thi way functions to normalise the committing of uch 
crime by men - even though the crimes are not condoned, they are, neverthe
le , een as more 'natural' when committed by men. In thi way, the e repre en
rations are example of the kind of 'narurali ation' that Butler (1990) di u e 
in her developments of queer theory- uch repre entations allude to 'common 
ense' understanding of men a 'naturally' aggre ive. 

It i hoped that by pre enting this detailed analy is of a ingle media text, you 
can apply a imilar analy i to your own selected text/ in your re earch project. 
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Having considered how F/CDA can be used to ana lyse media texts, we now turn 
to another method of analysis -corpus linguistics. 

Corpus linguistics and the analysis of media texts 

As explained in Chapter 4, corpus analysis involves using computers to dis
cover linguistic patterns within bodies of text which may not be observable to 
the human eye. As Baker (2005) notes, the patterns identified by computerised 
analysis can subsequently be subjected to more interpretative critical analyses, 
and this includes analysis focusing on gender and sexuality. 

Forms of media texts that have been analysed using the tools of corpus 
linguistics include a number of studies focusing on discursive constructions 
of gender and sexuality in print and online personal advertisements. These 
are, arguably, forms of media texts because they either appear within bigger 
media texts, such as magazines or newspapers (as is the case with print personal 
advertisements), or because they appear on online advertising platforms. Baker 
( 005) conducted a corpus-based study analysing printed personal advertise
ments from gay men. The corpus tools facilitated a comparative analysis so that 
Baker was able to compare word frequencies across time (from the 1970s to the 
200 s) in the corpus of advertisements. Baker's analysis focuses particularly on 
how the use of frequent adjectives is used to construct gender in the texts. As 
well as looking at overall frequencies for adjectives used in the advertisements, 
Baker focuse much of his analysis on comparing the most frequent adjectives 
used to describe the self (i.e. the person writing the advertisement) and the 
de ired other (the type of man they are seeking). The results of this analysis are 
hown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

In discussing these corpus findings, Baker observes that, overall, the most fre
quent adjectives used in the adverts were slim (occurring 305 times in the corpus), 
similar (284 ), young (217), attractive (176), active (155), sincere (155), professional 
(147), genuine (133), non-scene (133) and tall (119). However, Baker also noted 
that descriptions of the self tended to differ somewhat from descriptions of the 
other, particularly in terms of how gender identities were constructed through the 
use of particular adjectives. Whilst advertisers were much more likely to refer to 
them elves a slim, attractive, professional, tall or young, they tended to be seeking 
someone who was younger, genuine or similar. Moreover, collocation analysis of 
similar revealed that the most frequent adjectival collocate occurring within four 
places to the left or right of similar were non-scene (19), sincere (17), genuine (15), 
straight-acting (13), younger (12), gay (11), attractive (10), discreet (10), slim (9) 
and young (9), sugge ting that these terms tended to be attributes which many 
advertiser claimed to both posse s and desire. Thus, all of these qualities were 
constructed as po itive and desirable. 

From Tables 6.2 and 6.3, it can also be seen that different lexical strategies 
were used at different times to refer to particular type of masculine identities: 
straight-acting, non-camp, non-effeminate and masculine occur at different period 
as popular adjective . Baker ob erves that, in 1973, advertisers were most likely to 
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Table 6.2 Most popular adjectives to refer to the self in gay men's personal adverts 

1973 1982 1991 2000 All 

1 young (52) slim (74) slim (52) slim (71) slim (244) 
2 slim(47) attractive (4 7) non-scene (49) professional (53) attractive (146) 
3 attractive young (33) straight-acting caring (34) professional 

(33) (40) (132) 
4 good- tall (32) professional (34) attractive (31) young (116) 

looking (24) 
5 lonely (23) non-scene (30) attractive (33) tall (30) tall (105) 
6 active (22) professional (30) good-looking good -looking non-scene (1 00) 

(27) (26) 
7 tall (19) active (22) tall (24) fit (25) good-looking 

(93) 
8 professional quiet (18) young (23) affectionate (24) active (55) 

(17) 
9 sincere (15) good -looking intelligent (22) non-scene (20) caring (55) 

(16) 
10 affectionate sincere ( 16) sincere (18) Good sense of sincere (55 ) 

(13) humour (19) 

ource: Baker, 2005 

Table 6.3 Most popular adjectives to describe the desired other in gay men's personal 
adverts 

1973 1982 1991 2000 All 

1 similar (61) similar (73) similar (80) similar (62) similar (276) 
2 ac tive (47) active (26) young (30) younger (20) active (96 ) 
3 sincere (31) younger (24) younger (26) active (17) younger (91 ) 
4 younger (21) sincere (22) slim (17) slim (14) sincere (71 ) 
5 non-camp young (22) straight-actin.g young (13) slim (61) 

(13) (17) 
6 attractive (I 0) slim (20) smooth (13) non-scene (12) genuine (46) 
7 non- genu ine (15) clean shaven caring (11) non-scene (34) 
effeminate (10) (11) 

8 slim (10) discreet (12) genuine (11) genuine (11) non-camp (31 ) 
9 genuine (9) non-camp (12) non-scene (10) incere (10) attractive (30) 

10 masculine (8) non-scene (12) black (9) intelligent (9) intelligent ( 2 ) 

ource: Baker, 2005 

refer to masculinity by u ing anti-types -words which stated a lack of a particular 
trait (e.g. terms such as non-camp, non-effeminate and not camp). But by 19 2, 
there appeared to be a wider range of trategies used for signalling desirable mas
culinity. In addition to the continued u e of non-camp and masculine, references 
were also made to male hetero exual gender norms (e.g. straight-looking). By 1991, 
straight-acting had actually become the most dominant term, u ed in 4 7 per cent 
of case where men wanted to overtly refer to masculine gendered behaviour. In 
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the 2 data et, straight-acting continued to be the most frequently used marker 
(also honened to SA). 

Baker highlights one of the mo t intere ting findings from the tables as being 
that the figures for overt masculinity lexis in 1991 are much higher than in the 
other three time period that were sampled. In 1991, an idealised connection 
between hetero exuality and masculinity emerged strongly, resulting in adverts 
uch as the one that follows: 

ormally straight? Just happened to be looking at these pages? Clean
haven, non-smoking young-looking guy (21 +) wanted by straight-acting 

totally non- cene male 28. Fun/friendship. London Box 6611. 

In Baker' collocation analysis of the most frequent adjectives, he fmds that the 
main adjectival collocate of the words which refer to masculinity are non-scene, 
slim, similar, attractive, professional, active, tall, clean-shaven, intelligent and young. 
From thi , Baker argues that there appears to be a recursive relation hip between 
these adjective and masculinity - the adjectives not only refer to masculinity but 
also help to bring it into being. Baker notes the collocate non-scene is particularly 
intere ting and revealing - to be non-scene is, therefore, to claim to have either 
minimal contact with other gay people or to only meet gay people in non-gay 
establishments. The term non-scene does not appear at all in the 1973 data. It 
occur 42 times in 1982 and 59 times in 1991 (when explicit reference to mas
culinity are also highest) and then decreases to 32 times in the 2000 advertise
ments. Baker suggests that the repeated pairing of non-scene and terms such as 
straight-acting might imply a belief among t the advertiser that social contact 
with other gay men is somehow emasculating which, of course, implies a devalu
ing of femininity and places a high value on hegemonic forms of masculinity. 

This type of corpus-ba ed analy is of gay men's personal advertisements is, 
then, useful for revealing ideologies of gender and sexuality which circulate 
among t thi particular group of text-producers. A similar study of gay men's per
sonal advertisements which focu e on a different national context, and moves 
from looking at print advertisements to examining online advertisements, is con
ducted by Bogetic (2013). Bogetic inve tigate collocation patterns in a corpus of 

erbian gay teenagers' online per onal adverti ements (from the GaySerbia web 
portal). imilar to the finding in Baker's study, Bogetic finds that lexical colloca
tion patterns in the online erbian teen adverti ement how strong associations 
of masculinity with po itive characteri tics and 'effeminacy' with negative prop
erties. the teenager writing the online personal advertisements in Bogetic's 
rudy construct hegemonic masculinity (through the u e of particular collocation 

patterns) and, at the ame time, the cultural tigma associated with homosexuality 
gets discur ively hifted to non-masculine gay men only. This reinforces Connell' 
(1995) notion that 'hegemonic ma culinity' is the mo t dominant and desired 
form of masculinity in ociety, even among t non-hetero exual-identifying men. 

The national context i important in Bogetic's tudy. exual minorities are 
nU largely discriminated against in erbia, de pite recent de-criminali ation of 
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same-sex sexual acts . So the Internet serves as a safe space to be gay for Serbian 
youth. In order to inve tigate the language used in these types of advertisements, 
Bogetic argues that lexical phenomena deserve particular attention in analy i , 
as they can shed light on locally salient concepts and values. To conduct the 
analysis, five lexemes denoting masculinity and non-masculinity were selected 
based on their frequency (they occurred at least ten times in the corpus). These 
words were as follows: 

Fern ('fem') 
Nefem ('nonfem') 
Feminiziran ('effeminate') 
Nefeminiziran ('non-effeminate') 
Muzevan ('manly') 

Bogetic then conducted a collocation analysis conducted for the previou 
lexemes. The collocation analysis revealed that words denoting effeminacy 
typically collocate with negative traits wherea those denoting non-effeminacy 
and masculinity collocate with positive traits. In this way, the collocations 
indirectly index gender ideologies and attitudes towards sexuality in this com
munity. Bogetic also observed that the adjective normalan ('normal') features 
prominently in the findings (in fact, it was the most frequent adjective) and col
locates frequently with nefem and nefeminiziran. Furthermore, although rumnalan 
collocates with a range of properties, traits of masculinity and sexual potency 
feature prominently in the data. For example, it is often associated with a het
erosexual-like appearance and behaviour. Bogetic notes a particularly striking 
pattern is the frequent use of normalan in the phrase normalan strejt gej ('normal 
stra ight gay'). Thi phrase is used to describe both the elf and de ired other in 
the advertisements and appears in statements such as, 'I'd like to meet normal 
straight gays not older than 20', and 'I like normal men, which means they act 
like a normal traight gay who are not effeminate' (Bogetic, 2013: 355) . In these 
kinds of phra e which are common throughout Bogetic's data, 'straight' obvi
ously takes on a new meaning - not hetero exual, but heterosexual-like mas
culine behaviour as oppo ed to non-masculinity and effeminacy. The frequent 
collocation with normalan shows the positive ideological value of 'straight gay ' 
and ultimately a ll w community members to locate gay male sexuality within 
the realm of tandard erbian conceptualisations of ma culinity. Bogetic argues 
that the term is ba ed on shared cultural knowledge within the group that allow 
advertisement reader to interpret the term and it ocial meaning. The repeated 
use of the term al o allows the group to hift the social tigma as ociated with 
homosexuality to one particular ub-group - that of'effeminate' homo exual . In 
sum, the teenager in Bogetic' tudy con rruct a gay identity modelled on the 
basi of ocially de irable ma culine identities, much a they do in Baker' earlier 
tudy of print adverti ement from earlier time period . 

These finding are al echoed in another tudy of online per onal adverti e
ments u ed by gay men, but thi time in outh Africa. Milani (2013) conducts an 
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mte ectional inve tigation into meetmarket, a outh African online community 
for men looking for other men. Milani u e corpu linguistic to analyse the data 
whtch compri es per onal profile from the meetmarket ite. He examine the ways 
m which member of the community place a higher value on some kinds of iden
uties at the expen e of others. This then leads to an examination of how such 
'valorised' identities function to reproduce (or conte t) dominant forms of social 
categori ation in their expre ions of same- ex desire in the context in question. 

Milani' tudy comprises a corpu analysis of online profiles and interviews with 
a ample of 15 white South African men about their engagement in meetmarket. 
In the corpu analysis, Milani find that collocations of guy, when used to refer 
to objects of desire, are a sociated with a plethora of racial de criptor (white, 
black, Indian), phy ical attribute (hot, slim, good-looking) and general character-

ti (decent, nice, fun, next-door). There i also evidence of exual de ire for the 
hyper-masculine (a man's man). 

Again, another key finding from the corpus analysis is that guy frequently collo
cates with straight-acting. The term 'straight-acting' places a high value on hegem
onic masculinity, ju t as it does in Baker' and Bogetic's studies. In Milani's study, 
' rraight-acting', again, involves an overt disavowal of femininity. Importantly, 
though, Milani reminds u ofGramsci' (1971) as ertion that hegemony can only 
take place with the collu ion of tho e being subordinated. Milani argue that this 
proce of colluding in hegemonic ma culinity is at play in the language u ed in 
the uth African online profiles he examine . Milani' corpus analysi al o indi
cates a negative pro ody surrounding feminine/fern/ferns - the term 'no ferns' is an 
obviou example. Again, through uch language use, femininity is ubjugated in 
this context much a it is in Bogetic' erbian study. Baker refers to 'hegemonic 
homo exuality' as a homosexual mirror image of 'heterosexual hegemonic mascu
linity', arguing that the very existence and maintenance of the e two hegemonies 
of masculinity require femininity to be overtly rejected. 

However, Milani points out that there are, on occasion, ome ambivalent atti
tudes expre ed towards hegemonic ma culinity by the participants in the tudy. 
Inter tingly, the writer of the e example also eem to be howing an explicit 
awaren of identity as 'performance. Milani concludes, meetrnarket ' eems to 
follow a well-known hegemonic y tern of gender 'normality' in which ma cu
linity is the mo t valuable currency and femininity is rejected a worthle and 
undesirable' (p. 630). 

far, we have een how method uch a CDA and corpu lingui tics have 
been used to analyse media texts uch as newspaper articles and print and online 
pe nal adverti ements in terms of how gender and sexuality are di cur ively 
constructed. In the next section, we move to examining gender and sexuality in 
a different kind of media text - lifestyle magazine . 

Lif tyle magazine 

Another body of re earch within the field of language, gender and exuality 
m the media has focused on how gender i represented in life tyle magazines 
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targeted at men or women. Whilst constructions of gender in lifestyle magazine 
have been subjected to scrutiny in media tudies for several decades, systematic 
language-focused analysis has been more recent. In their MMDA-based study of 
women's lifestyle magazines (one of the first studies which used a systematic CDA 
to uncover gender ideologies), Eggin and ledema (1997) observe a repeated ori
entation to appearance in their data sample. Throughout the magazines, the 
imagined reader is urged to work on her body and to buy into beauty-enhancing 
products in order to improve physical attractivenes . Eggins and Iedema also 
find an orientation towards what they term 're ponsible heterosexuality' in the 
texts - this means that the women readers are encouraged to desire and pursue 
heterosexual relationships and to take interpersonal responsibility for the uc
cess or failure of such relationships. Another key finding is that the magazines 
are characterised largely by 'desocialisation', meaning that they tend to efface 
all issues of difference other than that of binary sex (which is also uncritically 
conflated with gender). Eggins and Iedema note that this is seen repeatedly in 
the text and images in the magazines which rarely, if ever, reflect any diversity in 
terms of class, age or ethnicity. Finally, the author argue that the magazines are 
also characterised by 'personalisation' in that they use language and images to 

construct a confiding relationship, encouraging readers to identify with the com
munity and encouraging them to believe they are an autonomous individual and 
a voluntary member of a classless community of beautiful and successful women. 

This idea of 'personalisation' in lifestyle magazines has been developed by 
Talbot (1995) who proposed the idea of a 'synthetic isterhood' operating in 
magazines aimed at teenage girls and young women. Within this concept, Talbot 
and others have argued that ideal subjects are often constructed through language 
and visual el ments in lifestyle magazines as members of a unified shared 'com
munity'. Talbot observes that magazines aimed at girls and young women often 
focus on per onal problems and advice-giving, and it i this di cur ive practice 
which helps to create the idea of readers being in an imagined ingle communi ty 
or' isterhood'. And this ha the effect of occluding difference between reader . 
Talbot argue that the creation of a synthetic i terhood makes people want to 
buy the magazine because buying them and reading them implies member hip in 
the de irable imagined si terhood. Because the creation of community ha a com
mercial motivation, thi proce s has, therefore, been referred to a constructing 
'consumer femininities' (and, more recently, con umer ma culinities). 

McLoughlin (2000) further observes that many of the 'glossy' high-end life
style magazine targeted at women and men have become increasingly 'coloni ed' 
by adverti ing di cour e which has led to a blurring of the distinction between 
magazine genres and advertisements. This further contribute to the idea that 
magazine function to construct consumeri ed femininities and m a culinitie and, 
ultimately, con truer gender in particular way to make money. In more recent 
work, McLoughlin (2017) has examined thi and related concepts in a CDA of 

outh Asian women' life tyle magazin . This work involve u ing inter ection
ality to look at how there i a di connection between the magazine ' lingui tic 
and multimodal repre entation of outh Asian women and the lived rea litie 
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f their target audience . McLoughlin' analy is challenges the notion that di -
cours of freedom and choice employed by women's magazine are emancipatory 
and demonstrate that the version of feminism advocated in the magazine is 
acrually a commodified form which functions to propound the commercial aims 
of the publications. In this way, the magazine have aims and form of rep re enta
tion which are imilar to tho e targeted at other groups of women. 

Other re earch has examined life ryle magazines targeted at men (e.g. FHM). 
In his analy i of constructions of masculinities in men' magazines, Gauntlett 
(_ ) identifies the following 'core narrative ' a repeatedly appearing in such 
texts: 

• Men like (to look at) women; 
• But men don't know too much about women (a frequent feature of the maga

zines is instructions on how to get along with women); 
• Men like car , gadgets and sports; 
• Men need help (supponive of 'men's activities' but need help; grooming 

advice; how to avoid alcoholism, addictions to food, gambling, drugs; how 
to get over a hangover, dre s, become more intelligent, succeed in job inter
view, choo e clothes, be a good father; and kills such as tho e related to 
sports, cooking and sex); 

• Men are fascinated by bravery and danger. 

Although Gauntlett does not conduct a linguistic study, he notes that the general 
'tone' of the magazines is one of not talking down to the reader and not being 
taken too eriou ly. They often addre the reader as 'mate', thus con tructing the 
reader a having the same status as the journalist. Humour and irony are often 
eployed as trategie for giving advice. According to Gauntlett, irony is impor

tant in the magazine because it 'provide a "protective layer", then, between 
lw ryle information and the reader , o that men don't have to feel patronised or 
madequate' (Gauntlett, 2008: 177). Irony at o functions to' ubvert political cri-
ique' in that anyone who critici es the magazines for being exi t can be aid to 

be 'm ing the joke', thus making their complaints redundant (Gauntlett, 2008: 
17 ). Gauntlett further argue , 

This ' exi t jokine ' of FHM i ba ed on thoroughly non- exi t a ump
uon - the intended laugh, more often than not, i about the illine of being 
sexi t, rather than actual exism, becau e in the world f FHM men are 
aware, however quietly or embarra sedly, that it's only fair to treat women 
and men as equals in the modern world, and that sexi m i idiotic. 

(Gauntlert, 2008: 178) 

A compeun argument i presented by Jackson et al. (2001), who argue that 
om in men' magazine actually function to protect exi t view . They posit 

that men who read the magazin are not actually conscious of how ma culinity 
hem constructed and are not aware of the apparent ironic intentions of the 
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writers. Furthermore, the magazines do much to re-assert an old-school masculin
ity and represent men and women as polar oppo ite . 

Ben well (2003) examines stereotypical con tructions of dominant form 
of masculinity in a sample of men's lifestyle magazines using F/CDA. What i 
interesting about Ben well's study, though, is that she also finds examples of more 
'ambiguous' masculinities where men are constructed/construct themselve a 
'anti-heroes'. This suggests that constructions of masculinity in the maga:ine , 
although often problematic, can be complex and are not always as straightfor
ward as might be assumed. 

Beyond lifestyle magazines, Sunderland (2004) conducted a study which 
examines fatherhood discourse in parenting magazines. Using F/CDA, under
land analysed representations of motherhood and fatherhood in a sample of mag
azines. She analysed a number of formal linguistic features in parenting maga:ines 
(Parenting and Baby Years) and found that father are rarely interpellated, result
ing in the emergence of what Sunderland term a 'part-time father' discour e'. 
This discourse is realised through lexis such as step in, help out, and give mum a 
break when referring to the actions of fathers. Some other examples include the 
following: 

• That's why I'd [father] often step in and say, 'I'll comfort the baby. You 
[mother] need a break'. 

• Include your partner. After you've performed your regular nighttime ritual, 
for instance, he might give your child a massage or sing her a song. 

• Monroe ... credits her husband, who works at home, for participating in 
childcare and helping her in difficult situations. But what happens if a tan
dem nurser doesn't have an understanding pause? 

(Sunderland, 2004: 112) 

Sunderland al o notes a paucity of visual repre entation of father in the maga
zines. Another ob ervation is that there are an array of female 'voice 'represented 
in the articles (e.g. parenting 'expert ') which contribute to what underland 
terms a 'mother-friendly environment' in the magazines, and which indirectly 
interpellate mothers but not father . The mother-friendly environment of the 
magazines is a lso achieved through reiterated references to breastfeeding which 
clearly interpellate mothers and make clear that you does not have a plural refer
ent. Examples include, 'Don't smoke or allow your children to pend time around 
maker . And, ju t a importantly, breastfeed a long a po ible' and 'Brea tfeed, 

if you can' ( underland, 2004: 114). 
Furthermore, underland finds many traditional gender tereorypes in the 

magazines which recycle linguistic traces of familiar, traditionally gendered 
di cour es: 

• I sometime wi h parents would ask themselve , 'Would my mother have 
called the doctor about thi ?' 
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• At some point, if you're a mom to a toddler, you must face the inevitable 
tantrum in the supermarket, in the restaurant or wherever you'd least like it 
to happen. 

• Dr. Humiston ... suggests that Dad or Grandma take the baby to that first 
appointment [for an inoculation] ifMom doesn't feel like she can handle it. 

ln all of the earlier examples, the 'mother' is always discursively constructed as 
the 'default' carer. In sum, the 'dominant reading' of these texts, according to 
underland can be een as one in which the main addressee is the mother and 

a 'part-time father' discourse i implied. I would add that the previous examples 
from underland's work also interpellate a heterosexual mother and make assump
tions about the presumed heterosexuality of both parents. 

The tudies discussed so far all focus on magazines aimed at a heterosex
ual audience. exuality diver ity ha , in fact, been noticeably absent from 
linguistic-based studies of gender in magazines. An exception is Turner's 
(2 08) tudy, which uses CDA to examine how the sexual identity-based 
groups of 'us' and 'them' are constructed in six consecutive editions of Diva 
in 2002-2003 - Britain's only mainstream lesbian magazine. Unlike other F/ 
CDA tudies, Turner uses F/CDA to examine lesbian identities from within
by focusing on a minority discourse rather than a discourse about minorities. 
Turner' deployment of F/CDA focu e on identifying signifier for women 
and their correlations between the u e of particular nouns and topics (e.g. 
dyke and activism). 

Turner found, firstly, that the texts suppressed differences between read
ers based on class, ethnicity, race, education and so on in order to create and 
emphasise a single, recognisable in-group identity based on sexual identity. This 
in-group is dependent on the di cursive construction of ideological boundaries 
in order to maintain the category 'us', with the 'them' group engaging in behav
Iours which are de igned to su tain a heterosexist social hierarchy. Thu , the 'u ' 
and 'them' groups that are con tructed through the language of the text often 
manife t with the positives being emphasi ed and the negative suppressed about 
the 'us' group and the negative empha i ed and the po itives uppressed about 
the 'them' group. In the following extract taken from article within the maga
:me, lesbian a a group are repre ented as having to struggle against heterosexi t 
"<X:iety and as having their identity institutionally unprotected and threatened 
b·'them': 

lt is no easy thing to give up the safety and privilege of a hetero exual life 
[ ... ] Of cour e, the road tO the lesb ian nation i not an easy one. Many 
women gave the mo t heartbreaking accounts of what they had to lose along 
the way. But, for all the pain and heer hard work, leaving heterosexuality for 
the lesbian life was, for most of them, an extraordinary and liberating journey. 

lt was an NH clinic which had never before provided fertility services to 
lesbians. ]an and arah were not unduly surpri ed when they were turned 
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away. What did surprise them was the reason they were given - the clinic 
claimed it had no sperm. A tad suspicious, they wondered whether this was a 
novel excuse for discrimination. 

(Turner, 2008: 381-382) 

Turner notes that heterosexual women feature very rarely as the primary sub
ject of articles. When they are referenced as a group, 'they' are often 'alternately 
scorned as the willing victims of patriarchy and despised for their comfort within 
it' (2008: 383 ). Turner notes that gay men and bi exuals are also constructed as 
'them' groups in the texts and are represented as po ing threats to the permeable 
'us' and 'them' boundaries. Turner concludes that, in the Diva articles analysed, 
'the relationship between "us" and a heterosexual "them" continues to be manu
factured in terms of a combative binary in which "we" are the victims of "their" 
heteropatriarchal oppression' (2008: 386). 

Although we have only looked at a sample of the stud ies of language, gender 
and sexuality in. magazines, we can see that many of the analyses show an orien
tation towards reinforcing heteronormativity and idealised gender identities. As 
Milani explains, 

Lifestyle magazines are deeply heteronormative in that they are built on and 
reproduce the belief that the world is exclusively and inevitably heterosexuaL 

(Milani, 2013: 212) 

However, work by researchers such as Turner suggest that, if we look in the right 
places, we can find magazine texts which contain different kinds of repre enta· 
tions of gender and sexuality, and this is potentially liberating. The studies by 
Turner and McLoughlin briefly summarised earlier highlight the increased impor· 
tance of incorporating intersectional analyses of language, gender and sexuality 
in media texts. We focus more explicitly on intersectionality in media texts in 
the next section. 

Intersectional analyses of gender and sexuality in media texts 

Whilst researchers such a McLoughlin have examined inter ections of gen
der and ethnicity in their analyses of media texts, Calda -Coulthard and Moon 
(2016) examine representations of the gender role of 'grandmother' acros a 
range of media texts. They focus particularly on inter ections of sexism and age
i m in analysing such repre entations. The author draw on image banks (e.g. 
Google Images; iStock Images), corpus data and other media text (e.g. web ite 
addressed to grandmother ; children's books containing grandmothers a charac
ters) for their data. Their main finding are that grandmother are vi ually and 
linguistically repre ented in two main ways: fir tly, they are pre ented a har
ing emiotic re ources a sociated with childhood and domestic pheres; econdly, 
grandmother are ometime pre ented a tran gres ive by being hown to engage 
in behaviour which are inappropriate for their 'age'. Caldas-Coulthard and 
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. ioon conclude that exi m and agei m, and the intersections between them, are 
perv ive in the media. Moreover, they argue that narrative of ageing a a kind 
of'decline' for women are prevalent, and these narrative have overwhelmingly 
negative a ociation . For example, grandmother rarely have their voice heard 
in public spaces and are often repre ented in derogatory ways (e.g. as sexually 
uncle irable and unattractive). 

The author' multi-modal discour e analy is of image banks (u ing the search 
term grandmother) reveals grandmothers repeatedly being represented in generic 
settin or in domestic spaces and a engaging in activitie uch as cooking, knit
ring and playing with children, a in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 

However Caldas-Coulthard and Moon do also find ome tran gressive rep
r entations in their image bank earch. The e representations reject the tradi
tional, tereotypical grandmother role, but they also 'signal the inseparability of 
humour and denigration' (Caldas-Coulthard and Moon, 2016: 320). 

In their analy is of texts about grandmothers, Caldas-Coulthard and Moon find 
the following recurrent theme : 

• Empowerment, positive ageing, purposefulness (positive connotations) 
• Frailty, decline, rejection, vulnerability, disempowennent, invi ibility (nega

tive connotation ) 
• pecific gendered practice a sociated with femininity and dome ticity (neg-

ative cmmotations) 
• Desexing (old women are considered physically beyond the age of sexual 

intere t) (negative connotation ) 
(Adapted from Caldas-Coulthard and Moon, 2016: 323) 

We can ee from this list of theme that mo t of the representation are negative, 
derogatory and make implicit social judgements and pre cribe behaviour based 
on gender and age imultaneou ly (what the authors term the 'double deviancy' 
of being old and being a woman). uch work i important becau e exi t and 
a eist tereotyping through language and images in children' literature i well 
documented a having a prejudicial effect on young people. 

Finally, in the corpu data, Calda -Coulthard and Moon find grandmother/s col
locating mo t frequently with item referring to age, health or lifetime (e.g. elderly, 
aged frarl , sick, died, late, maternal, paternal), premodifying adjective pointing to 
affection and the po itive affective significance of the grandmother-grandchild 
relattonship in familie (e.g. beloved, dear, doting, kindly) and other female kin
hip terms and word referring to home and family (e.g. aunt/s, daughter parents, 

family, house). 
Other intersectionally focu ed tudie of language, gender and exuality in 

media texts have revealed how diver ity it elf can become a commodity in certain 
comex . Milani and Levon (2016), for example, look at how diver ity i incor
porated into a nationali t discour e for a nation's economic gain - in this case, 

rael. They ob erve that I rael doe not just u e linguistic diver ity a a commod
i · ut also commodifies its gender and exual diver ity in order to market itself 



Figure 6.1 Grandma knitting 

ource: Caldas-Coulthard and Moon, 2016:319 

[Image courtesy of iS rock images, reproduced with their permission] 
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Figu e 6.2 Grandma with child in kitchen 

- rce: Caldao-Coulthard and Moon, 2016: 318 

I~ c esy of i toc.k Image , reprodu ed with their permi ion] 

'pr gressive'. This is more commonly known as 'pinkwashing' and the authors 
e that it a manifestation of homonationalism, which po itions the equita

'le treatment of LGBT + individual as a key icon of civilisation and social pro
. Other societies that do not meet this standard are conversely constructed 
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as 'barbaric' and 'uncivilised'. The authors summarise the relationship between 
homonationalism and pinkwashing as follows: 

Homonationalism is the discursive process through which both state and 
non-state actors bring sexual diver ity into the very definition o( the nation
state so as to legitimise the exclusion and/or repre sion of others who are 
portrayed as lacking in this crucial criterion of 'to lerance of sexual diver ity'. 
Pinkwashing is the public face of this homonationalist discourse. 

(Milani and Levon, 2016: 70) 

In other words, to be a 'good Israeli' is, at least in part, about being tolerant of 
gender and sexual diversity. 

Milani and Levon draw on a 'linguistic landscapes' (LL) approach (see Chap
ter 4) to look at how homonationalism operates spatially in di cursive and bodily 
practices, and to explore how homonationalism works through public discour e. 
One of the LL 'artefacts' they analyse in the study is a T-shirt worn on a body at 
Tel Aviv Pride 2013 (Figure 6.3). 

In their analysis, Milani and Levon argue that enemies of LGBT + rights are 
singled out by way of a row of crossed out flags. The national flag on the upper 
side of the T-shirt conver ely function to 'territoriali e' civili ation by linking it 
to specific national contexts (Israel, U A, England). In this way, I rael is repre
sented as being ocially advanced along with the USA and England (and what 
might broadly be conceived of as the global 'West' or the 'North'). These flag 
images appear alongside text which reads 'Defend Civilization', whil t the cro ed 
out flags appear along ide the words 'Defeat )ihad'. This further reinforces the 
idea that Israel represents civilisation, whilst rho e countrie repre ented by the 
crossed out flags are constructed as war-mongering, barbaric and uncivilised. 

In Israel, Tel Aviv Pride i argued by the authors to be the mo t ucces ful 
manifestation of the country's nationali t/con umerist enterprise. Pride is primar
ily targeted at an audience of lesbian and gay tourists attracted to the country 
because of its reputation as a holiday de tination but also becau e of its reputation 
for promoting gay rights. Milani and Levon define 'Pride' events a : 

typically involving a march or a parade, Pride function as a patial tactic 
for non-normative exualities to momentarily re-claim parts of the city cape 
and thu make themselves visible for audience of ( un) upportive onlooker . 

(Milani and Levon, 2016: 76) 

lntere tingly, Milani and Levon also look at representations of I rael{fel Aviv at 
tockholm Pride 2015 . Tel Aviv was one of exhibitors at the Stockholm Pride 

event; therefore, the lingui tic land cape wa populated by related texts, uch as 
the bag in Figure 6.4. 

In thi artefact, the u e ofEngli h fir tly carri connotation of modernity and 
globali ation, e pecially when u ed in thi kind of public ignage. But the bag 1. 

al o 'deterritoriali ed' from the political pace of I rael, a are other promotional 
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F1gure 6.3 Ready-to-wear homonationalist politics- Tel Aviv Pride 2013 

ce: Milani and Levon, 2016 

materials for Tel Aviv which the author found to be publicly vi ible at tockholm 
Pride. Another example of promotional material is included in Figure 6.5. 

In the po ter in Figure 6.5, the po itive gay rights agenda ideologically a o
cia ed with I rael to form its homonationali m i repre ented vi ually through 
the rambow colour of the pede trian cro ing and the accompanying 'Gay Vibe' 
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Figure 6.4 Bag at tockholm Pride 2015 

Source: Milani and Levon, 2016 

text. Milani and Levon note that, in this text, as in other analy ed in the ame 
project, there are imag of men who are young, lim, mu cled or in drag. There 
are no women in the marketing material promoting Tel Aviv and re trictive rep
resentation of men dominate the promotional land cape of the city. Hence the 
LL analy is works to reveal re trictive discour e not only of gender and exualitv 
but al o of nationali m in the context under scrutiny. 
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f1gure 6.5 Tel Aviv Gay Vibe leaflet distributed at tockholm Pride 

: ltlfCe: Milani and Levon, 2016 

ummary 

It is particularly difficult to cover in a ingle chapter the array of possibilities 
- r doing re earch in 'media' which, a stated at the beginning, i a multiple 
and constantly evolving entity. Furthermore, even within a ingle 'media' con
ext. there are multiple type of data that could be examined and numerous 
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possibilities for how to ana lyse them using lingui tic frameworks. Th is chapter, 
therefore, is not exhaustive but is simply intended to provide a flavour of the 
kind of recent research which has been conducted in the field of language, gen
der, sexuality and media and to provide you with some ideas for how to proceed 
with your own research. As with other chapters, u e the reflection points and 
act ivities that follow for further inspiration and, for more information about 
any of the topics and studies covered in this chapter, the references are pro
vided at the end of the book. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Select an issue of a liJestyle magazine targeted either at men or women and 
consider the following questions: 

• How are ma culinities and/or femininities represented in your cho en 
magazine? (It may be that different 'version 'are represented or that one 
dominant version of masculinity or femininity prevails.) 

• Are there any contradictions in the representations of masculinity or 
femininity in your chosen lifestyle magazine? How might these contra
dictions or 'competing discourses' be explained? 

• Do the representations intersect with other dimensions of identity - e.g. 
are they classed, racialised, age-based and so on? 

• If you are focusing on a men's lifestyle magazine, consider how humour 
and irony are used (or not) to construct particular kinds of masculinity? 

2. Conduct a linguistic landscape analy is of an environment with which you 
are familiar and in which you are routinely engaged. This might be your 
college or university environment, for example. How do 'signs' (e.g. poster , 
adverts, badge , ignage, information on creen , bag or items of clothing 
containing text) in the environment function to represent gender and/or 
sexuality? Do other dimensions of identity intersect with gender and sexual
ity in the linguistic land cape? Are there any competing or contradictory 
discourses? 

3. Con ider how new papers report on i ues which draw explicit attention to 

gender and/or exuality? Think about how the method of CDA and corpus 
lingui tic might be helpful for identify ing di cour es of gender and sexuality 
in newspaper t xts. 

Here are ome gender and sexuali ty-focused issue which, at the time of 
writing thi book, were receiving a lot of attention in the Briti h pre s: 

• Hate crimes committed again t transgender people 
• LGBT inclu ion in chools 
• Prevalence of gender-ba ed violence 
• Prevalence of exual offences committed again t women 

When you are reading this book and doing your own re earch project, 
there may, of cour e, be different i ue and torie relating to gender and/or 
exualiry being reported in the pre . 
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7 Researching language, gender 
and sexuality in forensic 
contexts 

The field of 'foren ic linguistics' is concerned with applications of linguistic anal
ysis to the law. This includes diverse topics, contexts and data type , uch as: 
courtroom language and interaction; legal documents; police interview with wit
nesses, victims and those who have been arrested; and forensic analyses of 'voice'. 
And this list is not exhaustive. Gaines (2018) points out that forensic lingui tic 
contains critical elements in that aspects of forensic linguistics are concerned 
with social justice - this includes forensic-focused re earch on language, gender 
and sexuality. This chapter considers language, gender and exuality re earch in 
legal and forensic contexts. This includes research on ome potentially challeng
ing and sensitive topics, uch as gendered and exual violence, harassment and 
consent and coercion. Because most of the data relating to these kinds of crime 
is not public, linguistic research in thi area has been quite limited (as you will ee 
in the relatively small number of studies and available data sources referred to in 
this chapter). However, it is, nevertheless, an important chapter to include as its 
relevance to the broader field of language, gender and sexuality is increa ing. An 
increase in media attention to lingui tic is ues such a consent is also highlight
ing the growing importance of this field of research not only within the academic 
study of language, gender and sexuality but al o in the wider ocial world. 1 

Conley and O'Barr (2005) argue that language i the primary vehicle through 
which cultural and institutional ideologie are transmitted in legal erring , and 
this is why the study of language is important for under tanding how gender and 
sexuality are treated in legal proceedings. Ehrlich (2001) also attest , 

The law doe not only exert its power through the enactment of rule and 
the impo ition of punishments; it al o has the capacity to impo e and affirm 
culturally powerful definitions of social reality ... Law , for example, that do 
not extend to gay and lesbian couple the same right and privilege afforded 
to hetero exual couples expres cultural a umption about what con titute 
'normal' exualities. That i , the law generate definition and categori that 
discur ively regulate and control ciallife in addition to impo ing anctions 
(e.g. fine , imprisonment, executions) to en ure compliance with certain 
social norm . 

( Ehrlich, 20 1: 1 19 ) 
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The specific examples we will consider throughout this chapter focus on rape 
trials, legal defmitions and people's understandings of 'rape' and 'consent'. More 
specifically, we explore issues surrounding the difficulty of showing 'proof' of 
a crime through lingui tic evidence. In sexual offence cases, evidence is often 
required of the victim having stated 'no' clearly enough for the alleged perpe
trator to unambiguously understand that consent was not given . Furthermore, 
Ehrlich points out that, in rape trial interaction, the victims of sexual crimes are 
often 're-victimised' through the trial process itself. In other words, they are posi
tioned as 'guilty' through the way language is used, especially the language used 
by the cross-examination in the context of sexual crimes. Similar findings have 
been presented by Matoesian (1993) and Conley and O'Barr (2005) . 

Another issue involves examining the semantics of consent (what it means 
and how it is communicated and understood) - this continues to be a key aspect 
of forensic linguistics research which addresses gender and sexual violence. We 
will explore language-focused work on the semantics and pragmatics of consent 
in the next section. After this, we will explore in more detail key research on 
language in cases of rape and sexual assault, paying specific attention to analysis 
of trial interaction. 

Consent 

Tier ma (2007) argues that the issue of consent i.s one of the most difficult linguis
tic issues to deal with in rape law. Tiersma points out that consent is an essential 
element in rape charges- there must have been sexual intercourse and the victim 
(usually a woman) must not have consented to it. Because lack of consent is by 
defmition an element of the crime, it is the prosecution that has the burden of 
proof on the issue of consent- lack of consent h as to be 'proven beyond doubt' in 
UK law. This proof i very difficult to obtain and is seen by Tiersma and others as 
a key reason why so many rape cases end in a 'not guilty' verdict. 

More broadly, Ehrlich (2001) notes that legal concepts such as 'consent' and 
'exual assault' often give rise to variable and contested meanings and interpre
tations. This is highly problematic as we will see when we look at the research 
discu ed throughout this chapter. Work by Cameron (2007), Ehrlich (2001) and 
Kitzinger and Frith ( 1999) has drawn attention to problems associated with fram
ing consent as being olely about communication. They all argue that a focus 
on consent as communication implies that sexual violence can be avoided by 
communicating differently, with an implication in many legal cases that it is the 
victim' responsibility to communicate consent effectively and unambiguously. 
This is problematic firstly because it places responsibility for consent on the vic
tim (usually women) rather than the perpetrator, and, secondly, because it fails to 
recognise the role that coercion often plays in sexual violence cases. 

An issue related to the pro ecution's use of hostile and intimidatory question
ing is that understandings of 'con ent' can be manipulated. Studie on sexual 
violence and exploitation consistently demon trate that it is young people, par
ticularly young women, who are di proportionately likely to be victimi ed in thi 
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way. For example, defendants' understanding of consent sometimes re t in the 
(perceived) strength of expressions of resistance. And a frequently cited idea ts 

that non-consensua l sex is the result of'miscommunication'. In the example that 
follows, from Ehrlich's data,Z the defendant (MA) is claiming that the victim's 
expression of non-consent was not adequately strong or explicit.3 

GK : One last question , if Marg was asleep and 
there ' s testimony that says she was asleep and 
we have testimony that says it ' s debatable 
whether she was asleep 

MA : = Mhmm = 
GK : = Uh why do you continue caressing her? 
MA : Well as I said last week what occurred was that 

we had gotten back into bed and we started 
kissing and she said that she was tired, you 
know , she never said like ' no ', 'stop' , ' don' t ', 
you know , ' don ' t do this ' uhm ' get out of bed' 

(Ehrlich, 2006: 201 ) 

Moreover, Coy et al. ( 2013) highlight that a per on accu ed of rape need to prove 
not only that they believed in consent but also that this belief was reasonable. In 
other words, respon ibility for consent is placed clearly on the victim, not on the 
alleged perpetrator. If they do not say 'no' clearly and unambiguously enough, 
then what they do and ay does not 'count' as consent, and they are, therefore, not 
a victim of a crime. Ehrlich (2001, 2006) points out that the 'utmost resistance 
standard' is the primary ideological frame through which complainants' action 
and the events in question are understood and evaluated in cases uch as the e. 
What this means is that, in many cases, complainants' lack of resistance is con
strued as tantamount to consent and the prosecution subsequently lo e the ea e 
for this reason. Coulthard, Johnson and Wright elaborate on this point: 

Within a rape trial and within the cro -examination genre, the cleverly 
phrased and sequenced que tions can organi e a rape complainant narrative 
to be interpretable as implying consent rather than resistance, producing a 
narrative that undermine the pro ecution tory. Cros -examination' power 
lie in the lawyer's skill in assigning blame and re ponsibility to the victim 
and pre enting thi i 'natural'. 

(Coulthard et al., 2017: 99-10 ) 

The fact that 'mi communication' as a common phenomena arise during rape 
and exual a ault proceeding reinforce the tereotypical as umption that 
women are re ponsible for rape and that any misunder tandings between women 
and men are generally a r ult of the deficient communication of women. In uch 
case , complainant are held accountable for not communicating lack of con em 
clearly and unambiguou ly, a in the earlier example from Ehrlich' (2 6) data. 
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Ehrlich further observes that in her rape trial data, the defendant (MA) attempts 
to redefme what constitutes 'consent'. An example is shown below: 

MA : Uhm she was just reciprocating and we were fooling 
we were fooling around . This wasn ' t ... heh this 
wasn 't something that she didn ' t want to do . 

HL: How did you know? 
MA : How did I know? 
HL : Yeah . 
MA : Because she never said ' no ', she never said 

' stop ' and when I was kissing her she was kissing 
me back . . . and when I touched her breasts she 
didn ' t say no . 

(Ehrlich, 2006: 198) 

In the previous extract, each reported sexual advance has to be met with explicit 
resistance according to the defendant. If it is not, the cross-examination can 
and does construe the complainants' lack of action or agency as giving consent. 
Ehrlich finds many such examples in her analysis of this sexual harassment tribu
nal and in related rape trial data that she examines. 

Importantly, Ehrlich also argues that the sexual assault adjudication process 
needs to recognise the particularities of women's responses to threats of sexual 
violence. Sometimes, it is more dangerous for women to strongly express resist
ance because they fear the consequence may be greater physical violence from 
the perpetrator. Mooney (2007) and Tiersma (2007) also point this out, adding 
that force, intimidation or pressure may be involved in rape cases and should, 
therefore, be taken into account when considering whether consent i voluntary 
or involuntary. Involuntary consent should, arguably, be treated exactly the same 
as lack of consent. 

This point is also picked up on in Shuy's (2012) accounts of his extensive expe
rience as an expert witness in sexual misconduct cases. Shuy discusses problems 
with lawyer being focused too much on the 'smoking gun ' features of a case and 
emphasises the importance of examining the wider language context in which 
smaller features may appear. Shuy notes that, rather paradoxically, other foren-
ic cience seem to be focusing on smaller and smaller evidence units to solve 

crimes and obtain convictions. He argues that forensic language evidence, on the 
other hand, hould be moving towards starting analysis with the larger language 
units before dealing with the smaller ones, precisely because of the importance of 
context in understanding language features and their functions in sexual miscon
duct case . This is an important point for considering the reported negotiation 
of con ent in rape and sexual assault cases and for examining trial interaction as 
discu ed in the next section. 

Whilst the majority of forensic linguistics work on con ent has focused on 
cases in which women are the victim of sexual crime , a study by Candelas de la 
Ossa (2016) has drawn attention to the fact that is ues of consent and violence 
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also relate to men as potential victims, especially when men identify as non
heterosexual and/or transgender or non-binary. Candelas de la Ossa conducted 
a F/CDA-based case study of UK online consent guidance for gay, bisexual and 
transgender men and found that there were three main discourses in the texts 
which conflicted with each other. 

The first of these discourses is termed the 'positive consent' discour e and 
presents consent as an action which is free , affirmative (saying 'yes') and able 
to be withdrawn at any point during a sexual encounter. The second di cour e 
identified in the guidance by Candelas de la Ossa is termed a 'talk, listen, think' 
discourse and is based on a recommendation of clear and explicit communica
tion between men about boundaries. This di course appears to involve positively 
encouraging men to oppose sexual violence but, at the same time, it continues 
to present sexual violence as the result of miscommunication. As we have seen 
previously, this notion is h ighly problematic. In fact, both of these first two di -
courses rely on the same cultural narratives of exual violence as a 'mistake' and 
of men as being poor communicators. 

The third and final discourse identified in the guidance is what Candelas de la 
Ossa terms a 'moral-aesthetic discourse'. This discourse constructs consent and 
non-violence as key attributes of what the author calls 'moral masculinity'. In 
other words, it projects moral values onto masculinity and attempts to make ma -
culinity itself about behaving in a morally acceptable manner (i.e. non-violent). 
The responsibility for behaving in a moral and sexually responsible manner is 
constructed as a shared community responsibility rather than an individual one. 
A problem that the author notes with this discourse, though, is that it con tructs 
gay, bisexual and trans men as sexual predators who have to 'learn' to behave in 
a moral and non-violent way in the context of sexual encounters. In doing o, 
this discourse draws on a common 'rape myth' of men's sexual aggression being 
excusable because it is biologically driven by testosterone (see next section for 
a discussion of culturally prevalent rape myths) . Candelas de las Ossa points our 
that this discourse conflicts sharply with the other discourses and de cribe the 
tensions as follows: 

The construction of men as effective moral agents is a positive face strat
egy that builds solidarity and may have strategic value in persuading men 
to change their behaviour. However, it also eems to be in ten ion with the 
discour e of sexual violence as unintentional [ ... ] that presents men as defi
cient in their thinking and communication and driven to sexual violence bv 
uncontrollable sexual urges. 

(Candelas de la 0 a, 2016: 376) 

Candela de la 0 sa concludes that, because thee di cour e are conflicting and 
contradictory, thi render the con ent guidance le effective than it could be. 
The author, therefore, sugge ts an alternative framing for the guidance whereby 
the discour e moves away from presenting sexual violence as eau ed by uninten
tional mi take and mi communication and, in tead, focu e more on explicitlv 
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critiquing notions of exual violence a caused by 'uncontrollable' exual desires 
and communicative misunder tanding . More explicit discu ion of coercion and 
normalised pressure would al o strengthen the guidance according to the author. 
Candela de la Ossa also advocates the inclusion of victims'/survivor ' voices in 
the guidance as a means of raising men's awareness and understanding of the 
complexitie of consent. 

Given the difficulties in accessing primary forensic data such a rape trial tran
scripts, looking at texts such a consent guidance can provide the ba is of useful 
foren ic re earch on language, gender and sexuality if thi is a topic you are inter
ested in inve tigating for your own project. 

lnteractional studies of rape and other sexual offences cases 

Ehrlich identifies three overlapping key issue relating to language, gender, exu
ality and power when examining rape trial and sexual assault proceedings. These 
issue are as follows: 

Revictimisation of rape victims 
Legitimisation of normative views of female and male sexuality - and the 
way thi i u ed to inform judicial reasoning 
Discriminatory qualities of rape trials 

These is ues, some of which have been introduced in the previous section, are 
all explored throughout this section with reference to analysis of forensic data. 
In her extensive study on verbal interaction in sexual harassment adjudication 
proce e , Ehrlich explores these issues by analysing recordings of a disciplinary 
tribunal dealing with sexual harassment and from transcripts of a Canadian crim
inal trial in which same defendant was charged with two counts of sexual assault. 

A key theme which runs throughout Ehrlich's and much other work to date 
on language and gender in sexual adjudication processes is that they are 'institu
tionally coercive'. Lees (1997) argue that rape trials them elves are a means of 
controlling women's sexualitie . And Ponteretto importantly observe that, due 
to the rhetorical conventions of trial examination protocol, the victim i often 
obliged to: 

relive the violent experience of phy ical and p ychological trauma; 
give an 'objective', 'neutral' and entirely physical description of an experience 
marked, on the other hand, by inten e emotional and p ychological stress; 
recall detail of the event po ed e pecially by the cro s-examiner in a erne
times ' rdid' way: for example: 'Did you or did you not have your pantyhose 
on when speaking to Mr X?' 

(Ponteretto, 2007: 105) 

Ponteretto points out in her re earch that courtroom dialogue i a ymetrical
the que tioner i in control of the di cour e and not everyone ha the ame 
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conversational rights. This means that victims of rape and other crime are 
often caught in a 'di cursive trap' . Ponteretto argue that, ultimately, th1 
means that rape trial are actually biased in favour of male offenders and func
tion to reproduce patriarchal ideologies which are ultimately detrimental to 

justice. 
Matoesian (1993, 1997) also explores in detail how women in sexual assault 

cases are disadvantaged and sometimes traumatised by the style of que tioning 
which they can be subjected to in court. 'Powerful' language is often u ed in 
cross-examinations to pressure witnesses into accounts of events with which they 
are not in full agreement, as in the example that follows. In this example, note 
how CD tries to construct an alternative version of events and encourage W to 

agree with him. 

[CD - Cross examining defence lawyer ; W - Witness/ 
victim] 

CD : O. K. you went outside and you waited for at 
least ten minutes for one of these friends to 
emerge , is that correct? 
(1. 2) 

W: Mrnhmm 
CD : Who were you waiting for? 

(3 . 9) 
W: I don ' t remember who it was 
CD : Aren ' tchu just trying tuh come up with an excuse 

for why you had to wait outside there? 
(0 . 6) 

W: No 
[ [ 
CD : Weren ' t you in fact waiting outside for somebody 

to go pardying with ( . ) anybody 
CP : Objection yer honour 
J : Overruled 
W: No 

(Matoesian, 1993: 161 ) 

It has been suggested that the use of uch language in exual assault and rape 
trials may be a factor which explain the reluctance of victims to take case to 
trial. AUK Home Office Report (Kelly et al. , 2005) found that there had been 
an increa ed number of report of rape over the preceding year but a 'relativeh· 
tatic number of convictions'. Rape is in fact the area of the law in which the 

judiciary ha the lowe t ucce rates - in England and Wale , le than 6 per cent 
of all ea e brought to the police end with a conviction for rape ( tern, 2 11). 
The intimidatory tyle of pro ecution questioning in trials een in the example 
cited so far may pre ure victim not to take their ea e to trial. 
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In addition ro this, Olsson and Luchjenbroers (2014) ob erve that the dis
course of exual crimes i permeated with a number of pervasive 'rape myths' 
which can be manipulated by defence lawyers to try to convince juries. One 
rape myth i that a 'true' rape victim i disinterested in sex and has done abso
lutely nothing to invite the assailant' attentions. A 'true' rapist can also only 
be a violent and possibly deranged stranger - known as 'stranger rape' (Ehrlich, 
2001; Larcombe, 2002)- rather than someone who is known to the victim and 
i generally non-violent in other areas of their life (referred to as 'acquaintance 
rape'). Ehrlich (2001) points out that, paradoxically, the cases of rape that are the 
least frequent ( tranger rape) are punished the most harshly in the legal system. 
Research repeatedly find that rape ea e are permeated with discour es about 
what con titute a 'legitimate' victim and a 'legitimate' perpetrator. Significantly, 
women are le likely to report crime committed by someone who i less likely 
to be deemed a 'legitimate' perpetrator (Ehrlich, 2001). So these discourses are 
' ocially controlling' and have material consequences. Ehrlich summarises the 
myths of the 'legitimate perpetrator' and 'legitimate victim' as follows: 

Legitimate or plausible perpetrators, for example, are strangers to their vic
tim , carry a weapon and inflict physical injury upon their victims beyond the 
exual violence; legitimate or believable victims are women that are raped by 

precisely these kinds of perpetrators. The discourses of rape that urround the 
criminal justice system's treatment of rape, then, construct stranger rape as 
'real rape' and render the vast majority of rapes invisible. 

(Ehrlich, 2007: 128) 

Luchjenbroers and Aldridge (2013) explain the 'autonomous testa terone' rape 
myth whereby women and girls (of whatever age) may be responsible for arousing 
a man to the point where he no longer has control over his urges. It is women's 
respon ibiliry for knowing this and acting accordingly. This links to the 'legiti
mate victim' myth in that: 

women are legitimate victim of rape when they are ubject to violent 
attacks from tranger [ ... ]; otherwise, they are held respon ible for men's 
exual aggression. 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 28) 

Tier ma (2007) also points out that victim credibility is a key issue in rape cases. 
Related to thi i the admis ion of evidence of a woman victim's previous sexual 
conduct. Both of the e is ue continue to receive much scrutiny and critici m 
from forensic linguistics and elsewhere. 

However, these common rape myths frequently contra t with exten ive research 
findings on exual crimes. Olsson and Luchjenbroer (2014: 275) document thi 
contrasting evidence. Mo t notably, a key reality is that mo t rape are premedi
tated (and cases in which there i more than one perpetrator are alway planned) . 
It IS also well documented that rapi ts will generally rape again in the ame locale 
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and in the ame way. Around 60 per cent of convicted rapists are married or had 
regular sexual partners at the time of as ault. De pite the e facts, it is the myths 
that carry ideological power - this means that, not only does the prosecution have 
to convince the jury of the 'facts' of the case but also effectively deconstruct the 
myths during the course of the legal proceedings. Because of this, Matoe ian ( 1993 ) 
argues that cross-examination of rape victims in court amounts to 'reproducing 
rape', whereby rape victims are re-victimi ed by their courtroom experience. imi
larly, Ehrlich argues that 'judicial rape' can actually be more damaging to victims 
than the rape itself. Ehrlich's work, as we will ee next, focuses particularly on the 
capacity of cro s-examining lawyers to dominate and revictimise rape victims. 

Matoesian (1993) observes how the cross-examination frequently constrain 
the witness through the use of particular types of questions. Ehrlich (2001) simi
larly observes in her analysis of sexual assault trials in Canada and the U that a 
rape tribunal's questioning of a complainant functions to produce them a certain 
kinds of subjects whose passivity and lack of resistance i considered tantamount 
to consent. Ehrlich subsequently argues that legal discourse in cases of sexual 
crime is 'institutionally coercive'. 

In her work, Ehrlich uses CA to focus in detail upon question-answer equence 
in rape trials. Ehrlich looks at how such sequences can generate particular infer
ences in the context of rape trials. Furthermore, question-answer equences can 
be manipulated by the cross-examination to give the impression of witne incon
sistency which has the (intended) effect of undermining their credibility a a 
witness or victim. And they can also encode powerful social discour e about 
women's and men's exualities and about violence against women. This i exem
plified in the two extracts that follow from Levinson's (1992) data in which the 
cross-examination's questions function to construct the witness as a 'willing vic
tim' drawing on the 'autonomous testo terone' myth. The questions do 'ideologi
cal work' in that they function to produce the complainant as a particular kind of 
gendered subject. Specifically, the questions function to discredit the victim and 
exonerate the alleged perpetrator. In many ways, this is a classic example of the 
' he was a king for it' di cour e with particular attention paid to how this mani
fests in the interactional details. In the first extract, it i the victim' dre and 
appearance that construct her as a 'willing victim', whilst in the second extract, 
it is her sexual hi tory which i used to di credit her allegations. 

[Q - Cross-examiner; A - victim] 

Q: Your aim that evening was to go to the 
discotheque? 

A: Yes . 
Q: Presumably you had dressed up for that , had you? 
A: Yes . 
Q: And you were wearing make - up? 
A: Yes . 
Q: Eye - shadow? 
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A: Yes . 
Lipstick? 

A: No I was not wearing lipstick . 
You weren ' t wearing lipstick? 

A: No . 
Q: Just eye - shadow , eye make - up? 
A : Yes . 
Q: And powder presumably? 
A: Foundation cream, yes . 
Q: You had had bronchitis had you not? 
A: Yes . 

You have mentioned in the course of your 
evidence about wearing a coat . 

A: Yes . 
Q: It was not really a coat a t all , was it? 
A: Well , it is a sort of a coat -dress and I bought 

it with trousers , as a trouser suit . 
That is it down there isn ' t it , the red one? 

A: Yes . 
Q: If we call that a dress , if we call that a dress 

you had no coat on at all had you? 
A: No . 
Q: And this is January . It was quite a cold night? 
A: Yes it was cold actually . 

(Levinson, 1992:82-83) 

[Q- Cros -examiner; A - victim] 

Q: ... you have had sexual intercourse on 
a previous occasion haven ' t you? 

A : Yes . 
Q: On many previous occasions? 
A : Not many . 

Several ? 
A: Yes . 

With several men? 
A : No . 
Q: Just one . 
A : Two . 
Q: Two . And you are seventeen and a half? 
r.: Yes . 

(Levinson, 1992: 3) 

We will now take a look in more detail at the pecili.c conver ational trategi u ed 
panicularly by the cro -examination in trialdiscour e which functi n to di empower 
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and 'revictimise' the victim. To do so, we will look in more detail at Ehrlich' con
versational analysis of her data. One of the features oflanguage that Ehrlich analy ~ 
within this approach is grammar, particularly transitivity. This enables us to see who 
is attributed agency in interaction. What Ehrlich observes throughout the data is 
that Matt (the defendant) tends to mitigate his agency through use of adverbials 
(e.g. perhaps) and modal verbs (e.g. might). He also routinely uses agemless passive
( which helps to depict a scene of consensual sex rather than him being the agent 
of sexual acts of aggression) . Examples include (passive grammatical constructions 
are highlighted using italics in each case), 'Well, as we were talking our pants were 
undone' and 'she had like three pieces of clothing on her upper body or two and one 
of them was taken off' (Ehrlich, 2001: 47). Other agentless passives are used by Matt 
to obscure and conceal responsibility for his acts of sexual initiation and aggression. 
such as 'then it was decided [ . . . ] that it would be easier if we all just stayed there 
overnight' and 'we were massaging them and [ .. . ] it was agreed like after we mas
saged them that they were going to give us a massage' (Ehrlich, 2001: 48---49). In 
these kinds of examples, which were frequent in Ehrlich's data, the passive construc
tion means that nobody is represented as being responsible for the series of event
that follow. Moreover, it sounds like there was mutual consent amongst the parties 
involved, whereas the reality was that Matt himself was the one with the agency to 

make decisions and control the situation being described. 
Ehrlich observes how a similar effect is achieved through Matt's use of gram

matical nominalisations and subjects of unaccusative verbs in order to present 
the event in question without implying that there is a cause such as his own 
actions. This happens in examples such as the following: 

• The sexual activity started escalating event further. 
• Well, he knew that something sexual was going on in my bed - well, in Marg' 

bed. He knew there was something sexual going on. 
• So when we got back from the washroom uh Connie was laying down on the 

bed ... I laid down next to her and uhm the intimacy began. 
(Ehrlich, 2001: 5 ) 

Grammatical agency i al o obscured not only through what Matt himself ays 
duri.ng the ttial but al o through his defence lawyer's u e of passive con truction". 
Ehrlich observes how Matt's legal representatives reformulate utterances to rep
resent the violent acts reported in Connie's (the victim's) te timony a reciprocal 
and non-violent. In the following example, note how 'he pu hed my face do·wn 
between his leg' is reformulated by the defence lawyer ( C) as an 'exchange of 
fellatio' in which 'he' (Le. Matt - the defendant) as the agent and ubject of the 
clause is removed entirely. 

• CD: At that point i when he grabbed my hair and wrapped it around his hands 
and pushed my face down between his legs and gave me an ultimatum. A t that 
point that became the more pre ing matter to get out of that ituation more 
than to get him out of my room. 
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C: So in fact was the fellatio, was that the last act of sex that wa between the 
two of you before everything die down and before Mr. A. went to sleep 
and you went into the chair? 

C: All right, ma'am. Now, after the exchange of the fellatio .. . I am interested in 
knowing that at the conclusion of the situation does Mr. A. sort of calm down? 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 53) 

In all the previous data examples, Ehrli.ch concludes that the sexual events seem 
to act of their own accord without clear and overt agents. And this constitutes a 
performance of hegemonic ma culinity, as Ehrlich explains, 

By attributing the cause of Matt's sexual aggression to factors outside of Matt, 
the adjudicators licensed a view of male sexuality and masculinity that por
tray violent men as not being the 'agents' of their own actions. 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 60) 

In other words, the grammar encode the reinforcement of the 'male sexual drive' 
rape myth, which allows the sexual violence to continue. 

In addition to this detailed analysis of grammatical constructions in the trial 
discourse, Ehrli.ch also focu e on the pragmatic functions of que tions, particu
larly those a ked during cro s-examination of the victim. Through her analysis, 
Ehrlich lists ome of the key interactional mechanisms by which discursive con
trol i achieved in data. These mechanisms are strategic questioning (in which the 
que tioner is able to influence and evaluate evidence but the victim cannot do 
the ame), presupposition (propositions whose truth is taken for granted in the 
utterance of a linguistic expression) and selective (re)forrnulation. 

Furthermore, Ehrlich observes that the use of yes-no questions ftom the cross
examining lawyer a k for dis/agreement with the prepositional content of ques
tion , rather than a king the addres ee to provide or specify a que tioned item 
(e.g. 'you were attracted to tephen?'). In this regard, they are more controlling 
as they heavily re trict the following utterance by the add re ee. 

At other times, we see the cros -examining (defence) questioner formulating 
and reformulating utterance as a means of strategically pre enting a particular 
ver ion of the events in que tion. A Ehrlich argue , 'Formulation can be selec
tive in the ense that interviewer can summari e certain a peers of an interview
ee' prior de cription, while discarding other' (Ehrlich, 2001: 74 ). These kinds of 
powerful discur ive mechani ms are ultimately de igned to ea t doubt and uspi
cion on the oppo ition' (i.e. the victim' ) ver ion of events. 

A further a pect of Ehrlich's analysis of the data focu e on how the cross
examination characteri e complainants' acts of re i ranee as 'inaction' o that 
the even are generally recon tructed a con en ual ex rather than rape/sex
ual violence. Ehrlich looks pecifically at how the cro -examination in the 
sexual ault tribunal data sugge t that the complainant 'had options' which 
consequently calls into que tion the lack of con ent evidence needed to gain a 
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conviction (the specific places in which these options are explicitly sugge red 
by the cross-examination [GK] in the examples that follow are italicised- thi 
Ehrlich's original highlighting): 

GK : And you a nd Melinda (( t he other woman in the 
room )) we r e in your r oom a lone . Uhm what mighL 
have been your op t i on? I see an op tion . It may 
not have occurred to you but I simply want to 
expl ore that option with you . Uhm d i d it occur 
t o you that you could l ock t he door so that they 
may not u h return t o your r oom? 

GK : But in spite o f Marg telling you t hat he was 
trying things that she didn't want, were 
you ... I mean I don ' t know how to phrase this 
uhm . . did you f eel you h ad s ome options to 
d o s ome thing f o r Marg? 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 76-77) 

In the previous examples, Ehrlich notes that, through the repeated use of the word 
option, 'GK not only conveys her belief that the complainants had an alternative 
course of action but al o that their failure to pursue other alternative was a choice' 
(2007: 77). In fact, Ehrlich notes that many of the question-answer sequences 
involving complainants, cross-examiners and tribunal members focus on numer
ous unpursued 'options'. The other 'options' sugge ted by the cross-examination 
include verbal options, such as saying something differently or seeking help. Imply
ing that the victim knew about these options but chose not to pursue them suggests, 
therefore, that she made an informed choice to continue with the cour e of action 
that led to the rape. And, in cases such as these, choice implies con ent. 

Ehrlich argues that all of these questioning strategie transform the complain
ants' re ponses to sexual aggression into ineffective acts of resistance. he note 
how there is much attention paid to the complainants' inaction in the event 
under scrutiny by the cross-examination (Q), as in the following example from 
the rape trial and tribunal data: 

Q: So do I take it then - correct me if I am wrong -
that the only effort that you would have made to 
try and jolly him out of this or have him leave 
was to say that , ' I have a class in the morning 
so you ' ll have to leave ' , or words to that effec= ? 

CD : No . That was not the only effort I made with 
regards to making him stop doing what he was 
doing . It may have been the only time that 
I outright said , ' Now you have to leave ', but 
I certainly did make it clear beforehand . 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 6---87) 
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But, a Ehrlich and other have pointed out, the very notions of 'choice' and 
'option ' ignore the material condition under which choices can be meaning
ful. As we have een earlier (and, in fact, in ome of the data extract presented 
earlier), complainants often act in way that minimise risk of further sexual 
aggre ion and/or possibility of phy ical violence and injury. So their behaviour 
i not actually lacking in resistance; rather, they are considering possibilities for 
actions given the highly restricted possibilities available to them and actively 
negotiating relations with the accu ed in order to prevent further and more 
extreme in tance of violence. Furthermore, a pointed out by Kitzinger and 
Frith (1999), directly declining an invitation of sexual activity conflicts with 
culrural pragmatic norms of politene - 'ju t saying no' is 'not how refusals are 
normatively done' ( 1999: 302). 

Whilst mo t existing work has examined how gender and sexuality discourses 
are constructed in exual crime trials, there is a limited amount of re earch which 
examines police interviews with ( u ually women) victims. Discourse analysis
ha ed research in this area has examined how 'competing versions of criminal 
offence are negotiated and eo-constructed in the police interview' (Benneworth, 
20 10: 139), much as they are in the courtroom. Benneworth observes that, dur
ing police interviews with victims, officers tend to make use of closed questions, 
narrowly defined conditions for answering and provide reformulations of the 
uspects' re ponses. Benneworth's research focuses on analysis of investigative 

interviews with su peered sex offenders (all men) in relation to exual offences 
a!!a inst children. She identifies two styles of interviewing which are used by the 
officer - 'do ed' and 'open' styles. Each of these styles have implications for 
how the relationship between the uspect and the alleged victim is formulated, 
how police-suspect interactions progress and how the investigative interview is 
concluded. Benneworth (2010) defines the key linguistic characteristics of the 
'do ed' interviewing style as follows: 

• Officer often assume the role of narrator and formulate an explicitly sexual 
and criminal narrative (including the use of a 'closing' question which limits 
the u pect to confirming the officer ' version of events) 
Employment of discur ive devices to hold the floor, such a restricting the 
u pect' turns 

By providing no opportunity for the suspect to generate a narrative, the 
interviewer permits the suspect to refute the allegation on ly with a simple 
denial 

Benneworth ob erves that clo ed interview are as ociated with greater likeli
hood of the uspect denying the allegation. The 'open' interviewing style, on 
the other hand, is associated with greater likelihood of the u pect admitting 
the allegation and is defined by Benneworth as having the following lingui tic 
characteri tic : 

• Officer urrender the floor to the u pect u ing an 'opening' que tion which 
encourage the uspect to tell a t ry 
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• Suspect permitted to recount a mitigating narrative (which may incorporate 
minimisation, normalisation and victim blame) 

• Officer then asks a 'reformulating' question which confirms the exual and 
criminal aspects of the events- this then elicits an incriminating disclo ure 
from the suspect 

Ainsworth (2018) examines different kinds of police interviews pertinent to 

is ues of gender and sexuality- those conducted with rape victims- and consid
ers the important and, as yet, under-researched issue of whether someone who i 
a victim of chronic domestic violence (intimate partner violence) i at greater 
risk of coercion during police interviews. Ainsworth point out that, in legal cases 
relating to sexual crime, rape victims and victim of spousal (or partner) abuse 
are often classified as 'intimidated' witnesses in a imilar way to how Ehrlich and 
others have explored the intimidation and coercion of victims/wime es in trial 
and tribunal interaction. 

An issue with all of the above is that it relies heavily on remembered utter
ances on the part of both the victim and alleged perpetrator (an issue explored by 
Shuy, 2012, for example). The incident itself is not recorded; therefore, verbatim 
speech cannot be used as evidence. This is another rea on, in addition to every
thing discussed o far in this section, for why so few rape and exual a sault ea es 
in the US and UK actually end with a conviction. 

Having considered empirical studies which explore two key linguistic issue 
relating to gender and sexuality in forensic context -the semantic of con ent 
and issues in rape and sexual offence trial interaction- we will finally examine an 
emerging area of forensic linguistics that ha relevance to language, gender and 
sexuality: that of forensic phonetics. 

Gender, sexuality and forensic phonetics 

Thi final section of the chapter is short becau e it introduces some very new 
research which uses the tool of phonetics to analyse how outcome may be influ
enced in sexual a ault trial among t other thing . Whit t forensic phonetic 
is an e tablished area of foren ic lingui tic (with one of its key u e being the 
identification of speakers through phonetic analysis), its application to sexual 
offence ea e ha , to dare, been fairly limited. One recent study, though, come 
from Levon (2018) who examines how the u e of the phonetic feature of 'upralk' 
(ri ing final intonation on declarative utterance ) impacts on the perceived cred
ibility of women in legal contexts including tho e characterised by trong ideolo
gie of gender. Levon focuse specifically on Ehrlich's (2014) exual assault trial 
data to explore how social ideologie about gender affect li tener ' perceptions of 
uptalk. Importantly, Levon then links the e perception to women' ability to be 
believed in a courtroom, particularly when the crime in question i of a exual 
nature. Levon not that uptalk in Britain ha been accompanied by a et of nega
tive lingui tic tereotype , as ociating it with the peech of young women and a 
ryle of speaking that i aid to be lacking in confidence, authority or credibility. 
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However, the reality of how uptalk is used is very different: it is, for example, 
prevalent in the speech of young men in the London area, and it is used by speak
er to positively and confidently assert control over how narratives are framed in 
interaction and to encourage alignment with the speaker's point of view. Thus, 
the reality of how the function is u ed contrasts with the stereotypes and percep
tions of its u e. In Levon's experiment, recordings both with and without uptalk 
were presented to a group of listeners. The recordings were taken from Ehrlich's 
exual assault trial data in which a complainant (a woman) accused the defend-

ant (a man) of having raped her. Levon's analysis of listener responses examined 
the extent to which uptalk, gender and the more ideologically loaded context of 
a sexual assault trial constrain how credible a witness sounds. Unsurprisingly, a 
key finding was that listeners often perceived the (woman) witness as being less 
credible partly because of her use of uptalk. The potential implications ofLevon 's 
findings are clearly problematic - if women are perceived as less credible, this can 
ultimately disadvantage them in the legal system and, again, function to obstruct 
justice rather than serve it. So raising awareness of such issues in the legal and 
judicial professions is important for challenging these potential obstructions to 
justice. Ponteretto provides a concise summary emphasising the importance of 
forensic linguistic analysis in working towards greater equitable treatment of 
women in the justice system: 

By unmasking the covert working of social and institutional discourse 
on gender-related crime, forensic linguistics can foster judicial equity and 
thereby make a significant contribution to the elimination of violence 
against women. 

(Ponteretto, 2007: 123) 

Summary 

As tated at the beginning of this chapter, empirical studie of language, gen
der and sexuality in legal contexts are inevitably limited due to the difficulty in 
obtaining primary data. However, the ea e studies that have been examined in 
this chapter point to the importance of work in this area. If there are language
related problems in the legal y tem that obstruct justice, it i the job of linguists 
to identify these problems and raise awarenes of them. Whilst it may not be pos-
ible for you to obtain primary interactional data (e.g. from sexual offence trials) 

for a project in this area, there may be o ther way that you can re earch the area, 
uch as inve tigating press reporting of exual offences case , analysing advice 

material on con ent and related is ue or even interviewing people about their 
under tanding of consent. You could also analy e legal documents them elves 
which pertain to exual offence , such a the UK exual Offence Act. This and 
other legi lation are publicly available at www. legislation.gov.uk/. Whilst it may 
not be po ible to access court tran cripts, you can earch the UK's Courts and 
Tribunals Judiciary (www.judiciary.uk/) for texts uch as entencing tatements 
and judge ' biographie relevant to particular ea es with which you are familiar. 

-
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And if you are interested in historical cases relating to sexual offences, you can 
access materials on the Old Bailey proceeding web ite (www.oldbaileyonline. 
org/) which contains a data-base of proceedings from 1674- 1913. 

Study questions and activities 

1 In the extract that follows from Ehrlich's (2001) data, how doe the que -
tioner (Q) re tructure the prepositional content of the alleged victim's (MB) 
responses so that the event sounds more like a ea e of miscommunication 
rather than sexual as ault? As Ehrlich terms it, the content meaning hifts 
from 'I don't know' to 'I suppose it's [miscommunication] possible'. How is 
this semantic shift achieved by Q ? 

MB : And then we got back into bed and Matt 
immediately started again and then I said to Bob, 
"Bob where do you get these persistent friends?" 

Q: Why did you even say that? You wanted to get 
Bob ' s attention? 

MB : I assumed that Bob talked to Matt in the hallway 
and told him to knock it off . 

Q: You assumed? 
MB : He was talking to him and came back in and said 

everything was all right . 
Q: Bob said that? 
MB : Yes . 
Q: But when you made that comment , you wanted 

someone to know , you wanted Bob to know that 
this was a signal that Matt was doing it again? 

MB : Yes . 
Q: A mixed signal , ma ' am , I suggest? 
MB : To whom? 
Q : What would you have meant by , "Where do you get 

these persistent friends?" 
MB : Meaning Bob he ' s doing it again , please help me . 
Q: Why didn ' t you say , "Bob, he was doing it again, 

please help me?" 
MB : Because I was afraid Matt would get mad . 

(Ehrlich, 2001: 2) 

2 How doe the law define 'con ent'? Look at ome of the legal acts relating 
to exual offence available at www.legi lation.gov.uk/all?title= exual%20 
offence (UK) and analy e the language used in the documents in terms of 
how it functions to construct particular di cour e of consent. I the language 
used vague or ambiguous in any way? How ha the law, and the language used 
to de cribe the law, changed over time in the e acts? 
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3 Read the following 'under tandings of consent' taken from Coy et al.' inter
view with young people. What are some of the key i ue relating to lan
guage, gender and consent raised in the young people's responses? How do 
rhe e under tandings compare with the Legal definitions of con ent that you 
looked at in question 2? 

If you respected the girl's decision and just said yeah, I'm not going to do anything, 
then . .. they would probably just give up and not give you lad [man] points 
(Young man, 14 ). 

I think it's a given now that you are expected if you ever go out with a guy or what
ever, it's expected that you are supposed to be having sex with him . Even when 
you are little [young] (Young woman, year 11 ). 

I think if a girl didn't want to she would clearly state that . .. if they didn't want it, 
that they'd say no, there and then. But if they didn't 1 think most people would 
assume it would be alright to carry on (Young man, 17). 

To know if someone wants to have sex with you, you have to have that conversa
tion. You wouldn't know it without asking, otherwise you're just assuming. 
I wouldn't just know if a guy wanted to have sex with me, you would have to 

talk about it (Young woman, year 11). 
If you're doing that to someone random , it's rape. But if you're doing that with your 

girlfriend that's not rape (Young woman, 16). 
(Extracts from Coy et al., 2013: 10-11) 

Notes 

While this book was being written, for example, a number of high-profi le rape and 
exual a ault cases were reported in the media, all of which involved a concern with 

meanings and understandings of 'consent' to varying degrees. These include ea es relat
ing to well-known public figure , including film producer Harvey Wein rein and crick
eter Alex Hepbum. 

~ Much of the data presented in this chapter is drawn from Ehrlich's work, as it is one of 
the very few available published bodies of empirical research which contain rape and 
sexual assault trial data. 

3 e the appendix for the transcription key for all data presented in this chapter. 



8 Breaking the binary 
Investigating transgender, gender 
variance and language 

As discussed in Chapter 1, since the early 1990s, the field of language, gender 
and sexuality has become increasingly concerned with challenging binary and 
static constructions of gender, sex and sexuality, and it is now accepted that gen
der is fluid, variable and contingent. Furthermore, much recent work has drawn 
attention to how ideological concepts such as 'masculinity' and 'femininity' can 
be 'detached from the bodies to which they are ideologically linked, with lan
guage playing a crucial role in this process' (Davis et al., 2014: 3 ). This is perhaps 
highlighted the most clearly when examining the practices (including language 
practices) of those who live as gender variant or transgender. It is these users of 
language who are the focus of this chapter, although it is important to point out 
that the intention is not to marginalise these groups by placing trans and variant 
issues in a discrete chapter. Rather, the intention is to highlight and make visible 
what has, until relatively recently, been an under-researched and marginalised 
area of language, gender and sexuality. 

Existing work on language, transgender and gender variance falls into two broad 
areas: socio-phonetic studies of voice; and discourse analysis tudies of how lan
guage practices work to construct identities for transgender and gender-variant 
speakers. In this chapter, I will briefly consider the fir t of these areas, but I will 
pend more time looking at the latter area, as students wishing to research this topic 

are likely to have more acce s to the kills and re ources required for conducting 
discourse analysis-based research into transgender, gender variance and language. 

As outlined in Chapter 1, 'transgender', 'cisgender' and variou form of 'gen
der variance' are all forms of gender identity. Kulick (2000) provide a useful sum
mary of earlier work on transgender and language - so much that I do not intend 
to simply repeat Kulick's review here. In tead, I pick up where Kulick left off and 
focus on more recent work in the field in order to exemplify what current and 
future student re earch projects might usefully focu on. 

Tran sgender and 'voice' : socio-ph onet ic studies 

There is a body of (mainly health/clinical-ha ed) work on tran gender oice. 
Whilst thi ha ome potential relevance, clinical-ha ed voice tudies are ome
times een as problematic by lingui t because they can reproduce medicali ed 
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and metime even pathologising di cour e of transgender identities. Clinical 
_tudies have also been criticised for having a tendency to ignore non-binary gen
der identities, including intersex identitie . These are the main rea ons why stud
tes in lingu i tic that have looked at tran gender voice quality have tended to 
focus on socio-phonetic analysis rather than clinical analysis. This body of work 
mclude ocio-phonetic analyses of speakers themselves (e.g. Zimman, 2013, 
2 15) as well as work which analyses perceptions of transgendered voices (e.g. 
- ner, forthcoming). Setter's work, for example, examines how a mall sample of 
self-identified transgender speaker perceive their own voice qualities. Further
more, this tudy explores the way the participants feel they are often 'misgen
dered ' as a re ult of how their voices are perceived by others. 

An intere tin socio-phonetic studies of transgender speaker themselves comes 
from Zimman' (2015) observation that one of the crucial ways that masculinity 
and femininity are enacted semiotically is through the voice and linguistic prac
tice more generally. Zimman states, 

The phonetic characteristics of the voice include some of the most salient 
sociolinguistic indexes of gender. 

(2015:206) 

What all rudie to date reveal is that the strongest evidence for gendered varia
tion in voice come from social explanations rather than biological ones. 

One of the more extensive and developed socio-phonetic studies of trans 
peaker comes from Zimman (2013, 2015). As part of this research, Zimman 

include a helpful review of previous ocio-phonetic research on gay-sounding 
voice . In reviewing the previous literature, Zimman notes a gradual shift over 
time from focu ing on production of acoustic characteristics, to focusing more on 
mve tigation of perceptions of speaker identity. 

Zimman' own work focuse on acoustic phonetic analy e of the voices of a 
group of tran men as they undergo testo terone therapy. In the two-year ethno
Qraphic tudy, interviews were conducted with 15 English-speaking self-idemiJi.ed 
rrans men in the early stage of te to terone therapy. Zimman also obtained pho
netic data from traight-identified ci men, gay ci men and trans men with a 
variety of exual orientation (there were five men in each group). In interview , 
Zlffiman tried to elicit casual peech from the men. Zimman also asked the par
ticipants to read aloud a pa sage of text. The analysis of both types of data then 
focused on analysis of a number of phonetic features (using Praat1), mo t notably 
the production of /s/ and its acou tic properties. Zimman then u ed an online 
survey to collect perception of the men's voice recording . Zimman wa inter-

red m finding out if the tran men in the tudy were perceived a 'gay- ounding' 
d on their read speech, a well a inve tigating what acou tic propertie cor

r ponded with the perception of the men' voice as gay- or traight- ounding. 
A further research que tion focused on whether there were acoustic differences 
between the voices of the tran and cis men in the tudy, even if they were per
cetved differently in the online urvey. 
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In the first (2013) published report of the study, Zimman's acoustic and percep
tual analysis of trans and non-trans men's voices and reveals that, even as rrans 
men may be perceived as gay-sounding, their sociolinguistic styles also differ from 
those of gay-sounding non-trans men. Thus, these findings support the notion 
that, if there is such a thing as 'gay-sounding speech', it does not constitute a 
single style but rather consists of a number of varied deviations from a hegem
onic norm. Similar arguments are made by Setter based on her interviews with 
trans-identified people - transgender people may not want to simply sound like 
cisgender people if, indeed, there is such a thing as a 'cis-sounding' voice. Setter 
points out that some people actively want their transgender identities to be vis
ible and celebrated, so it cannot be assumed that the main aim of a transgender 
person is simply to 'pass' successfully as someone from the cisgender population 
in relation to voice qualities. 

Zimman's findings also show that the changes in the /s/ centre of gravity over 
time amongst the speakers do not constitute a linear, consistent or progressive 
shift. Again, these findings provide evidence for multiplicity of gay-sounding pho
netic styles and highlight the importance of looking at variation between individ
ual speakers and the possibility that gay-sounding voices may be adopted through 
different trajectories of acquisition and different sociocultural processes. Impor
tantly, the findings debunk a common stereotype of 'gay-sounding' speech as sim
ply imitating 'feminine-sounding' speech. In fact, this myth has long been exposed 
as erroneous by linguistic research. Gaudio (1994 ), for example, observed that 
gay-sounding speech is not simply an imitation of femininity but rather constitutes 
a claim on a distinctly gay male identity. Zimman's study similarly found that: 

rather than aiming to speak 'like women', gay-sounding men appear to draw 
on a selective combination of gendered phonetic variables that index gay 
identity rather than femininity. 

(Zimman, 2013: 30) 

In the second published report based on this research, Zimman (2015) develops 
this work further by providing more detailed analyses of the role of voice in consti
tuting masculine gender positionalities of trans men and other on the tran mas
culine identity spectrum. Zimman helpfully defines the term 'transmasculinity' 
as 'ma culinity as enacted by people with transgender identities' (2015: 197 ). In 
this work, Zimman argues for a 'multi-layered' approach to gender, observing that 
many transmasculine people (including those in the study) make distinctions 
between gender assignment, gender role, gender identity and gender presentation. In 
other words, 'gender' is actually experienced as much more complex than a simple 
distinction between biological sex and social gender (as we saw in Chapter 1). 

Zimman notes how, in the interviews, the peakers often talk about h ow, in 
their encounters with medical professionals, expression of masculinity or femi
ninity are amongst prime diagnostic cue of an 'authentic' trans identity. But the 
reality i that many trans people reject the idea that they should conform to the 
demand ofhetero- and cis-normative gender expre sions. Furthermore, Zimman 
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oot- that it cannot be assumed that all tran ma culin peaker har th am 
xrlistic rarget. In fact, the tudie reveal ub rami a\ inter- and intra- p ak r vari-
anon whichsupports thi argument. Zimman xplain , 

We might expect people who want to ma culinize their voice to hift 
toward ma culine norms for articular ry behavi ur they lower their vocal 
pitch with te to terone, perhap through elf-consci u manipulation. But 
this expectation is complicated by th fact that tran ma culine peopl begin 
their transitions with a wide range of gender identitie and expre ion , and 
by the fact that multiple pattern of change ari e. 

(2015: 215) 

In urn, these socio-phonetic tudie reveal a degree of complexity and multi
plicity in the phonetic feature in the peech of tran -identified speakers. This 
complexity is also found in the inreractional and discourse-ba ed tudies of 
rransgender, inter ex and gender-variant identities discus ed in the next ection. 

lnteractional and discourse-based studies 

If we move away from the ocio-phonetic studies of transgender peaker , we see 
that these idea about gender a fluid , culturally contingent and multi-layered are 
also reflected in the discourse-based studies. ln fact, some have argued that the 
very exi tence of tran gender identities highlights the contingent and permeable 
nature of gender and of biological sex: 

One of the many things that transgenderism 'does' in social and cultural life 
i affirm the permeability of gendered boundaries. By doing so, it highlights 
the contrived, contingent, and contextualised nature of 'male' and 'female'. 

(Kulick, 2000: 605) 

The point is developed by Zimman and Hall (2009) who argue, 

Biological ex is as much a product of everyday interaction as i social gen
der·· . language is implicated in creating the categories of'male' and 'female' 
bod ie. 

(Zimman and Hall, 2009: 167) 

In developing and articulating this argument, Zimman and Hall draw on the 
_· >rk of Laqueur (1990) who observe that the dichotomy between male and 
lemale bodies is a relatively recent development. Moreover, bir1ary con tructions 

ender are not nece arily hared by all communitie and culture . Following 
~queur, Ztmman and Hall argue that it is linguistic practices that produce dif
erem conceptuali ations of' ex' and that biological ex i ultimately lingui ti

cally reconstructed to uit a community' need . These arguments are particularly 
rtant when con ideri.ng inter ex bodie and identitie and their relation hip 

• 
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to language. Studies of intersex and language are even rarer than those on 
transgender and language, although there is some important emerging work in 
this area (e.g. King, 2015). The term 'intersex' i defined by the Intersex ociety 
of North America (ISNA) as follows: 

'Intersex' is a genera l term used for a variety of cond itions in which a person 
is born with a reproductive or sexual anatomy that doesn't seem to fit the 
typical definitions of female or male. 

( www. i na.org/faq/what_is_inter ex) 

The ISNA goes on to provide examples of inter ex body manifestation on their 
website. 

In a discourse analytical study focusing in detail upon the language of one 
openly intersex speaker (Mani), King (2015) examine how strategic storytelling 
practices can render intersex identities tellable where they may previously have 
been 'unintelligible' (Butler, 1990). King uses narrative analysis to explore how 
the speaker in his study uses storytelling as a means of constructing an intersex 
gender identity. Specifically, King looks at how the speaker manipulates cultural 
ideologies of femininity and masculinity in their ongoing discursive production of 
gender. King note in the analysis how Mani's use of language reveals the limita
tions of the categories 'man' and 'male' as fixed locations for masculinities. How
ever, intere tingly, the analysis also reveals how masculinities cannot alway be 
completely separated from a person's subjective body experience. The tension 
between these two positions of 'biological innateness' and 'social construction' 
forms much of the ba is of the analysis in King's work. 

King's narrative analysis of Mani's accounts highlights evidence of a desire to 

be taken as masculine as well as feminine, a in the extract that follows: 2 

Mani: 
I don't know what my diagnosis was and I certainly and I've never been 
able to work that out and these day I don't care 

urn when I wa doing my journey trying to work out who l wa my dad 
wonderfully had taken photographs of all u kids and really that was my 
goldmine of trying to work myself out and I aw a child who was both com
fortable doing female thing dressing up urn m doing those sorts of thing 
but I wa aloin some ways more masculine than ome of my brothers 

urn I would help my dad on the farm 
I wa really intere red in how engines worked and things like that 

as a forty-year-old trying to pull all thi together I made the decision that 
people had tried to put me into a box but that' not who l am 

o I made the deci ion to be all of who I am which i where thi came 
from (indicate facial hair) o it' an experimental thing one ummer 
thinking eau e I'd alway cut my facial hair 

in our culture women are not uppo ed to have facial hair o 
I thought well if I'm not a woman I don 't have to fit to that that urn 
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convention and so I started to grow it and it was so exciting because 
this is one of the very few things that I had left that literally wasn't 
removed by surgery 

I had genital surgery at age 8 to normalize and feminize my body so the 
difference was removed by a surgeon's knife 

(King, 2015: 229) 

In this data extract, King notes Mani's use of the term 'female' to refer to sex 
organs sets up a field of heteronormative binary sex. Mani sets up a discourse 
which seems to both comply with this dominant discourse and counters it. Mani 
actually draws on discourses of gender difference which tend to position men and 
women as different in terms of biology and behaviour, and this has the effect of 
reinforcing discourses of biological determinism and binary gender. King notes 
that it is interesting that Mani finds these discourses helpful in the process of 
reclaiming hir (Mani's preferred pronoun) masculinity and does not outrightly 
reject such discourses. Gender difference discourses are, therefore, drawn on by 
Mani in a socially salient way - to assert that both femininity and masculinity 
were present in the childhood self. But Mani goes on to evaluate how 'male' and 
'female' binaries are inadequate ways to explain intersex experience, and this, 
consequently, constructs a different discourse- one which rejects gender bina
rism rather than reinforces it. 

In the next extract from King's study, the wording of the question positions 
Mani in relation to heteronormative binary, and this then elicits an account of 
how this binary is inadequate for describing Mani's lived experience as intersex. 

Mani: 
(reading) urn what do you con ider yourself as more female or male 

uhh that changes and I don't usually use the words male and female 
but I realize in different situations it sorta moves around a little bit 
urn I was with my nephew two nights ago and he was talking about the 

exhibition that's currently at Te Papa the Formula One and he was saying 
and laughing most of the females there seemed bored and completely not 
interested 

I l love cars and I'm fascinated about racing cars so I y'know what part 
of my brain is working y'know when I'm doing that so it changes it alters 
it's not a consistent thing 

but l know for myself that I l hold both of those realities not only in my 
physical body it there's something in my brain 

one of the things that I've noticed a lot thinking over the last few years 
that my brain works quite differently from a standard male or a standard 
female brain 

it works a lot like my intersex friends in America 
o there's obviously something there about the hormonal exposure or 

the way my brain is wired that i different 
(King, 2015: 233) 
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In analysing this extract, King notes how Mani makes references to gender fluid 
ity (e.g. 'it moves around a bit'). Mani' discussion of a m a culine fascination with 
racing cars complies with heteronormative binary sex discourse which then per
mits an association with ma culinity by Mani. However, Mani then transfer thi 
discourse to the brain. Again, this makes use of a discourse of gender difference 
and biological determinism (i.e. there are 'male' and 'female' brains). However, 
King notes that Mani invokes this discourse of the gendered brain not only a a 
way of reinforcing ideologies of gender binarism but al o as a way of using a gen 
dered body part (the brain) to reclaim hir own masculinity (as well as embracing 
femininity). In the account, Mani then goes on to differentiate between inter ex 
brains and those of male and females. So 'male' and 'female' brains are con 
structed as 'others' to Mani' intersex brain, and this effectively counter heter
onormative binary sex discourse. From this analysis, King concludes, 

Although Mani strategically and agentively deploys tories about childhood 
performances of mascu linity and femininity, these constructs interpenetrate 
with hir (inter)sex of birth. S(he) uses language and stories to subvert domi
nant (i.e. heteronormative) ideologie about masculinity and femininity as 
well as ideologies about intersex bodie . 

(King, 2015: 236) 

Similar themes of tensions between discourses i also found in some narrative
focused studies of language used by transgender speaker . In an early narrative/ 
language-focused study of LGB coming out stories, Plummer (1995) de cribe 
coming out stories as typically consisting of three generic elements. The fir t 
is suffering, which provides tension for the story' plot; the second is epiphany, 
where the narrator comes to a realisation that something has to be done , o r a 
silence must be broken, to alleviate their uffering, and the final stage is trans
formation in which the narrator describes surviving or urpas ing their uffe r
ing. Liang (1997) present a different three-stage generic structure of coming 
out narrative : coming out to self, coming out to others and membership in a series 
of ongoing acts of LGB self-definition (coming out to a wider range of people). 
Among t other , Zimman (2009) has noted that the e studies, becau e th ey 
only focus on ci gender LGB narrative , have a tendency to conflate LGB and 
transgender coming out torie and experience. Zimman's coming out to

ries study draws on data comprising interview with nine transgender vo lun
teers. Zimman finds that there are similaritie and differences between LGB 
and transgender coming out stories. One of the key similarities is that com ing 
out stories are een a con tituting the LGBT elf - LGB and T narra tor not 
only de cribe a proce of identity con truction but also simultaneou ly enact 
that identity through the act of telling the tory. Another imilarity i tha t the 
transgender peaker in Zimman's tudy do often orient toward norm pecific 
for the coming out narrative genre, just a LGB participants in other tudie 
have been hown to do. However, a difference here i that the storie in Zim
man ' tudy tend to begin at a point when peaker had already decided to move 
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from one gender role to another, rather than coming out to self, which has been 
identified by Liang a a common tarting point in LGB coming out narratives. 

Another difference that Zimman finds is that transgender coming out tories 
do not contain what Liang term 'proce suality' as one of their core elements. 
Zimman's stories indicate that coming out as transgender is not processual in the 
lifelong sen e as is the case for the LGB coming out stories examined by others. 
Zimman a! o notes a key structural difference between LGB coming out stories and 
rransgender coming out stories - that is, there are two distinct ways a person can 
come out as tran gender: before and after a transition. Zimman, therefore, distin
guishes between the terms declaration (the initial claiming of a tran gender identity 
before tranSition) and disclosure ( haring one's transgender history after transition). 
Declaration and disclosure as discrete practices are reflected in the linguistic prac
tice found amongst transgender peaker a they tell their stories. Whil t declara
tion (a feature which is entirely ab ent from ci gender LGB coming out narratives) 
frequently uses the same lexicon as LG B stories (e.g. coming out, in the closet, closeted 
etc), transgender people often use different terminology to talk about disclosure 
(e.g. use of the terms disclose instead of come out, stealth instead of in the closet). 

Edelman (2014) also studies transgender men's discussions (using interview 
and online discussion data) about disclo ing their transgender status to others. 
Like Zimman, Edelman is critical of the conflation of transgender coming out 
tories and experiences with tho e of LGB people, arguing that the idea of being 

'in' or 'out' of the closet is particularly inefficient for capturing transgender expe
riences of identity. Edelman al o draws pecific attention to a transgender expe
rience called the 'cissexual as umption ' (drawing on previous work by Serano, 
2007). According to Edelman, this a umption refers to the implicit belief that 
someone who does not 'look trans' mu t be cisgender (i.e. not transgender). It 
involve an unspoken expectation that all gender-normative appearing bodies 
are ci gender and that they will always conform to a socially understood gender 
binary. What the assumption doe for trans people is to obscure the possibility of 
a gender-discordant history. Edelman states, 

]ust a dominant ideological discour es about sexuality tell us that women 
have boyfriends and men have girlfriends, they also lead us to assume that a 
body with a bearded face, a deep voice, and a flat chest has been , and always 
will be, a man who was classified as male at birth. 

(Edelman, 2014: 154) 

In addition to narrative analysis studie of transgender coming out torie , other 
discourse-based work on tran gender, gender variance and language has focu ed 
on the use of names and pronouns among t self-identified transgender and gender
variant peaker . For example, aisuwan' (2016) tudy reports on kathoey3 use of 
self-referring pronouns in Thailand and how they are used to con truct gender 
identity. And in a tudy ba ed on Engli h language u ers, Web ter (2018) u es 
tools of corpus lingui tics to examine elf-identified gender-variant Twitter u ers' 
way of elf-referring with a particular focus on the level of elf- exuali ation. 
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While Webster and Saisuwan focus on lexical items, others have focused 
more on analysing speakers' deployment of grammatical resources to construct 
transgender and gender-variant identities in discourse. Borba and Ostermann 
(2007), for example, conducted a study which explores how transgender ind i
viduals cross gender boundaries through sociocultural symbolic practices, in 
this case, the manipulation of Portuguese grammatical gender. The author 
focus specifically on how and why a particular community of transgender 
people (Southern Brazilian travestis) use masculine grammatical forms in the 
discursive construction of their identities. Travestis are people who are biologi 
cally male who use various techniques to present phys ical features culturally 
associated with women (e.g. hair dying, wearing make-up and women's clothes, 
taking female hormones) . But, importantly, travestis do not want to undergo 
surgical medical transition. They generally make a living as sex workers. Borba 
and Ostermann explain that Brazilian Portuguese marks nouns, adjectives, pro
nouns and articles with a masculine or feminine grammatical gender. Tradition
ally, the word travesti is described as a masculine noun. The study is based on a 
corpus of approximate ly 50 hours of audio recordings of interactions between 
the researchers and self-identified travestis. The authors found that the travestis 
in the study adopt female names and commonly address each other using femi
nine grammatical forms (although this is not always consistent) . But when the 
travestis speak generally about travestis as a group, they tend to use masculine 
forms. More specifically, when masculine forms are used to refer to themselve 
or other travestis, they fall into four different discursive contexts, described by 
Borba and Ostermann as follows: 

• N arratives about the time the body transformations took place; 
• Reports produced by others when talking about travestis; 
• Description of themselves within their family relationships; 
• Establishment of contrast between the travesti speaker and other travestis 

with whom the speaker does not identify. 

(Borba and Ostermann, 2007: 13 7) 

Drawing on data from Borba and Ostermann's study, we will briefly look at some 
examples of each of these discursive contexts. In each example, only the English 
translation is provided, with items marked by masculine gender highlighted in 
bold. (In Borba and Ostermann's study, they also presented the original Portu
guese followed by an English translation). 

The example that follows hows the speaker (Cynthya) using a masculine form 
in a narrative about the time when their body transformations took place: 

Cynthya: This is even in a book that I book that I read in in childhood. 
When I failed (masc.) my father would punish me and I stayed in a library 
reading books about childhood and adulthood. 

(Borba and 0 termann, 2007: 137 ) 
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Here, we ee Cynthya referring to the failing self in the masculine form when 
talking about her childhood before trave tivity. 

The next example shows the peaker (Fabiola) using masculine grammatical 
form in the context of reported speech: 

Fabiola: Sometimes they ay 'the fags (fern.) the travestis (masc.) they don't 
like women.' They say you don't like women. But how come I don't like 
women? I identify myself with THEM right? Women are my FRIENDS. 
I identify myself with them. 

(Borba and Ostermann, 2007: 138) 

In the previous example, Fabiola reports what other people have sa id about trav
estis (that travestis do not like women) and, in doing so, reports their use of the 
masculine form to refer to travesti as a group (with an implied negative evalua
tion of this practice). 

The next example shows the use of a grammatical masculine gender when 
the speaker (Thalia) describes herse lf in the context of her biological family 
relation hip: 

Thalia: A mother is a mother. he knows that we won't ever be women for 
them. We'll always be their male child. As she suffered to give birth 
to us right? He like me, as I I was the (masc.) -I am the elder son, 
she almost died to give birth to me. For I am this way. My family 
accepts the way I am. 

(Borba and Ostermann, 2007: 139) 

In this example, we see Thalia talking about her mother's conceptions ofThalia's 
gender identity- once a male, forever one. And this provides the basis for Thalia's 
u e of masculine gender to refer to her identity in this context. 

The final discursive context identified by Borba and 0 termann is that which 
establishes a perceived contrast between the travesti identity of the speaker and 
their non-identification with other travestis, mostly those who e behaviour and 
characteristics are perceived by the peaker a 'vulgar'. In ea e such as these, 
the 'other' travestis are referred to using masculine grammatical form , as in the 
example that follow: 

Cassiana: 
Fabiola: 

Yeah it was a very glamorous thing right? Not [nowadays]. 
[There was] there wa - being a trave ti used to be a luxurious thing. 
But nowaday ((trave ti)) is very vulgarized (mac.) . Becau e they 
(masc.) them elves (masc.) poil the image of the community. 

(Borba and 0 termann, 2007: 142) 

In these examples, Ca iana and Fabiola both use ma culine form to make a 
critique of other travesti . They pecifically talk about tho e who 'vulgarise them
selves' and refer to a community to which they belong. But at the ame time, they 
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draw attention to a particular travesti type with which they do not identify. The 
authors conclude that the travestis in their study deploy masculine grammatical 
forms as a linguistic device to create complex identities for themselve , and they 
summari e the ir findings as follows: 

Travestis' body transformations enable them to deploy feminine and mascu
line grammatical forms in the construction of a multitude of gendered mean
ings to their identity positions. 

(Borba and Ostermann, 2007: 133) 

Kulick (1998) also discusses some of the complexities involved in the use of lan
guage among Brazilian travestis making similar ob ervations to tho e of Borba 
and Ostermann. Interestingly, the findings of the study are similar to those found 
by Hall and O 'Donovan (1996) in their study of hijras'4 manipulation of the 
linguistic gender sy tern in Hindi. Like travesti , hijras use a linguistic gender 
system to produce relations of power and/or solidarity in which local identitie 
and gender understandings are negotiated. 

Moving from how transgender speakers refer to themselves and other 
transgender and non-binary speakers, Zottola (201 8) conducts a study which 
focuses on how the British press uses particular lexical items to refer to 
transgender people. Zottola notes that studies of how cisgender people repre
sent trans people are less common than those looking at elf-representation 
by trans people. However, both are still relatively rare in the broad field of 
language, gender and sexuality research. In fact, Zottola notes only one earlier 
study (Baker, 2014) which ana lyses stereotypes and patterns of repre entation 
with regard to trans people in British press data. Baker 's corpu -based analy i 
of representations of transgender people in the British press found that such 
representation were overwhelmingly negative. Furthermore, Baker' analy
sis revealed a number of themes of representation which were repeated in 
the data: transgender people are repre ented in the press as receiving pe
c ial treatment lest they be offended; transgender people are variou ly repre-
ented a either victims or villains; transgender people are often pre ented a 

being involved in tran ient relationship or sex candal ; transgender people 
are often represented as the object of jokes about their appearance or sexual 
organs; transgender people are often pre ented a attention- eeking, freaki h 
objects. Occasiona lly, there were more positive representations of trans peo
ple, but the e occu rred only as i olated and relat ively rare cases, rather than a 
occurring repeatedly as trends. 

Like Baker, Zottola u e tools of corpus lingui tic to analy e depiction of 
transgender people in a corpu of new paper article . Zottola' corpu (called 
Tran Cor) compri e 3,138 pre article about tran gender i ue and totals 
2,201,225 word . Zottola divide TransCor into two ub-corpora- Quality Cor
pu 5 (QualCor) and Popular Corpu 6 (PopCor). Zottola explains that corpu lin
guistic i u efu l becau e it allow for large amounts of data to be examined from 
both a qualitati e and quantitative per p ctive, and it enable the identification 
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of patterns of language use which function to construct particular di cour es (see 
Chapter 4 for more details about corpu linguistics): 

With the u e of CL tools it wa possible to identify recurring patterns and 
the use of unpredictable lexical items as well as to reveal the textual and 
discursive outcome of the use of this terminology. 

(Zottola, 2018: 239) 

The corpu analysi focuses particularly on semantic prosody in order to analyse 
emantic pattern of representation of tran gender people acros the data. The 

corpora were analysed using AntConc Word List, Concordance and Collocates 
tools. U ing these corpus tools, Zottola first looked at the frequency of the various 
naming trategies that were used in the two sub-corpora and in the corpus as a 
whole. Zottola' results are shown in Table 8.1. 

Zottola's results in Table 8.1 show that transgender* is the search term that 
occurs with the highest frequency, followed by trans and then transsexual*. The 
re ults also reveal a higher presence of trans in the quality pres as opposed to 

transsexual* in the popular pre s. Sex change* is also frequent in PopCor. The fre
quency of transsexual* in PopCor appears despite some organisations' resistance 
to the term because of its empha i on the physical, rather than identity, a pects 
of being a tran person. In fact, on the whole, the fmding eem to reveal the 
popular press favouring terms related to physicality (such a transsexual and sex 
change) or to medical issues/medicalised discourse (such as dysphoria and gender 
reassignment). 

AB well as looking at words which do occur, the author also notes significant 
absence , such as MTF ('male to female') and FTM ('female to male'), which 
are strongly related to trans identity. Zottola suggests this may reflect a lack of 
awarene by the writers of the articles in the corpus, or it might be a strategic 

Table .I Frequency of naming strategie in the TransCor 

QualCor PopCor Total 

Raw frequency Raw frequenc y Raw frequency 

transgender* 2,612 930 3,542 
trans 873 90 960 
transsexual* 325 369 694 
sex change* 170 440 610 
transtestite* 273 208 481 
gender reassignment 168 162 330 
d)sphoria 73 65 138 
cross-dress* 44 60 104 
trann* 42 25 67 
shemale* 5 5 10 

Jurce: Adapted from Zottola, 2018:247 
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Table 8.2 Collocates of transgender* that are related to LGBTQ+ group and labels 

transgender* 

QualCor 

intersex (52) 
persons (16) 
binary (11) 
immigrant (8) 
individuals (28) 
lesbians (20) 
LGBTI (14) 
gays (18) 
hijras (7) 

Source: From Zottola, 2018: 253 

Common collocates 

bisexual (456/100) 
lesbian ( 499/115) 
bi (8/6) 
questioning (14/6) 

PopCor 

community ( 62 ) 
LGBT (15) 
gay (142) 
groups (8) 
group (16) 
people (102) 
members (6) 
trans (6) 

absence which underlies the ideology of the newspapers and the non-inclusive 
representation they are trying to convey. 

After examining word frequencies, Zottola then looks more closely at colloca
tions of transgender* (used as both a noun and an adjective). The collocation 
analysis was conducted on a span of +/-5 words and the first 50 collocates were 
considered in the analysis. The results of the transgender* collocation analysi are 
shown in Table 8.2. 

Zottola's results in Table 8.2 show that transgender* in the QualCor tends to 

cluster with lesbian, gay, bisexual, intersex and questioning. So the collocational 
context of transgender* in QualCor is representative of a collective representa
tion pattern whereby transgender people are referred to collectively with LGB 
people, rather than as a discrete group. Zottola argues that thi could be inter
preted positively as indicative of a move towards inclusivity but is also partly 
problematic, because transgender usually appears at the end or towards the end of 
such lists which has the effect of further marginalising it within a 'hierarchy' of 
already marginalised identitie . The clustering of tran gender within a collective 
LGBT + representation also erroneously suggests that all people in the LGBT + 
community have homogenous needs and concerns- this is clearly not the ea e. 

Zottola note imilar findings in PopCor but a key difference in PopCor i 
that the discourse urrounding the phra e 'LGBT' change in comparison with 
QualCor. Specifically, parts of the discourse seem to be inclusive in that reports 
are aimed at rai ing awareness of LGBT + issue . But other parts of di cour e are 
more negative, a in the following example from Zottola (original highlighting): 

FIRST, we had all-woman shortlists for pro pective MPs, Now Labour MP 
David Lammy call for black and minority ethnic hortlist to boo t their 
number in the Commons. At this rate, how long will it be, I wonder, before 
we have gay bisexual and transgender hortlists too? You read it here fir t 
(Daily Mail, Augu t 2, 2014). 

(Zottola, 2 1 : 255) 
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Zonola points out that the emantic pro ody in the previous example (and other 
imilar examples found in the corpus) i n gative because it imp lie that LGBT + 

representation in the Common would be a bad thing. In sum, Zottola finds that 
the two sub-corpora differ in term of the emantic pro odies that are discursively 
constructed around transgender identitie . Th Qual or shows a fairly inclusive 
and positive prosody, whilst the PopCor pre ents a more complex 'd uble stand
ard' in its representations of tran gender identities. 

As legal and ocial change relating to tran gender identities continue to take 
place in the UK and elsewhere, it i likely that pre s reporting of tran -related 

ue will al o change over time. There i , therefore, much scope for continuing 
to analy e the language of new reporting in relation to the e i sue . 

ummary 

What we have seen in this chapter is that research on language, transgender, 
gender variance and intersex, although rare, is increasing and diversifying. TI1ere 
i more work on language and tran gender than on intersex and gender vari
ance. Research can take the form of socio-phonetic analysis of peech, or it can 
be more di cour e-focused - the latter can focus either on the language used by 
peal<ers themselves, or it can look in tead at how cisgender people refer to trans 

and gender-variant individual and communities. What all of the work does is 
to make transgender, gender-variant and intersex identities more visible. And, 
importantly, the work continue to destabilise and challenge restrictive discourses 
of gender binari m and biological determinism which have, in the past, been very 
limiting and, arguably, damaging to language, gender and sexuality research. 

Study questions and activities 

Read ome of the transgender coming out stories which are publicly ava il
able online (see, for example, websites such a www.rucomingout.com/ 
torie .html and https://lgbtrc.uci.edu/resources/coming-out- tories.php). 

Choo e one or two storie and analyse them using Zimman's (2009) narra
tive framework. 

2 Read any of the articles that follow, which focus on language and transgender 
or non-binary identities in different cultural contexts. What key language 
i ues are discussed and analysed in the article/s? What does the linguistic 
analy is reveal about speaker identities and practices relating to gender? 
How do the language i sues rai ed in these tudie compare to tho e of King's 
tudy of an intersex speaker and Borba and Ostermann's tudy of Brazilian 

trave tis? 

Davis,J . (2014). 'More than jut "gay Indian"': Intersecting articulations of 
two- pirit gender, exuality and indigenousne . In L. Zimman, J. Davi 
and J. Raclaw (eds.) Queer Excursions: Retheorizing Binaries in Language , 
Gender and Sexuality. Oxford: Oxford University Pre . 63- 80. 
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Gaudio, R. (2014). Acting like women, acted upon: Gender and agency in 
Hausa sexual narratives. In L. Zimman, J. Davi and J. Raclaw (ed .) 
Queer Excursions: Re theorizing Binaries in Language , Gender and Sexualit). 
Oxford: Oxford University Press. 171- 194. 

Hall, K. (1997). 'Go suck your husband's sugarcane!' Hijras and the use of 
sexual insult. In A. Livia and K. Hall (eds.) Queerly Phrased: Language , 
Gender, and Sexuality. Oxford: Oxford Univer ity Press. 430--460. 

Hall, K. (2013). Commentary 1: 'It's a hijra!': Queer linguistics revisited. 
Discourse and Society, 24 (5), 634-642. 

Notes 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Praat is a computer software package which enables the phonetic analysis of speech. 
In King's original transcripts, CA features are indicated. However, for this chapter, the e 
features are not relevant and have, therefore, been removed. 
'Kathoey' is an identity term used in Thailand which is variably used to refer to transgen
der women or 'effeminate' gay men. 
'Hijra' is term used in the Indian subcontinent to describe intersex, eunuchs and 
transgender people. In some countries, hijras are officially recognised as a 'third gender'. 
For more information, see Hall (1997) and Hall and O 'Donovan (1996). 
British 'quality' newspaper comprise the Times, the Sunday Times, the Guardian, the 
Observer, the Financial Times, the Telegraph and the Sunday Telegraph. 
British popular or 'tabloid' press comprises the following major newspapers: Daily Mrul, 
Mail on Sunday, Daily Express, Sunday Express, the Sun, the Sun on Sunday, Daily Mirror, 
Sunday Mirror, Sunday People, Daily Star, Daily Star Sunday and Morning Star. 



9 Researching gender ... and 
sexuality ... based discriminatory 
language 

Whilst the precedlng chapters have explored language, gender and exuality in 
particular domains, or in relation to specific aspects of gender and/or sexuality 
identity, this chapter addresses issues which span all contexts and identities. This 
chapter focuses on the area of language, gender and sexuality that addresses struc
rural inequalities in language and language use and examines the way that these 
inequalities function to produce discriminatory effects in tenns of gender and 
sexuality. In Man-Made Language (19 5), Spender was one of the first scholars 
to argue that language itself i not gender-neutral and embodie and promotes 
the value and identities of the more powerful groups in sociery - in the case of 
oender, this i men. Spender describes language as 'man-made' and argues that, 
for this reason, it tends to ignore, marginali e and render invi ible the identi
ties, value and experiences of women. It i not possible for language to embody 
the experiences of women because, throughout time, women have never had an 
opportunity to play a significant role in its development. So language has come 
to represent and embody a partial (masculine) view of the world. Thi i the way 
that pender comes to define language itself as sexist, and she discusses many 
mstantiations of exi.sm in language throughout her book. 

Through the work of pender and others, 'sexist language' has come to be 
defined as language which is used in ways which ignore, define and degrade women. 
More recent developments of the term have expanded it to include language
based discrimination against men and other gender identities, including tran gen
der and non-binary gender identitie . A more contemporary definition of 'sexist 
language' from Mills (2012) is as follows: 

exist statements categorise you a belonging to a group which you do not 
associate yourself with, or they a sociate you with a et of values which you 
do not value and which you recognise a negatively evaluated. 

(Mills, 2012: 160) 

Mills and other distinguish between form of 'overt' sexism in language and 'cov
en' or 'indirect' sexism. (Lazar [2005] also u e the interchangeable term' ubtle 
sexism'.) We will look at some example of different types of oven exi m in lan
guage, followed by an examination of the main types of indirect di crimination 
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that have been researched. In the case of indirect discrimination, the examples 
include homophobia and transphobia, as well as sexism, as this area of research 
has considered sexuality-based discriminatory language practices as well as tho e 
centring on gender. There is, however, currently very little research on other 
forms of discrimination, such as biphobic and transphobic language. The focus 
on sexism and homophobia in the examples is not intended to render bisexual 
and transgender identities invisible; rather, it simply reflects the existing gap in 
current research. As researchers, this is something that you could perhaps focus 
on when developing your own research projects. 

Examining discriminatory language is important because, as Sunderland (2004) 
notes, the effects of discriminatory language are potentially damaging (e.g. in 
terms of mental health and emotional well-being) to those groups and individuals 
who are being maligned. Sunderland refers to such language u e as constituting 
'damaging di course '.Sunderland is careful to point out, however, that the effects 
of damaging discourses need to be carefully interpreted in context- what is dam
aging for one group or individual in terms of language use may not be for other , 
and vice versa. Butler (1997) uses the similar term 'injurious speech' to refer to 
the idea that language has the power to injure and cause harm. ln this way, we can 
ascribe a kind of agency to language - words do things, including hurtful things. 

Throughout this chapter, we will first look at what has been written about 
forms of 'direct' or 'overt' sexist language, drawing on some established literature 
which has focused just on discriminatory language based on gender (and primar
ily targeted at women). We will then examine more contemporary work which 
has focused more on 'indirect' or 'subtle' forms of discriminatory language. In 
this section, we will continue to draw on a body of literature which has focu ed 
on sexist language, but we will also start to explore other forms of gender- and 
sexuality-based discriminatory language, most notably homophobic language. 

Forms of 'direct' sexist language 

We have seen that Spender (1985) first defined ' exist language' as that which 
is used in ways which ignore, define and degrade women. pender's fir t category 
of direct sexist language - language which ignore women - refer to any u e 
of language which makes an explicit or implicit assumption that the 'male' or 
'masculine' is either the norm or is representative of all human beings. Thi kind 
of language ignore and excludes women from 'human' activity and experience. 
The most common realisation of thi type of exi t language is the use of 'generic' 
masculine' forms , for example, 

Pronouns: he, him, hi 
Nouns: man, fellow 
Compound noun : mankind, chairman 
Verb: to man 
Adjective: man-made 
Any other lingui tic forms which pre ent 'man' a repre entative of 'human / 

people' 
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Here are some examples of the e lingui tic features taken from 1980s pre s 
publications (under the UK's 2010 Equality Act, it is now illegal to use written 
language in thi way in the pre sand in public in titutions): 

People are more likely to be influenced by their wives than by opinion polls. 
(The Guardian) 

And so, from now onwards, the pre ure is back on the GP. He is within 
hi right to refuse smear tests unle a woman is over 35 or ha had three 
pregnancie . 

(The Daily Mirror) 

M Carrie Pester, a spokesman for the [Greenham Common] women. 
(The Guardian) 

It is now quite unusual to come across these uses of the generic masculine, espe
cially in written forms of English, but ome notable exceptions are in legal dis
cour e (where generic 'he' is still an accepted convention of this kind of writing) 
or in writing produced by those who may have learnt English as a second lan
guage. However, you may still hear these forms of sexist language being used in 
the everyday casual speech of some users. And when these kind of examples of 
ignoring exist language are heard in speech, it indicate that some members of 
the population continue to hold sexist view . 

pender's second category of direct exist language - language which defines 
and classifies women- is probably the most extensive of the categories of direct 
exist language that has been documented and covers a range of language prac

tices. Muriel Schultz wrote an important article in 1975 entitled 'The Seman
tic Derogation of Women'. In this piece, chultz describes how certain words 
and phra e in the English language which have previously had a 'neutral' usage 
have, over time, come to acquire derogatory meanings towards women and girls. 
Equivalent term for men and boys have not been subjected to the same processes 
of' emantic derogation'. Schultz ob erves that, a such terms change over time, 
they often tart off as slightly di paraging at first but then gradually acquire more 
and more negative meanings o that they end up becoming abu ive and a exual 
lur aga inst women. 

ome of the examples of semantic derogation that Schultz provides in her 
work include 'tart' and 'wench'. In Middle English, these words for 'women' did 
not have the same exualised and negative connotations that they have in mod
ern Engli h today. They were imply neutral word , similar to the word 'woman' 
i elf. ome other example include word which have acquired negative conno
tations for women, whil t their ma culine equivalents have retained a neutral (or 
even a po itive) connotational meaning, uch as the following: 

madam 
mistre 
spin ter 

sir 
master 
bachelor 
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Another area of sexist language which defines and classifies women refers to 
words and phrases which restrict women's identities and activities to a predomi
nantly domestic sphere. This is referred to as the ' linguistic domestication of 
women'. In o ther words, language itself literally writes women out of public and 
professional spheres. Such examples include naming practices, such as the invis
ibility of the female line of descent (think about the use of fathers' and husbands' 
surnames to signal 'ownership' of the female by the male in heteronormative 
marital and family relationships). Although such practices may be changing, they 
are still largely dominant in many Western societies. )ones et al. (2017) provide a 
more recent study of naming practices in British marriages and civil partnerships 
and find that these heteronormative practices still largely prevail. 

Other examples of the linguistic domestication of women include asymmetries 
in usage, such as the use of the term 'maiden' name and the use of terms of address 
which indicate marital status for women but not for men. This creates a linguistic 
inequality which implies marriage is an important indicator of status for women 
but not for men. We also sometimes see this kind of sexist language being realised 
as the labelling of women as appendages - think, for example, about terms such 
as first lady and man and wife (the latter is reducing in use but is still an optional 
wording in heterosexual marriages ceremonies- woman and husband, however, i 
not an available option). 

Another area of sexist language which defines and classifies both women and 
men is that of occupational stereotyping. This type of sexist language makes explicit 
or implicit assumptions about gender and occupation. Some occupations are ste
reotyped as being more suitable for men and women- e.g. nursing for women and 
firefighting for men. Language often reflects these occupational stereotypes. Some 
examples of these kinds of linguistic practice include the following: 

• Marked and unmarked references to occupations in relation to gender- e.g. 
specifying 'lady/woman doctor' or 'male nurse', rather than simply using a 
neutral term 'nur e' and 'doctor' (regardles of the sex of the person in ques
tion). The same applies to reference to specific occupations which make an 
assumption about gender by using a pronoun- e.g. automatically referring to 
a 'builder ' as he or to a 'cleaner' as she 

• Using 'man' a a generic, agentive form - e.g. salesman 
• Use of diminutive forms to refer to women performing a particular occupa

tion -e.g. act~, steward~, usherette 
• Presenting women's occupations as being tied to men' - e.g. the farmer's wife 

In the UK the e uses of language that are related to occupation are technically 
illegal under the 2010 Equality Act, as they are cla ed as work-related forms of 
gender di crimination. Because of this, it i increasingly unlikely that you will 
come acro the e form in writing (particularly in institutional contexts, uch 
as workplace ), but they are till commonly heard in the peech of ome people. 
Again, thi suggests that exi t views are till deeply ingrained amongst some 
member of the population. 
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Table 9.1 Linguistic categories of misogyny in a ample of hip~ hop lyrics 

Caiegary 

Derogatory naming and shaming 
xual objectification 

Distrust of women 
Legitimation of violence against women 
Celebration of prostitution and pimping 

Source: Eggleston, 2015 

Frequency in songs (%) 

54 
79 
23 
16 
18 

This final category of direct exist language - language which degrades- covers 
practice uch as the following: 

Name-calling/overtly sexist and homophobic slurs 
Explicit terms of abuse relating to gender and sexuality 
lnfantilisation of women - e.g. asymmetries in the use of 'man-woman' and 
'boy-girl'. 'Girl' is commonly u ed to refer to women over the age of 16, 
wherea 'boy' is much more quickly replaced by 'man'. This ha the effect 
of pre enting women as infantilised and in need of looking after for a longer 
period of time 
(Hetero) exualised representation of women 

• Intentional trivialisation and ridicule 

Many of these form of sexist language remain commonplace practices in certain 
contexts. And, even though they are overt, they can still be difficult to challenge. 
A study by Eggleston (2015), for example, looks at how overt exist language 
which function to degrade women remains prevalent in the hip-hop music genre. 
Drawing on a previous study by Weitzer and Kubrin (2009), Eggleston identifies 
five key categories of sexist/mi ogyni tic language use in the lyrics of hip-hop, 
number-one ongs. The categories of exi t language are derogatory naming and 
haming of women, exual objectification of women, distru t of women, legiti-

mation of violence against women and celebration of prostitution and pimping. 
Eggle ton conducted a content analy is ba ed on these categorie and the findings 
are shown in Table 9.1. 

The find ing in Table 9.1 clearly show that, in this particular genre of music 
lyrics, the linguistic degradation of women is prolific.1 Therefore, direct or 
overt sexist language, in ome (public) contexts, remain extremely vi ible and 
problematic. 

Indirect exism and homophobia 

The forms of direct sexism in language outlined in the previou ection are often 
easy to identify and are now mo tly deemed illegal if they are u ed in institutional 
etting , uch a workplaces, under the UK' Equality Act (2010) . However, it 
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is more diJficult to legislate against 'indirect' forms of discriminatory language. 
This is probably why the e forms of language are even more prevalent than direc t 
forms of sexist and homophobic language, not only in everyday peech but al o 
in some forms of writing, as we will see in the example throughout this section . 
Mills (2008) identifies and discusses at length five main types of indirect exi m, 
and these are outlined in the sections that follow. Although Mills only provides 
examples of indirect sexist language, the ame principles can be applied to homo 
phobic language, as shown in some of the examples that follow. 

Humour 

One category of indirect sexism identified by Mills i that of sexist humour. 
Humour, as a type of indirect exist and homophobic language, often exaggerate 
certain features associated with a group or draws on and plays with stereotypical 
knowledge for comic effect. In the example that follow , Mills (2008) expla in 
how the humour is created because, even though 'men' and 'women' are pre
sented as complete opposites, both are presented as ridiculous through the comic 
exaggerating of well-known cultural stereotype of gender. The example, that 
Mills discusses at length in her book, is taken from some emails which circula ted 
in a workplace context. The intended effect of the emails wa that of creat ing 
humour. The emails follow: 

Women's language translated 

Yes= No 
No= Yes 
Maybe= No 
I'm sorry = You'll be sorry 
We need = I want 
It's your decision= The correct decision should be obviou by now 
Do what you want= You'll pay for this later 
We need to talk= I need to complain 
Sure, go ahead = I don't want you to 
I'm not up et= Of course I'm up et you moron 
You're so manly= You need a shave and you weat a lot 
You're certainly attentive tonight= I ex all you ever think about? 
Be romantic, turn out the lights = I have flabby thighs 
Thi kitchen is so inconvenient - I want a new hou e 
I heard a noi e = I noticed you were almo t a leep 
Do you love me? = I'm going to ask for omething expensive 
How much do you love me? = I've done something today you're no t 

going to like 
I'll be ready in a minute = Kick off your hoes and find a good game on TV 
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I my butt fat? = Tell me I'm beautiful 
Are you listening to me? = Too late, you're dead 
You have to learn to communicate =Just agree with me 

Men's language translated 

I'm hungry = I'm hungry 
I'm sleepy = I'm sleepy 
I'm tired = I'm tired 
Do you want to go to a movie?= I'd eventually like to have ex with you 
Can I call you some time?= I'd eventually like to have sex with you 
May I have this dance?= I'd eventually like to have sex with you 
Nice dress= Nice cleavage 
What's wrong?= I don't see why you're making such a big deal out of this 
What's wrong? = What meaningless self-inflicted psychological trauma 

are you going through now? 
I'm bored= Do you want to have ex? 
I love you = Let's have ex now 
Ye , I like the way you cut your hair = I liked it better before 
Let's talk = I'm trying to impress you by showing you that I am a deep 

per on and maybe then you'll have sex with me 

Mills observes that the humour in these kinds of texts lies in the fact that, even 
though men and women are pre ented as polar opposites, both groups are pre
enred a ridiculous. Becau e it is humorous , it can easily be argued that this text 

is not exi t. However, Mills argues that it is indirectly sexist because it is written 
from a ma culine perspective. Women are presented as saying the oppo ite of 
what they mean, portrayed as manipulative, self-centred, materiali tic and other 
negative characteristics. Men, on the other hand, may be presented as simple, but 
are also pre ented as hone t, direct and plain-speaking. So although the e kinds 
of texts are generally seen to be humorous, they still drculate unchallenged and 
largely negative stereotypes about both women and men. 

Much research on humour does, in fact, show that women are often the butt 
of joke by men (Crawford, 1995) . It ha also been found that irony is a common 
trategy for sexist men, making humorou remarks about women in a way that 

justifies the exism. To claim that exi m is being used in an ironic way doe not 
prevent the exi t language from being iterated in the first place, and, a Benwell 
(2 3) explain, it force the receiver to become complicit in' haring the joke', 
even if it may make the per on feel uncomfortable: 

The operation of irony in the expression of sexism rarely works to subvert 
or oppo e the object of irony, as we might as ume the traditional function 
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of irony to be, and indeed this hnd of irony rarely has a clear object at all. 
Rather it operates as a pre-emptive disclaimer which place the burden upon 
the receiver to share the joke, regardless of their usual politics. 

(Benwell,2003: 146) 

Building on Benwell's work, Mills (2008) argues, 

It is possible to make overtly sexist statements in a very knowing, 'post
modem' way, drawing attention to the ludicrous nature of such attitudes, 
but at the same time keeping those exist attitudes in play [ ... ] Anyone who 
complains is thus seen as lacking in sophistication in that they are unable 
to distinguish between an assumed per ona or character and a real per on's 
beliefs [ ... ] there i thus little po ibility of conte ting this type of u age 
without appearing puritanical, humourless and overly literal. 

(Mills, 2008: 145) 

It i for these reasons that indirect sexi m through humour is often very diffi
cult to challenge. Furthermore, some p ychological research has identified a link 
between sexist humour and sexist behaviour. Woodzicka and Ford (2010) , for 
example, find that if sexist humour is deemed acceptable in cenain contexts, 
this can cause an increa e in the sexist behaviour and action (including poten
tially violent actions against women) of some men who already hold sexist view . 
This emphasises why any form of sexist (or other discriminatory) language should 
never be treated a trivial - if left unchallenged, it can negatively affect ome 
people's behaviour towards women and other gender and sexual minority groups. 

Presupposition 

The second type of indirect sexism identified by Mill is presupposition. Mill 
claims that this is also a very difficult type of exi t language to challenge. It 
refers to tatements which make implicit assumptions about gendered behaviour 
which draw on detrimental cultural stereotype . Mill di cus e a short but effec
tive example from the work of Christie (2001 ): 

'So, have you women fini hed gossiping?' 

In this short example, there are a number of presuppo itions about gendered talk. 
Fir tly, by using the term 'go ip', it presuppose that 'women's talk' is u ually trivial 
rather than erious or weighty. econdly, it presuppo that women engage in g -
ip (trivial talk) more than men. Thirdly, it make a pr uppo ition that, when two 

or more women are seen to be talking together, they are likely to be go iping, rather 
than discu ing a ' eriou ' topic. The ame principle may be made in exist tate
ments directed against men, uch as presuppo ition about men talking about sports. 

Written texts can al contain exist pre uppo ition . Mill ob erves that 
advertisements and other form of media texts often work around pre uppo ition 
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and inference, which can produce indirect sexi m. In the following newspaper 
headline, for example, there i a presuppo ition that mother (not father ) are 
primarily responsible for children' care- i .. it i 'mums' who are responsible for 
raking their children to chool and picking them up. 

Eight school rule every parent mu t obey: Never mind the children- starting 
at a new chool is a minefield for their mums. 

(Daily Mail, 31 August 2015) 

The ab ence of any reference to 'dad ' pre uppo e that their responsibilities 
within fami lies lie elsewhere. In fact, the e kind of presuppositions are damag
ing to both men and women, as they function to both domesticate women and 
exclude men from the domain of childcare. It al o excludes families in which 
there may be no mother, such as one- or two-father fami lies. 

Conflicting messages 

Another type of indirect sexism identified by Mill is that of 'conflicting messages' 
in which texts contain mixed me ages about gender and sexuality. Mills illustrates 
this type of indirect sexism by analysing the language used in a (heterosexual) 
dating agency advertisement. In the study ( 1998), readers were asked to complete 
a questionnaire and describe their 'perfect partner' using apparently non-sexist 
terms (e.g. Ms is included as a preferred marital title for women and the term part
ner is u ed rather than girlfriend/boyfriend/husband/wife). M ills observes that 'house
wife' is not included in the questionnaire as an occupation, which could be viewed 
po itively given that it assumes that women are in paid employment rather than 
confined to the home. De pite this, women who are full-time carers are only given 
option to describe themselves as 'not working'. The only place in which women 
can describe their work with children is in the 'interests' section of the question
naire. Thi arguably devalue uch activity, as it relegates it to a 'hobby' rather 
than 'employment'. Mills argue that the effect of this is to create a conflicting 
me age between an egalitarian discour e which inform the changes in marital 
title available to women and a negative sexist di course which underlie the way 
that women are presented and draws on stereotypical assumptions about gender. 

Scripts 

Mills de cribe ' cripts' a a type of indirect sexism in which particular types of 
narrative pathway or cripts are brought into play in texts such as news report 
documenting the activities of women and men in the public phere. For example, 
exual or romantic cenario or cripts are sometimes drawn on when referring 

to women in po itions of in titutional power (an example of 'in titutional' indi
rect exism). New reporting on women politicians sometime make reference 
to their appearance, clothing, per onal life and o on, which i not paralleled in 
new reporting relating to politician who are men. 
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Scripts, as a type of indirect discrimination, have also started to be applied to 
homophobic language. We will examine an extended example to illu trate this 
form of indirect discriminatory language in relation to homophobia. In Chap
ter 6, we looked at an example of the British tabloid pre reporting of a particu
lar high-profile case in the UK (the 'Baby P' case) in which a woman (Baby P' 
mother) was one of the perpetrators of a number of crimes committed against a 
child. (See Chapter 6 for details of the 'Baby P' case.) In the same study (Page and 
Sauntson, 2014), we examined another text taken from the Sun tabloid newspa
per entitled 'Posing Boss in Mr Gay UK' (Clench, 2008) . This article focu es on 
Clive Preece, a social worker who was involved in the Baby P case. At the time 
of the report, it was alleged that the social services department in which Preece 
worked had been aware of the scale of the neglect but had taken inadequate 
action. However, no evidence had been considered, and these were only allega
tions at the time that the report was written . The article that follow (published 
in the Sun) reports that, 11 years before the death of Baby P, Preece was reported 
to have taken part in a 'Mr Gay UK' contest. 

Posing boss in Mr Gay UK 

BARE-chested Clive Preece poses in striped shorts - in a bid to become 
MrGayUK. 

Haringey's suspended social care upremo was 34 when he entered the 
contest - boasting his ambition was "to look as good as Joan Collins at 63". 

Crowds at The Dome nightclub in Birmingham - where judge included 
drag queen Danny La Rue - squealed "Get 'em off' and " how u your 
willy" at the pageant 11 years ago. The photo emerged as £40,000-a-year 
Preece was branded a mincing lacker in his council job. 

A woman who w rked in his department told how months after Baby P 
died, he pranced around the office giggling with staff. 

he said: "Whenever I had any contact with him he was never doing 
anything related to work. 

"He wa incredibly camp, alway dancing around and laughing- or lying 
back in his room with hi feet on the desk. 

"I was to ld that a personal assistant did all his work for him while he did 
nothing- de pite him being on a ridiculou alary. Even during a big meet
ing about straightening things out in Haringey, he was laughing and joking 
with all the taff. 

"Nothing wa taken eriously. Now everything has come out about his role 
in the death of Baby P it eems even more hocking than it did at the time." 

The article tarts with a de cription of an accompanying photograph of 
Mr Preece in which he i de cribed a 'bare-che ted' and wearing' triped horts' . 
The econd paragraph de cribe the Mr Gay UK conte t which took place at a 
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m htclub in Birmingham. It is pecified that one of the judge wa drag queen 
Danny La Rue, and the judges and crowds are reported a 'squealing' at Mr Preece 
ro remove hi clothes. At the end of this paragraph, Mr Preece's £40,000-a-year 
-alary is mentioned. The remaining five paragraphs contain description of how 
Mr Preece behaved in h is council job according to one unnamed 'woman who 
worked in his department'. The e de criptions focus on Mr Preece allegedly being 
lazy and not taking his job seriou ly and mainly take the form of direct quoted 
peech from the unnamed colleague. 

In our analy is of the article, we observed that the first few lines work to nega
nvely portray gay men in relation to the pageant in a way which echoes Baker's 
( a) ob ervations of di cour e of gay men being constructed as 'shameless'. 
The social actor here, Mr Preece, crowd at the Mr Gay UK contest and 'judges 
mcluding drag queen Danny La Rue', are attributed with the following actions: 

• Posing in triped shorts (Mr Preece) 
• Boasting of an ambition to look as good as Joan Collins (Mr Preece) 
• Squealing"get 'em off' and 'show us your willy' (Crowds and judges) 

The description of the pageant operates as a' cript' for the econd half of the report, 
the tran ition to which is fully realised by the sentence, 'The photo emerged as 
£ , -a-year Preece was branded a mincing slacker in his council job'. Prior to 
th sentence, the pageant script is constructed as something trivial, over-sexualised 
and rather sordid . The crowd are reported as squealing (rather than shouting or 
cheering), which is somewhat suggestive of animals or children. Following the 
transition point in the previou sentence, the text is largely made up of direct 
reported peech (i.e. quoted speech) about Mr Preece by 'a woman who worked in 
his department'. She is reported a attributing the following proces es to Mr Preece: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Prancing around the office giggling with taff- months after Baby P had died 
ever doing anything related to work 

Being incredibly camp, alway dancing around and laughing 
Lying back in his room with hi feet on the desk 
Doing nothing- de pite being on a ridiculou salary 
Laughing and joking with taff- during a big meeting on traightening things 
out in Haringey 
Taking nothing seriously 

Particular verb and adjectives are al o u ed to portray Mr Preece a irre ponsible, 
frtvolous, lazy and effeminate uch a hameful, bare-chested, mincing and incredibly 
camp. Mincing and camp have connotation of a particular kind of male (femin
i--ed) homo exuality. The naming practice (posing boss, mincing slacker) and verb 
artnbuted to Mr Preece (prancing, giggling) are di paraging and homophobic. But 
the discur ive, ideological work going on in the text is far more complex than 
hat. A Leap (2011) tares, it is the contextual inferencing and implications in 

dtscour e which are even more damaging in acts of homophobic di ourse. 
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The author choo es to open the article by constructing a particular depiction 
of gay men as comically outrageous and effeminate. By providing this contex
tual 'script' for the reader, this constrains interpretation of the second half of 
the article. An artificial conflation is set up between homosexuality and non
perfonnance at work, which by a series of inferences is portrayed as contributing 
to the death of Baby P. Through these connections, the writer constructs a cript 
where an individual's sexual preference, with accompanying manner of behav
iour, play a causal role in the death of a child. The script that is implied through 
the text thus goes something along the lines of the following: 

Mr Preece is gay 
Gay men are irreverent and immoral 
Therefore, Mr Preece is irreverent and immoral 
Irreverent and immoral people do not do their jobs properly 
Not doing your job properly can lead to problematic consequences 
Mr Preece did not do his job properly, and therefore Baby P died 

In sum, there is nothing directly or explicitly homophobic in this article. The 
homophobic effects are achieved entirely indirectly through the use of the script 
outlined earlier and its related (negative) inferences about gay men's life ryle , 
attitudes and so on and their inferred detrimental effect on the rest of society. 

Collocation 

Mills identifies the fifth category of indirect sexist language as collocation. A 
explained in Chapter 4, collocation is often referred to as 'the company a word 
keeps'. For example, in the context of debate about the environment, 'greenhouse' 
generally keeps company with 'gas'. In such contexts, when the word 'greenhou e' 
is heard, it sets up an expectation that the word 'gas' will follow - if that does not 
happen, the word which does appear takes on a marked quality. Other common 
Engli h collocations are 'tabby' and 'cat', and 'torrential' and 'rain'. Mills (200 ) 
argues that collocations can be u ed in way which are indirectly exist. In applying 
the principle of collocation to gender and exuality, ome words do not appear to 

be sexist and/or homophobic in themselves (in term of their denotational mean
ing), but they collocate or are as ociated with a range of negative connotations and 
terms, and it is these routine collocations that produce the discriminatory effect. 
For example, in the British tabloid pre , it i still common for 'mother' to collo
cate with 'single' and 'working'. Other fairly frequently gender-related collocations 
include lone parent and career woman. uch terms are not nece arily exist in them
elv , but sexi m is produced when they collocate with word with negative con-

notations or are u ed in ituations where problematic issu are di cu ed. Con id er 
the following two new paper headlin : 

ingle mother on benefit pend £3,000 of taxpayers' ea h on dream five
week round-the~world trip to Au tralia, Bali and Dubai. 

(Daily Mail, 22 February 2 15) 
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Working mothers risk damaging their child' pro pects. 
(Daily Mail, 31 August 2015) 

In the first headline, 'single' and 'mother' coll cate with each other. The term 
' ingle mother' is then referenced to reported behaviour which i negatively 
evaluated, thus the meaning of 'single mother' become imbued with negative 
meaning. The fact that 'father' does not routinely collocate with 'single' in this 
way uggests that' ingle father ' are not habitually ubjected to the ame kind 
of negative meanings. In the econd headline, the phrase 'working mothers' col
locates with word which have negative meaning - 'risk' and 'damaging' - thu 
constructing 'working mothers' a irre ponsible becau e they challenge the domi
nant di course of women's primary role as caregiver. Again, 'working fathers' do 
not appear in the same collocation patterns and are therefore not ascribed the 
ame kind of negative semantic value. 

As well as examining gendered collocation patterns in written texts, we can 
also examine the gendered collocations of specific words in everyday English 
u age by looking them up in a corpus. Baker (2008b), for example, conducted an 
analysi of the collocations of the words bachelor and spinster as they appear in the 
British National Corpus. Unsurprisingly, Baker found that, although they appear 
to be emantically equivalent (bachelar refer to an unmarried man; spinster refer 
to an unmarried woman), they behave very differently and have different seman
tic environment which create different connotational meanings. Some exam
ples from Baker' study of the concordance lines in which the words appear are 
hown below. Note how the collocations of bachelar are much more po itive than 

those for spinster. 

Bach elor: 

a ) Stefan Edbe r g , 26 , formerly tennis ' most eligi ble 
bachelor, married long time girlfriend Annette 
Olsen , 27 

b) certainly in his bachelor days Johnni e Spencer was 
the catch o f the county . 

c) may he enjoy happy bachelor days , but not too 
many , before he realizes the error of his ways 

d) Ludo was very popular as a bachelor. 
e) Gerald Kaufman is a happy- go- lucky bachelor who ' s 

still waiting for the right girl to come along . 
f) Agony Aunt Marje Proops , who confessed to an 

adulterous 30 - year affair with a bachelor lawyer , 
may be in for more agony still . 

g) pictures of the Duchess of York on holiday with 
Texan bachelor Steve Wyatt are found . 

h) he was a steadfast bachelor and intended to remain 
so . 

i ' And ruin your bachelor peace with my tattle? ' 
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j) Ackroyd enjoyed a quiet bachelor life and l ived in 
a small h ouse by the crossing . 

k) he lived the life ' of a spotless bachelor' . 
1 ) a bachelor who is quiet , modest and with a sl ight 

stamme r , 

Spinster: 

a) I outlined an elderly atrocious spinster and 
established her in Lamb House . 

b) an elderly spinster froze to death on Christma s 
Day , and 

c) Miss Symes , a seemingly frustrated spinster if 
ever there was one , have it to 

d) the good hearted and love- starved spinster. 
Peter ' s Friends (15) opens in 

e ) it was one of the rituals of this lonely 
spinster's life that every day she would take 

f ) wise elder , set against the dried- up spinster , the 
interfering granny , the miser 

g) Miss Weeton was a waspish spinster, but the 
picture is not wholly unkind 

h) in all my life ', sighs the whey- faced spinster, 
and Williams is wryly sympathetic 

i) cruel stereotype of the sex- starved spinster 
fantasising about 

(Adapted from Baker, 2008b) 

The underlying message that is created from these varying collocation patterns 
is that it is more socially acceptable for a man to be unmarried than it is for 
a woman. In other words, marriage should be desirable for women, but less o 
for men . This reinforce the sexist discour e that women are defined primarily 
through their romantic heterosexual relation h ips with men, rather than on their 
own merit. 

Silence as a form of indirect discriminatory language 

So far, we have considered types of overt and indirect sexism and homophobia 
which can be identlfied through the u e of part icular lingui tic and discur ive 
features ln spoken and written texts. However, more recent re earch ha tarted 
to examine ways ln which exi m and homophobia may be discursively achieved 
not only through what is aid/written but al o th rough what i not said/written 
ln other word , di criminatory di course can be produced through ab ences and 
silence , a well a what is pre ent. As I have previou ly explained (2013) ln refer
ence to the production of homophobic di cour e in chool , 
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Homophobia and hetero exi m are discur ively reali ed a much through 
what is not iterated a through what i explicitly stated. Therefore, if exual 
diver ity i ues are to fully be addres ed in chool , it i important to under
stand the range of linguistic proce se , including silence, through which het
erosexist di cour es emerge. 

( auntson, 2013: 6) 

h1 uch cases, homophobia is often di cursively 'achieved' imply by not referring 
to particular things and excluding pecific words or information. Leap (2011: 184) 
also puts forward the argument that 'any text can become a ite of homophobic 
reference', even when the homophobia itself i not explicit. Leap elaborate that 
this is because homophobic me age are always in formation and becau e the 
meaning potential of any text i on ly realised in the interaction between the 
text, the reader and the context. In ome of the interview extracts discu sed in 
Chapter 5, we have already seen that teacher and LGBT + young people, who 
were asked to reflect on their experiences of gender and sexual diversity in school, 
identified pervasive ilences around sexual diversity which they reported as effect
ing an implicit assumption of heteronormativity (the unspoken assumption that 
everyone is heterosexual and that hetero exuality is the unmarked norm). ome 
more extract from these interview are included next (from Sauntson, 2018). 
The participants in the e examples all refer to the learning of particular literary 
texts in English le ons. 

Pat: I was listening to Carol Ann Duffy on that programme on the other 
night reading some of her poems and of course we did Carol Ann 
Duffy but we don't have any that have anything to do with sexuality 

Ann: it can be avoided too easily I suppose it's not openly addressed it's 
not something which people are forced to confront I uppo e through 
the texts that they teach[ ... ] I'm just thinking of some of the poetry 
that's on you know at key stage 4 it's not really I mean we do poetry 
from different cultures which is bring up lots of issues but it doesn't 
address exuality directly there's nothing and it addresses race a lot 
but sexuality isn't in there 

imilar is ues of silence being experienced and felt as discrimination also related 
to the participants' school environment more broadly: 

Ashfard: it is dealt with a lot more seriously than homophobia [ ... ] it's like 
Black History month i celebrated in schools and anything to do with ex ism 
and breaking down barriers and exi m is celebrated in chool all different 
religion celebrated in chool and then Pride month is completely ignored 

John: 
]ason: 
Todd: 

when I wa at chool it was never spoke about 
that' all just like hoved under the carpet and ignored 
they were silent on it they didn't really talk about it 
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In these examples, even though the participants do not report the use of any 
direct or overt discriminatory language based on gender or sexuality, they till 
experience the absence of language relating to gender and sexual diversity as 
problematic and discriminatory. 

Similarly, in another study of sexual and gender diversity in schools (this time 
with a specific focus on RSE curriculum and teaching), Vanita Sundaram and I 
(Sundaram and Sauntson, 2015) present an analysis of the RSE guidance pro
duced by the Department for Education in England. This study focuses specifica lly 
on linguistic silences around notions of 'pleasure' especially in relation to girls 
and young women. Using the corpus tool of keyword analysis in conjunction with 
focus group interviews with young women, we found in this study that language 
which explicitly reinforces heteronormativity concurrently functions to silence 
and obscure other genders and sexualities. Therefore, explicitly homophobic lan
guage is simply not needed to produce the effects of homophobia- homophobic 
effects can be produced entirely through the absence of reference to any forms of 
sexuality other than heterosexuality. To use Butler's ( 1990) term, particular iden
tities are rendered 'unintelligible' through their repeated silencing and absence. 
From both of these studies, we might argue the case, therefore, that silence and 
absence are a form of discriminatory discourse due to these negative effects. 

Resistance, change and 'reclaiming' the language 

What we have seen in this chapter so far is that there are a range of ways in 
which gender- and sexuality-based discrimination in language can be realised, 
both overtly and in more indirect ways - with the latter including silence and 
ab ence, as well as identifiable features in language. Despite the numerous sexist 
and homophobic language practices outlined earlier, it is important to remember 
that we do not have to use language in a di criminatory way. We do have agency 
to change our language practices and, in turn, change the way we see the world 
in terms of gender and sexuality. As Sunderland argues, 

If gendered discour es can and do damage, the feminist project entails 
attempting to redre s this. Feminism recognises the possibility of change and 
strive for it, including through explicit contestation of the exi ting ocial 
order through language. 

( underland, 2004: 199) 

There are resources in language which can be drawn upon if people want to be 
overtly sexi t and/or homophobic. But people can draw on the e resources in dif
ferent way depending on their values and ideologies. One of the outcomes of the 
femini t politic and activities of the 1960s and 1970s wa an increase in attempts 
to 'reclaim' language - i.e. to begin u ing language in ways which resisted gender 
tereotyping and other form of exist language practice . ince the 1970 and 

1980 in particular, we have een increasing attention paid to the u e of 'politi
cally correct' language in relation to gender and other forms of ocial identity. T he 
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use of politically correct language constitute an attempt to reclaim language and, 
in the ea e of gender and sexuality, make it more inclusive. Some of these attempts 
have been succe sful whilst others have been less effective. The most significant 
changes have occurred within institutions, with most institution now having 
e tablished codes of practice on inclusive language. These institutions include 
universities, publishers, central and local government , non-governmental organ
isations and trade unions. The adoption of politically correct language use has, 
itself, met with resi ranee, often in the form of trivialisation and ridicule. Within 
academia and various political arenas, this is viewed as part of a 'feminist back
lash' - any movement which argues for social change will inevitably be met with 
resistance from some quarters, and feminism is no exception to this. Cameron 
provides a succinct response to these kinds of resistance to language change: 

There's nothing trivial about trying to institutionalise a public norm of 
re pect [ ... ]language is not ju t about representing private mental states, it 
is also a public affirmation of values. 

(Cameron, 1995: 26) 

imilarly, Mills (2012) argues that anti-sexist and anti-homophobic interven
tions in language constitute forms of political action, rather than simply being 
a 'triv ial tinkering with language' (Mills, 2012: 161). Language, therefore, 
erves an important public function of representing and affirming the values of 

a particular group or institution. If an institution advocates the use of inclusive 
language, that signal that it is committed to inclusion and celebrating and 
promoting diversity. 

Summary 

De pite the work that has been done (and is ongoing), there are still some under
researched areas within the topic of gender- and sexuality-ha ed discrimination 
in language. As we have noted already, sexist and homophobic language practices 
have received more attention than other forms of discriminatory language, such 
as biphobia and transphobia. And even within existing work on sexist language, 
some of this ofren contains implicit assumptions about gender a binary and about 
gender as being conflated with biological sex. These, as we have seen throughout 
this book, are problematic po itions. The e issues are important to bear in mind 
when conducting your own research projects in this area. 

tudy questions and activities 

Con ider ways to challenge di criminatory language around gender and sex
uality. How might you engage practitioners and activist groups with research 
in this area? 

2 Look at the work of the Everyday Sexism Project (and/or any other high
profile activist projects which may be available when conducting your 
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re earch) . How does this project seek to challenge exist practices, including 
those based on language? 

www.everydaysexism.com 
@EverydaySexism 

3 Find examples of newspaper headlines and articles which contain sexist or 
homophobic presuppositions (which could di criminate again t any gender 
or sexualities) . What are the presuppositions, and what are their effects ? 

4 In either the same or different newspaper articles, use the tools of CDA tO 

consider how journalists use particular language features to construct' cripts' 
which function to pre ent social actors in a sexi tor homophobic way (or in 
other ways which are discriminatory). 
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Note 

Although see Eberhardt (2016) for an analysis of a counter-discourse in the lyric of 
black female hip-hop artists. 



10 Writing up, drawing 
conclusions and sharing your 
research 

Throughout this book, we have looked at how other people have conducted 
re earch in the field of language, gender and sexuality. In doing so, it i hoped 
that this has provided ideas and guidance about the kinds of topics that can be 
re earched and how to go about designing and conducting a research project in 
th i subject area. We have looked at research contributions in a range of areas 
(although, by necess ity, this is selective). And we have seen how contempo
rary re earch in all of these topics is informed broadly by element of femini t 
and/or queer theory, including a con ideration of how queer theory-informed 
work provides helpful and up-to-date principles for analysing representations 
of diver e genders and sexualities a they are inscribed in the kinds of texts 
which circulate in everyday life. We have also examined a number of ana
lytical frameworks which are routinely u ed in the field of language, gender 
and exuality. The frameworks were outlined in Chapter 4 and then further 
explored and exemplified through the illustrative studies discussed throughout 
Chapter 5 to 9. Throughout this book, we have also considered some of the 
kill required in designing, executing and evaluating research projects in this 

fie ld. In urn, it is hoped that you have acquired a knowledge of how to conduct 
re earch in the field of language, gender and sexuality and how to design and 
carry out a project. More importantly, I hope that you have been inspired to 
conduct ome new and exciting re earch in the field! Thi final section pro
vide some guidelines on writing up your project once you have completed all 
of the re earch elements. 

How to write up research - a suggested structure 

The ugge ted structure that follow i not unique to writing up research pro
ject in the field of language, gender and exuality. imilar structu res are used 
for writing up language-focu ed re earch in many area . o you may be able 
to use the e idea elsewhere in your academic work. The mo t commonly 
advi ed way of writing up a re earch project i to divide it into five main 
ection or 'chapter ' (depending on the length of the project). The e are a 

follow : 
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1 Introduction 

Within this opening section, you should start by introducing your topic. In the 
first few sentences, give your reader a clear indication of what specific topic you 
have been researching. You should then provide a rationale for why you h ave 
chosen to research that topic and explain why your project is timely, relevant 
and important. As well as wanting to know what topic you are researching, your 
reader will need to be convinced about why you are doing the research and what 
new contribution it will make to what is already known about language, gender 
and sexuality. You should then present your research question/s (the questions you 
are trying to answer in conducting your research project) or describe the problem 
you are trying to address in your project. We have seen throughout this book 
that most research in language, gender and sexuality is very broadly motivated 
by wanting to challenge inequality. Think about what aspect/s of gender and/or 
sexuality you want to address in your research and formulate a research problem 
or question/s around this. 

2 Discussion of literature 

In this second section of your project write-up or report, you should aim to write 
a concise review of the literature within the field of language, gender and sexual
ity you are researching which relates to your research question/s or problem. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, the purpose of a literature review section i to co ntex
tualise your project and show that you have a good knowledge of the topic you 
are writing about. In reviewing existing literature, this will help to reveal and 
justify the existing gap in research that your project i addre ing. When con 
sulting literature in the early stages of conducting your research project, make 
sure you are reading both books and journal articles and aim for a balance in the 
final literature review. Books are useful to read because the authors can present a 
more developed and sustained argument and may be able to do other thing , such 
a deploy multiple analytical frameworks and/or u e multiple data ets. Article , 
though, are u eful to read because they are similar in length to the projects you 
are likely to be writing and, therefore, provide a good template for writing up your 
own research project. 

Many people find it useful to sub-divide their literature review into section 
that deal with the theoretical and/or analytical approach being used through out 
the research and another section which focu es on the existing empirical tud
ie which relate to the topic under crutiny. In re earch projects on language, 
gender and sexuality, it i important to include a balance of these 'theoretical' 
and 'empirical' element in the literature review. The literature review hou ld 
be as up-to-date as possible. As tared in the introduction, the field of language, 
gender and exuality is rapidly evolving, and some literature goe out of date 
quite quickly. You may need to include ome older references if they are con-
idered to be 'landmark' publication which have ignificantly contributed to 

the point where they till underpin many of the studie being conducted in the 
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present- a typical example of a landmark publication would be Butler's Gender 
Trouble (1990), as the theory proposed in this book underpins much of the queer 
theory and ub equent queer linguistic approaches still in use today. Other than 
these landmark publications, try to make the rest of the literature review based 
mainly on publications from the past 10- 15 years if possible. 

3 Methodology 

This i the ection where you explain to your reader how you designed the study 
and carried out the data collection. The first thing you should do in the meth
odology section is simply describe the linguistic data you have collected - tell 
your reader clearly and concisely what the data consists of (e.g. interviews, media 
texts, online documents, transcriptions of recorded interactions) . You can then 
go on to explain how you collected this data- what methods did you use (e.g. 
observations and recordings, interviews, collation of written texts)? In addition 
to describing the data itself and the data collection method/s, you should then 
provide a justification for using the data collection methods. Why were these par
ticular methods selected? What were the main advantages in using the meth
ods you used, and how did they enable you to answer your research questions or 
addres your research problem? In justifying your use of particular methods, it is 
u eful to refer to some research methods literature as a means of supporting your 
justification (see, for example, the references at the end of this book which deal 
with research methods in linguistics and across other disciplines in the social 
ciences). 

Particular con ideration needs to be paid to whether any human participants 
were involved in your research in the methodology section. You may, for example, 
have recorded or interviewed people as part of your research or interacted with 
them online. Or you might have involved human participants through the use 
of a survey. In any case, you should specify how many participants were involved 
and explain the nature of their involvement in your project (i.e. what exactly 
were they required to do?). Related to this point, the methodology section should 
also contain information about any ethical issues that were involved in the col
lection of data and subsequent analysis of it (see Chapter 3 for more information 
about re earch ethics and is ues in research methodologies more broadly). 

Finally, the methodology section hould contain an explanation of how you 
analy ed your data and what particular framework/s you u ed for doing so (e.g. 
corpu lingui tics, F/CDA, CA, MMDA). As with the explanation of the data 
collection methods and procedures, you should also include a justifi.cation for 
using a particular analytical framework/ - why was your chosen framework more 
effective for analysing the data than other ? How did the specific framework u ed 
help you to answer your re earch que tions or address the re earch problem? Refer 
back to Chapter 4 for more information about the most commonly u ed analyti
cal framework in the field of language, gender and sexuality. Mo t of the re earch 
method literature contains a very u eful piece of advice for writing up methodol
ogy ections in re earch projects- the methodology ection hould be written in 

-
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sufficient detail so that the reader can potentially replicate the study. This is good 
adv ice for writing up a methodology section in language, gender and sexuality 
research projects, just as it is in other areas. 

4 Data analysis, findings and discussion 

This is the section in which you present your actual analysis of the data. It should 
be the longest section because this is where you present the new information that 
you have found from conducting your research, and it i the section in which you 
will probably be citing the data you have collected. Because projects are so varied, 
there are many ways of presenting this section. Some researchers who use quanti
tative methods of analysis, such as numerical analyses of survey results or the tools 
of corpus linguistics, may present the actual findings first (sometimes using visual 
methods, such as tables, graphs or charts) and then follow the presentation of 
findings with a discussion of what they mean and why they are significant, inter
esting, important and so on. Others who conduct more qualitative analy e may 
not have separate sections for presenting their data analysis and discussion but 
may find it more appropriate to combine these elements together. Studie which 
use analytical frameworks such as F/CDA or FPDA, for example, tend to start 
with a summary of the main findings and then present selected data extracts (e.g. 
extracts from media texts or interviews) for more detailed analysis and discussion 
which illustrate and support those main findings and arguments. Ultimately, it's up 
to you. The best thing to do is to read other studies which have used similar data 
types and methods of analysis and look at how they have written up this section. 
You can then use that to guide your own structuring and writing of this section. In 
all cases, though, you should make it clear what your data analysis actually reveals . 
What is the new knowledge that your analysis is producing? And how do your 
analysis and findings relate to the initial research question or problem? 

5 Conclusion 

In the final section of your research project, you should clearly present the an wer 
to your initial research question/s or re earch problem. This may overlap a little 
with what you have just included in the preceding ection, but it is fine to reiterate 
the key finding of the re earch in the conclu ion as well. But in the conclu ion, 
you should also show more explicit consideration of what your project has added to 
the topic of language, gender and sexuality that you are researching. Try to clearly 
explain and empha ise the va lue of your work. Addressing the e points will help 
you to emphasise the original contribution and u efulness of your re earch project. 

The conclusion i al o a useful ection for describing the main limitations of the 
research. What was the research not able to inve tigate or reveal? The e limitations 
may relate to the type of data you were working with or perhap to the limitations 
of the particular analytical framework you were u ing. You don't need to write too 
much about the limitations but hawing ome awarene will demonstrate that 
you are critically engaged in thinking about your own re earch. The discu ion of 
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limitations can then lead into a more positive discussion of what further research 
is still needed and how your research might be developed further in the future 
(either by your elf or by other readers) . Many writers on research methods argue 
that a good research project raises as many new questions as it answers, so it is 
worth thinking about what further research questions your study has raised in the 
conclusion. However, the final lines of the conclusion should come back to the 
study itself and what it has positively contributed to the field . As McKay states, 

The conclu ion should end on a strong note with some general statement 
that leaves the reader with a positive sense of the article. 

(McKay, 2006: 164) 

It might be that your study has potential profe ional or pedagogic implications 
(e.g. it might be something that can practically be used by certain groups or indi
viduals working in particular contexts), and this is also something worth stating 
in the conclusion if it applies to your project. McKay argues that the closing lines 
of a conclusion hould repeat the ma in theme or issue raised in the introduction 
and hould contain a statement of the overall significance of the topic addressed 
in the study. 

In addition to broadly following the suggested structure outlined above when 
you are writing up your research project, and the suggested content for each of 
the five section , some general adv ice is to aim for publication standard and, 
therefore, for the style of writing used in journal articles and academic books. 
Many postgraduate researchers do go on to publish their research projects and, 
even at the undergraduate level, I know a number of people who have published 
their work (including some people cited in thi book!). So, if you are an under
graduate researcher, there is no need to feel that aiming for publication is too 
much- it can and has been done! 

When writing up your project, make sure to pay attention to your writing 
style- for example, ensure that there is coherence between points, sentences and 
paragraphs and that your reader can follow your line of argument as it develops 
throughout the report. When making claims about language use, make sure that 
every single claim is supported with evidence. This evidence might come from 
your own data, or it might come from existing literature. If you want to claim, for 
example, that tran ma culine speakers use particular terms for referring to them-
elve , how evidence of this. Or if you want to claim that lesbian-identifying 

women have particular ways of talking about gender in specific contexts, then 
how thi either with data extracts or through references to previou literature. 

A good premise to remember i that your reader won't tru tor believe what you 
are writing unle you provide them convincing evidence. 

Who might be interested in reading and using your research? 

Throughout this chapter (and others), I have made frequent reference to 'your 
reader '. Thi relate to an important point which almo t goes without saying but 
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is worth reiterating- your research will be read and possibly put to use by oth
ers. Research in language, gender and sexuality is rarely conducted purely out of 
academic interest (although this, of course, will also be a motivating factor)- it 
is done in order to produce changes in the social world with particular reference 
to challenging existing inequalities relating to gender and sexuality. Many of the 
studies discussed throughout this book have been used by those working outside 
academia to challenge or change gender and/or sexuality inequalities in particu
lar contexts. Baxter's work discussed in Chapter 5, for example, has been used 
to raise awareness around conduct during business meeting in particular work
place contexts (see, for example, www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/jun/19/women
language-boardroom-study). And some of my own work (discussed in Chapter 6) 
has been picked up by LGBT +rights organisations to lobby the government about 
changing the language that is used in RSE documents to make it more inclusive 
in regard to diverse gender and sexuality identities. If you publicise (or even pub
lish) your research findings, it may be that your research is used by certain profes
sionals, activist groups, organisations and so on to help with equality initiatives 
that they are developing or working on. So, when conducting and writing up your 
research project, always think about it having real readers and real application 
outside the educational context in which you are studying. And even if you don 't 
publish your research, you can still tell people about your research findings using 
social media and other forums for dissemination and sharing. 

Individually, the research we do in language, gender and sexuality will not 
change the world and will not get rid of gender- and sexuality-based inequalities. 
But, collectively, our language-focused work can make important contributions 
towards doing so. At the very least, our work can help to raise awareness that gen
der- and sexuality-based inequality issue are partly language issues. And raising 
awareness and understanding is a precursor to social change. As Swann ( 1992: 
236) states, 

Language may be u ed to subvert routine practice, to challenge expectations, 
and to contribute towards educational and ocial change. 

Whatever do you in your project, remember that your work matter and that you 
are making an important contribution, however mall, to a fairer and safer world. 

Study questions and activities 

1 Read and evaluate some conclusions from publi hed article in the field of 
language, gender and sexuality (the Geru:ler and Language journal and the 
Journal of Language and Sexuality are good sources for such article ). In evalu
ating your selected conclusion/s, think about the following que tion : 

• Is there a clear and conci e ummary of the major findings of the rudy? 
• Doe the conclu ion call for further research on que tions or i ue rai ed 

by the tudy? Is there an indication of how the research might be devel
oped further in the future? 
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Are any limitations considered? 
• (How) doe the writer consider the implication of their research? I 

there consideration of who might benefit from the re earch findings 
and how? 
1 there a statement of the overall significance of the topic addressed 
in the study? In other words, does the writer leave you with a ' trong 
message'? 

2 Write a list of groups, organi ations or individuals who might be able to make 
use of your re earch project finding . In what ways might pe ple be able to 
implement your re earch finding so that they promote greater gender- and/ 
or sexuality-ha ed equality? 

3 Once you have completed your re earch project, think about how you 
(or someone else) might develop that research in the future? What other 
research questions or ideas have emerged from conducting your research 
project? 



Appendix- transcription conventions 

Transcription conventions used by Coates (2007) in Chapter 2: 
Each line of the transcript corresponds to one of the narrator's breath-groups or 

intonation units (based on Chafe, 1980). 

((xx)) 
<LAUGHTER> 
underline 
[ ... ] 

transcriber unable ro hear words 
sounds or other material hard ro transcribe 
loud, relative to surrounding talk 
break in the transcript 

Transcription conventions used by ] ones ( 2012) in Chapter 5: 
]ones u e a' tave' method of transcription. This operates on the same princi

ple as a musical stave and enables utterances to be visually aligned to signal si mu 1-
taneous talk within multi-party interactions more clearly. For more information 
about the stave tran cription method see ]ones (201 2) and Pichler (2007). 

( .) 
(2) 

<> 

@(10) 
underline 

beginning of first overlap 
end of fi rst overlap 
self- interruption or false start 
pause of less than one second 
timed pau e 
end of intonation unit, falling intonation 
end of intonation unit, rising intonation 
transcriber comment 
lengthening of sound 
laughing, plu duration 
emphatic stress or increased amplitude 

Transcription conventions used by Holmes (2006) in Chapter 5: 

YES 
[laughs]:: 

Capitals indicate emphatic tress 
Paralinguistic feature in square brackets, colon indicate 

tart/finish 



+ 
. . . f . ...... \ .. . 
. . . / .. .. ... \ .. . 

(hello) 
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Pause of up to one second 
imultaneous speech 

Transcriber's best gue at an unclear utterance 
Incomplete or cut-off utterance 
Section of transcript omitted 

Transcription conventions used by Baxter ( 2012) in Chapter 5 (adapted from 
) efferson, 2005) : 

(.) 
(l) 
[ 
(laughs} 

micro-pause 
pause of specified number of seconds 
overlapping speech or interruption 
paralinguistic feature 
emphasis 
drawn-out speech 

Transcription conventions used by Angouri (2011), Stokoe (2008) and Sauntson 
and Morrish (2012) in Chapter 5 and by Ehrlich (2001, 2006) and Matoesian ( 1993) 
in Chapter 7 (based on]effersonian transcription conventions and taken from Kitzinger, 
200 : 137-138): 

0 

(0.5) 

(.) 

square brackets 
equals sign 
time in round brackets 

period in round brackets 

colons 

period 

comma 

question mark 

inverted question mark 

exclamation mark 

dash 

underlining 

capitals 
underlining and capital 

overlapping talk 
no space between turns 
intervals within or between talk 

(measured in tenths of a second} 
discernible pause or gap, roo 

short to measure 
extension of preceding sound 

(the more colons, the greater 
the extension) 

closing intonation (not necessarily 
the end of a entence) 

continuing intonation (not 
nece sarily between clauses or 
sentences) 

rising intonation {not necessarily 
a question) 

rising intonation weaker than 
indicated by a question mark 

animated tone (not necessarily 
an exclamation) 

abrupt cut-off sound 

emphasis 

loud, relative to urrounding talk 
very loud and emphatic, relative 

to urrounding talk 

(Continued) 
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0 here 0 

oohereoo 

>here< 

<here> 

< 
> 

hah 
heh 
hih 
huh 
(h) 

hhh 

.hhh 

() 
(bring) 
( ( niff)) 

degree signs 
double degree signs 

'more than'/'less than' symbols 

'less than'/'more than' symbols 

'less than' symbol 
'greater than' symbol 
dollar sign 

empty round brackets 
word(s) in round brackets 
word(s) in double round 

brackets 

soft, relative to surround ing talk 
very soft or whispered, relative to 

surrounding talk 
speeded up, relative to 

surrounding talk 
slowed down, relative to 

surrounding talk 
rapid tart to following talk 
slow ending to preceding talk 
smile voice 
laughter 
laughter 
laughter 
laughter 
laughter particle inserted into 

talk 
audible outbreath (no. of 'h 's' 

indicates length} 
audible inbreath (no. of 'h 's' 

indicates length) 
transcriber unable to hear words 
transcriber uncertain of hearing 
sound or other material hard to 

transcribe, other comments by 
tran criber 
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